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Israeli plane 
hit by missle 
during raids 
Jet crashes near Lebanon 
SIDON, Lebanon (AP) - A missile destroyed an Israeli warplane 
during raids on Palestinian guerrilla bases near this ancient port 
yesterday, the day after a bloody grenade attack in Jerusalem. 
Journalists saw the plane explode after the missile struck and 
crashed into a valley four miles southeast of Sidon, and reported the 
wreckage still smoldered 90 minutes later. One of the two pilots was 
taken prisoner and the other was reported killed. 
It was the first Israeli plane lost over Lebanon in three years. 
State-run Beirut radio said bombs and rockets killed four people 
and wounded 10 at the Mieh Mieh Palestinian refugee camp on the 
city's southeastern outskirts. 
Israel's military command still had not commented hours later 
either on the 40-minute attack on Palestinian targets or the loss of 
the US-built Phantom F-4E. 
A Shiite Moslem militia commander said the two pilots bailed out 
and landed in an olive grove, one alive and one dead. Abu Jamil 
Ghaddar of the Amal militia said the survivor was captured in the 
grove between Siroubieh and Anqoun, suburbs of this city 25 miles 
south of Beirut. 
GUERRILLAS BROUGHT the Phantom down with a shoulder- 
fired Soviet Strella missile at 4:25 p.m., 35 minutes after the onset of 
Israel's 13th air attack into Lebanon this year, a police spokesman 
said. He withheld his name in keeping with government regulations. 
More jets arrived just before nightfall and strafed the area where 
the pilots landed. Ghaddar said five of his militiamen were wounded. 
Witnesses said four jets, Phantoms and Israeli-built Kfirs, flew in 
from the Mediterranean and made three bomb and rocket runs on 
the guerrilla positions starting at 3:50 p.m. 
Israeli pilots released red balloons to deflect the scores of Strellas 
that streaked toward them. 
Black smoke hung over Mieh Mieh. Fire engines and ambulances 
raced in from Sidon and Ein el-Hilweh, another Palestinian camp 
nearby. 
The warplanes hit Mieh Mieh less than 24 hours after two grenades 
were hurled into a crowd of Israeli army recuits and their families 
near the sacred Wailing Wall in Jerusalem, killing one person and 
wounding 69. 
Claims of responsibility for the Jerusalem attack came from five 
groups, including the Palestine Liberation Organization. 
ISRAEL HAS lost three other planes in Lebanon since its invasion 
of June 1982: 
• June 6,1982, during a bombing attack about eight miles north of 
the Israeli border. The pilot was captured by the PLO. 
• July 24,1962, hit by a Syrian SAM-8 ground-to-air missile during 
an Israeli attack on Syrian batteries in the Bekaa Valley. The two 
Israeli pilots were captured. 
• Nov. 20,1983, during a raid on Palestinian guerrilla targets in the 
Chouf Mountains. Lebanese army soldiers captured the pilot. 
Face tO face photo/Kathy Owens 
Lynnmarie Landwei, senior art education and special education major, paints a portrait of a live model 
in an advanced watercolors class at the Fine Arts Building. 
Charity 
wants 
H.U.G.s 
United Way starts 
three-week effort 
by Trida Courtney 
reporter 
Help, understand and give. 
The United Way is trying to get 
University students, faculty, 
and staff to H.U.G. other people 
in need. 
The campaign offers Univer- 
sity students an "easy opportu- 
nity to help people, said 
Student Recreation Center Di- 
rector Terry Parsons, who is 
also University coordinator for 
the 1986 United Way campaign. 
United Way has made itself 
visible in the past. Last year, 
campaign volunteers tied yellow 
ribbons around the trees on 
campus in an effort to increase 
student awareness. This year 
they're trying something differ- 
ent. 
In addition to increasing stu- 
dent awareness, Parsons said 
this year's H.U.G. campaign, 
headed by undergraduate stu- 
dent representative Matt Scholz, 
is an effort to get students in- 
volved and increase the number 
of contributions, "in a low pres- 
sure way to give students a 
chance to donate." 
In a three-week effort to draw 
attention to the United Way, 
through the students, the steer- 
ing committee for the campaign 
hopes students might become 
donors in the future. 
Last week, which was "Help" 
week, community services were 
performed by some of the stu- 
dent volunteers for H.U.G. This 
week, is "Understand" week and 
instead of trees wearing yellow 
ribbons, students will be wear- 
ing red ribbons during the "fit 
D See United Way, page 3. 
Responsibility focus of Alcohol Awareness Week 
STARS are coming out as part 
of Alcohol Awareness Week at 
the University. 
Next week is also National 
Alcohol Awareness Week (Oct. 
20-26), and at the University, 
STARS is the theme of the Uni- 
versity's Alcohol Awareness 
Committee. 
"STARS means Students Tak- 
ing Alcohol Responsibilities Se- 
riously," said Sandy Crill, 
C" ilicity chairman and a mem- 
of the committee. "We (the 
committee) feel that the theme 
is really catchy and we think it 
will interest many people." 
"We felt that since most of the 
student organizations on cam- 
pus are represented that stu- 
dents should be part of the 
theme," she said. "We want 
people to know that there are 
responsible college students. 
Everybody should look at their 
own behavior and make respon- 
sible decisions." 
Crill said there will be an 
Alcohol Awareness Fair in the 
Harshman Quadrangle cafete- 
ria lounges Tuesday. There will 
be presentations given by va- 
rious speakers and also activ- 
ities pertaining to alcohol 
awareness. 
In the Lenhart Grand Ball- 
room Wednesday, an open dis- 
cussion on alcohol will be 
presented. Crill said a doctor 
and a recovering alcoholic will 
be part of the discussion. 
According to Crill, the new 
"If we only reach a few people, but really 
reach them, then we have been a success." 
- Don Miller, chairman of the Alcohol 
Awareness Committee 
non-alcoholic bar, Dry Dock, 
will open Thursday in the Mid- 
Am room in Harshman Quad- 
rangle. The opening will coin- 
cide with the Alcohol Awareness 
event - Dry Thursday. 
"Dry Thursday is modeled 
after the American Cancer So- 
ciety's Great American Smoke- 
out, Crill said. "Instead of not 
smoking, the students are en- 
couraged to not drink alcohol on 
Thursday. We will be hosting 
games in the Rec Center that 
evening. We want to show people 
they can enjoy a natural high." 
Alcohol Awareness Week was 
funded through various organi- 
zations. Don Miller, chairman of 
the Alcohol Awareness Commit- 
tee, said Boosting Alcohol Con- 
ciousness Concerning the Health 
of University Students (BAG 
CHUS), and the athletic depart- 
ment are just two of the 
organizations sponsoring the 
project. 
It is expected that there will 
be a lot of involvement by the 
student body this week, accord- 
ing to Miller. 
''Hopefully there will be a lot 
of people interested. I just hope 
people realize we aren't here to 
preach to them," he said. 
Although there is expected to 
be a lot of participation in the 
events, Miller said that if the 
committee only reaches a few 
people it will be time well spent. 
"We don't gauge success on 
number but on the quality of our 
work," Miller said. "If we only 
reach a few people, but really 
reach them, then we have been a 
success." 
Miller said college brings in a 
whole new perspective on alco- 
hol and drinking. 
He said students are either 
using it for the first time or they 
are able to get alcohol more 
easily, being away from home. 
"Also, the whole issue of the 
changing of the drinking age has 
made students more aware of 
the use of alcohol," he said. 
One of the more eye-catching 
displays next week will be a 
smashed car in the Union Oval 
all week. The car, a result of an 
alcohol-related accident, is 
sponsored by the alcohol aware- 
ness group Never Again. 
"There are so many things to 
catch a person's eye," said 
Carol Evans, president of Never 
Again. "And there will be so 
much going on next week that I 
feel most people will find the 
project worthwhile." 
Minority grants awarded 
by Jared O. Wadley 
copy editor 
The University is one of 60 schools given a 
{16,000 grant from the U.S. Department of 
Education for minority graduate students inter- 
ested inpublic aominlstration. 
D.S. Chauhan, public administration profes- 
sor, said fellowships worth an annual stipend of 
$8,400 were given to two students, one for 16 
months and one for two years. 
The grant provides an educational experience 
for individuals who want to work in public 
administration. 
One of the requirements for eligibility is to 
have a grade pouit average of 3.0 or better, he 
said. 
Chauhan said those who receive the grant 
must maintain a satisfactory academic record 
and must devote their time to studies and 
research. 
This is the first year that the University has 
received a grant like this, he said. 
University graduate student Larry Jones, 
public administration major from the Univer- 
sity of South Carolina (Columbia), is one of the 
first two recipients. 
"I would like to set an example for those who 
receive the grant in the future." Jones said. "I 
hope this grant will give me the experience to 
become a public servant on the local or state 
level."    
THE OTHER recipient had to relinquish her 
Ct because she enrolled in another school, 
opening will be filled in January, Chauhan 
said. 
Jones also said the job will give him an edge 
when he competes for the Presidential Manage- 
ment Internship. He said the winners in the 
competition are offered jobs in agencies in 
Washington, D.C. 
Chauhan said be will help students who re- 
ceive the grant find work in public administra- 
tion. He said students are encouraged if they 
know that efforts are being made to find them 
work in public administration. 
Chauhan will contact public administration 
directors from other schools to recruit students 
for the program. 
Officials ignored PCBs 
Cleanup of Toledo landfill may cost $40 million 
TOLEDO (AP) - City officials 
knew 12 years ago that a landfill 
found to contain high levels of 
suspected cancer-causing 
material was leaking into a 
river, but never tested it to de- 
termine what chemicals it con- 
tained, according to a report 
published yesterday. 
Officials say it may cost $40 
million to clean up the Dura 
landfill, which may nave leaked 
up to 60,000 gallons of hazardous 
waste a day into the Ottawa 
River. The leaking material con- 
tains polychlorinated biphenyls, 
PCBs, which are suspected of 
causing cancer and liver dam- 
age, and also contains heavy 
metals and solvents. 
77K Blade of Toledo reported 
yesterday that water samples 
taken from the site in 1974 were 
tested for bacteria levels, but 
not chemicals, even though offi- 
cials had questions about the 
composition of the leaking 
material. 
"We certainly had questions 
about (organic chemicals) and 
PCBs, but we didn't have the 
facilities to do those kinds of 
tests," said Richard Uscilowski, 
chief chemist at the city's Envi- 
ronmental Services Agency. 
Asked why the city did not have 
a laboratory perform the tests, 
Uscilowski said it would have 
been a strain on the budget 
because a PCB sample can cost 
$100. 
A spokesman for the utilities 
department, which is responsi- 
ble for testing at the landfill, 
said PCBs were not an issue 
then. 
"THERE WAS no widespread 
awareness of the dangers. We 
made the classic tests at the 
time, checking for bacterial con- 
tamination," department 
spokesman Ted Reams said. 
Earlier this month, samples 
taken from a monitoring well 
showed 538 parts per million of 
PCBs in the landfill, which the 
state Environmental Protection 
Agency considers a high level. 
Soil samples from the bank of 
the river, which flows into Lake 
Erie, had PCBs contamination 
of 91 ppm. Sediment from the 
river bottom showed SO ppm 
PCBs. 
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Illegal alien bill 
necessary, fair 
Short of building insurmountable walls on each of 
its borders, it is impossible for the United States 
to stop the influx of illegal aliens who enter the 
country each year. But a bill passed by the House of 
Representatives on Wednesday may help. 
Obviously, legislation was needed since nearly 
5,000 aliens are apprehended on a typical day and 
an untold number elude the border patrol. 
The bill would use a system of fines and prison 
terms against employers who knowingly hire undo- 
cumented workers. Knowing there are no possibili- 
ties for employment in the United States will, no 
doubt, make it less attractive for illegal aliens. 
Writers of the bill displayed sensitivity when 
including a measure that would give legal status to 
those who crossed the border illegally before 1982 
and established roots. It is obvious the writers did 
not intend to break up any families. 
Opponents of the bill may argue that employers 
may discriminate in hiring practices and that the 
bill is discriminitory because it singles out employ- 
ers for punishment. 
But included in the bill are many balancing acts. 
One of these is designed to protect Hispanies by 
creating new protections against discrimination 
based on national origin or citizenship status. 
Other acts state that the civil rights language 
could be wiped out by Congress after three years if 
a General Accounting Office report found the 
provisions were unfair to employers. Also, em- 
ployer sanctions could end at the same time, if 
found to cause widespread discrimination. 
It is true that America is the land of opportunity. 
But allowing illegal aliens to take employment, or 
any opportunities for that matter, away from those 
who worked so hard to legally get here is unfair. 
This bill, if passed by the Senate and approved by 
the president, will give the opportunity back to 
those who earned it. 
At the forever summit 
by Scott Munn 
The two men sit at opposite 
ends in a cold room. Their 
straight-backed chairs are un- 
comfortable but they suffer 
them in silence. 
While neither of the two men is 
as time-scarred as the table 
between them, they are both 
feeling their age. There is no 
clock in the room; there's no use 
for one. Their shared presence 
has been undisturbed for some 
time now. 
One of the men, his breath a 
white puff of air, clears his 
throat and says something unin- 
telligible. The other man studies 
him intently, asks him to repeat 
himself. 
"I'm sorry, my voice isn't as 
strong as it used to be. When I 
was young and didn't feel the 
cold so easily, I had a voice as 
strong as my back. Now my sons 
are strong. But they carry in 
their heads the foolish notion 
that they are wise and that their 
voices carry wisdom. They have 
much to learn; they are boys." 
He looks at the man who had 
asked him to speak up, and 
frowns. "Your children are the 
same, no?" 
The other man smiles sadly. 
"Yes, I suppose they are." He 
doesn't ask him for a repeat of 
the original comment after the 
cleared throat. It doesn't seem 
to matter. 
The silence which follows is 
one of reminiscence. They are in 
no hurry. 
"My granddaughter had a 
child last month." 
The envelope, please 
Makings of a prize-winning columnist 
by Mary Menuez 
Editor's Note: Three weeks ago, in his 'Out ol 
Whack" column, Craig Hergert announced a 
contest to find a female humorist for The News. 
"I've never seen so many entries!" commented 
Hergert as the nine columns piled up. 
Alter exhaustive reading, rereading and read- 
ing some more, the threeperson panel - Hergert, 
Editorial Editor John Gliebe and Wire Editor 
Janet Pavasko - decided on a winner and decided 
to run that column today in lieu of "Out of 
Whack." 
"Just as long as she knows that Fridays are still 
mine!" harrumphed Hergert. 
Beginning next week, a column by Mary Me- 
nuez, the winning entrant, will be a feature on the 
Thursday editorial page. Although we could 
choose only one winner, we received several fine 
entries and would like to thank all of those who 
responded. 
As for Mary Menuez's Qualifications to fill the 
position, we 'U let her speak for herself in this, her first column. 
You know, it's funny. Just as Craig Hergert is 
deadly serious about his contest, I am deadly 
serious that I am the columnist you're looking for. 
The way I look at it. I could write some cute 
little essay about dorm life that is amusing but oh- 
so-sarcastic, or I could use my 750 words to 
convince you how appropriate I am for the job in 
order to gain an advantage over the three or four 
other women who are going to respond. 
So here goes, a brief list of my credentials and 
qualifications tor writing for 77ie BG News, my 
resume if you will. 
First and foremost, I am not and have never 
been in love, infatuated with or awed by Craig 
Hergert. In this aspect I am unlike so many of my 
undergraduate counterparts who believe Her- 
gert's pen oozes pure wisdom. I would say the 
same for Mr. Munn, but the point is probably 
moot. 
I annoy mostpeople. 
I got an A in English 112. That has to be good for 
something, right? 
Contrary to precedence, I am not a journalism 
major - I'm in special ed. New blood, you've got 
to love it. 
I swear to the fact that I have no pet charities 
that I will push all over everybody's faces every 
time I can t think of anything funny to say. This 
does not, however, include my Have-you-spit- 
upon-a-sorority-girl-today? campaign, but that's 
more like a community service project anyway. 
I never eat healthy food, I get very little sleep 
and I can start smoking again if necessary. I 
realize that all good journalists are physically 
wrecked, as I have watched All the Presidents 
Men twice. 
I believe wholly and simply in the truth that is 
Howard's. This should be enlightening to the 
freshmen who read the editorial page and mistak- 
enly believe that the only bar in town is Mark's. 
My favorite authors are Steinbeck, Pauline 
Reage, Jim Morrison and Joe Bob Briggs. I will 
endeavor to emulate them in my writing. 
I never, ever sit under trees and think. I might 
lay under tables occasionally, but never trees -1 
promise. 
Finally, I promise no columns about commer- 
cials or sitcoms, no melodramatic columns about 
the first snowfall or other nature-related topics 
and no columns chastising students who should 
take better advantage of their education, drink 
less, cuss less, spit less or generally be more 
mature. 
Considering my qualifications, I feel that I could 
quite adequately bridge the gap between Munn's 
raw, freshman idealism and Hergert's aged, post- 
graduate world view. 
In conclusion, you might be wondering why a 
special education major is so adamant about 
writing for The BG News. It might have some- 
thing to do with being abused as a child; yes, my 
father made me read. Or maybe I like the idea of 
being a writer, just like John-Boy Walton. Then 
there is always the slim possibility that I actually 
believe in the aesthetic and literary value of 
humor and satire and in the theory that "people 
with breasts can do it, too." 
Menuez is a sophomore special education major from Millersburg. 
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hometown. 
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reject any material that is offen- 
sive, malicious or libelous. All 
submission are subject to con- 
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Please address all submis- 
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Editorial Editor 
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210 West Hall 
"Oh? What did they name 
her?" 
He told him the name. 
"My wife loves the autumn, 
but not the autumn winds. She 
wishes the leaves could change 
color without falling. She wishes 
I would spend more time with 
her and less with my worries. 
We don't argue because there's 
no longer any need - we make 
up before  disagreeing.   Some 
X"' s we watch the sunset to- 
r." 
" "My wife worries for me also, 
but mostly she worries for the 
children. She has no desire for 
war." 
The other man gives him a 
sharp look. "Your love of peace 
isn't apparent from your ac- 
tions." 
"Your peace is the silence of 
the bomb before it drops." 
"You would propose that we 
dismantle the only trust we have 
that you will not make our grave 
for us?" 
"I am a man of honor." 
"And I am a man of faith, but 
not in human nature because 
there is evil in this world which 
exists independent of honor and 
faith. Our only control is our 
defense. Although I would wish a 
higher purpose in my calling, I 
am merely human and afraid, 
and I don't wish to be afraid." 
"That you would allow your 
fear to wrap us in death's em- 
brace is our need for strength in 
itself. We are not murderers; we 
only wish this madness to end. It 
is no longer possible to make up, 
only to control the argument. 
You have given us just cause." 
"Your causes are excuses and 
your stubbornness intolerable. 
The room is cold because you 
are afraid of warmth." 
"The room is cold because you 
have no warmth." 
"Our people are just." 
"And our people, too, are just." 
"Forgive me." 
"For your words, or for your 
thoughts?" 
"Our thoughts are the same. 
Forgive me my anger; I do not 
wish to threaten you. Only to 
talk and to find a peace." 
"Then our wishes are the 
same also. But words spoken in 
ger are stale without the im- 
of compromise behind 
As you are convinced of 
your truth, so am I, mine." 
"Truth is my wife, my chil- 
dren, my grandchildren. It is for 
them that I am angry. Them I 
will protect. I will not compro- 
mise their lives." 
"Even if you are compromis- 
ing ours?" 
'I do not see it as a compro- 
mise." 
The two men don't glare at 
each other. They have said what 
they have to. 
They retreat, regroup behind 
a safer subject. 
"I can still remember when 
our daughter spoke for the first 
time." 
"What did she say?" 
"She called for her mother." 
"Were you disappointed that 
she didn't call for you?" 
"No. I love her mother very 
much." 
The two men sit in the room. 
Munn is a freshman undecided 
major from Tiffin. 
Letters 
Empathy not apathy 
The anti-apartheid rally spon- 
sored by Black Student Govern- 
ment and Undergraduate 
Student Government was much 
needed and very important, be- 
cause for one day in October, the 
BGSU campus showed a great 
sense of care and awareness for 
a group of people who are truly 
being oppressed. 
The rally made me think 
about the question of student 
apathy and the extent to which it 
exists. It seems that many peo- 
Sile blame student apathy on the 
act that "this is the '80s," and 
that the only time for young 
people to even think of question- 
ing society was the 1960s. Think 
about that. 
It's scary to think that a whole 
block of people - college-aged 
students - could he silenced so 
easily. We've fallen into a sense 
of complacency because our so- 
ciety tells us the only thing we 
have to worry about is getting 
our degree, getting hired by a 
Big Eight accounting firm and 
moving into the suburbs where 
the houses are so new that there 
are no trees. 
I can think of only one word to 
semi-combat this socially 
unconscious mind-set. That 
word is EMPATHY. If everyone 
could step away from his or her 
materialism for a while and 
empathize, then maybe we could 
hold anti-apartheid rallies once 
a week and have 1,000 people 
show up. What does empathy 
entail? 
Empathy entails picturing 
your mother as a South African 
eoliceman. If this doesn't hit 
ome, picture yourself as a Ni- 
caraguan, bleeding to death af- 
ter a bullet ripped through your 
side because some contra got a 
clear shot at you. Think about 
what would run through your 
mind at these times. Think 
about the despair, the hatred.the 
BLOOM COUNTY 
sorrow, the utter hopelessness 
that would fill your brain. 
You would have the realiza- 
tion that life failed you and it- 
self. You would also see that the 
only thing that mattered was life 
and death. If there was death, 
then nothing mattered, but if 
there was the possibility of life, 
then everything mattered be- 
cause you would never have 
faced a bigger ultimatum. 
The bottom line being ex- 
pressed here is that through 
events like the Oct. 9 Anti-Apart- 
heid rally, student apathy can be 
worn away. The concept of hu- 
man rights far outweighs Big 
Eight accounting firms and sub- 
urbs. Empathize ... if nothing 
else, think about your mother 
being that South African 
woman.... 
Dan Foley 
OCMB 1702 
Expressing conviction 
It is not the size of the organi- 
zation, but the strength of its 
conviction. It is a fair assess- 
ment that this is a prevalent 
attitude among the members of 
the Pre-Law Society. 
The issues that the Pre-Law 
Society addresses affect not only 
Pre-Law students, but anyone 
who has a concern for the better- 
ment of mankind - issues such 
as the gross racial discrimina- 
tion in South Africa. 
Even though this issue ap- 
pears to have no effect on stu- 
dents at Bowling Green, or 
Americans in general, it is this 
kind of problem that cuts at the 
very fabric of our existence. 
Therefore, it is crucial for us to 
take measures to stop these in- justices. To that end, we, the 
Pre-Law Society, applaud this 
university's attempt to make us 
all aware of worldwide prob- 
lems through programs such as 
the Anti-Apartheid Rally. 
We would like to take this 
opportunity to extend an open 
invitation from the Pre-Law So- 
ciety to anyone who wants the 
opportunity to discuss and/or 
get involved with the issues that 
will, and do affect us all. Let our 
strong convictions be heard! 
Korey Kerscher, President 
OCMB #2787 
Krissy Peterson, Chairman of 
Activities Committee 
OCMB #4212 
Thank you, VCTO 
On behalf of the Visual Com- 
munication Technology Organi- 
zation, I would like to thank all 
the businesses that participated 
in the VCTO Fall Coupon Book. I 
would also like to congratulate 
all the members of VCTO on 
producing such an outstanding 
coupon book this semester. 
VCTO Is an organization cre- 
ated and maintained by students 
in the Visual Communication 
major and serves as an outlet to 
further develop and learn new 
skills viable to their career. 
Members of VCTO completed 
the entire production of the cou- 
pon book from the selling of the 
coupons to the actual printing of 
the book, using equipment lo- 
cated in the College of Technol- 
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Prom the producion of the 
VCTO Coupon Book, along with 
other fund-raising events, the 
organization has been able to 
award scholarships to Visual 
Communication students and 
buy new equipment for the Col- 
lege of Technology. 
Once again, thanks to all who 
participated, and I hope you 
continue to support VCTO in the 
future. 
Darrln Haddad, 
President VCTO 
721 High St. #84 
by Berke Breathed 
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MBSA aids minorities in the job search 
by Jarad O. Wadlcy 
copy editor 
Minority students looking for careers 
in business after graduation have the 
Minority Business Students Associa- 
tion available to help them in their job 
search. 
MBSA president Tony Gibson, senior 
finance major, said the organization 
establishes a smoother transition to the 
"working world" for minority business 
students, and provides interaction be- 
tween its members and minority pro- 
fessionals through its programs. 
Gibson said some of the programs 
MBSA offers include tutorial assis- 
tance, job fairs and seminars. One 
seminar Gibson mentioned was the 
Career Development Symposium in 
November. 
The symposium gives students an 
opportunity to ask questions and to 
interact with professionals from fi- 
nance, accounting, management infor- 
mation systems, marketing, 
interpersonal and public communica- 
tions and management. 
Gibson said he would like to have 
more students attend these programs 
because it would help them in their 
respective fields. 
"I would like to instill in the mem- 
bers that it takes a minimal effort to set 
you apart from the rest," he said. 
MBSA also serves as a resource that 
employers use to locate qualified per- 
sonnel. If more students realized this, 
Gibson said these professionals could 
be role models or contacts for minori- 
ties. 
JACK TAYLOR, assistant vice presi- 
dent of Minority Affairs, said the orga- 
nization develops a network of support 
for minorities in the College of Busi- 
ness Administration because there is a 
lack of black and Hispanic faculty role 
models. 
"There is one Hispanic faculty mem- 
ber and no blacks (in the business 
college)," Taylor said. "The organiza- 
tion enhances the career development 
of minorities by exposing them to black 
and Hispanic role models in the cor- 
porate sector." 
Gibson said out of the 164 minority 
students in BA, there are 25 students in 
the organization. 
However, the organization isn't only 
for business majors, Gibson said. He 
said students majoring in closely re- 
lated fields or specialty areas are also 
encouraged to attend the programs and 
Meetings are held every other Thurs- 
day, 7-8 p.m., in the Student Union's 
TaftRoom. 
The officers this year are vice presi- 
dent Marie Dennis, senior marketing 
major; and secretary Hermietta 
Rowen, senior management major. 
Gibson said he will recruit a treasurer 
at the next meeting. 
Penney's charge accounts help charity 
by Linda Hoy 
staff reporter 
Money raised through a JC- 
Penney charge account drive 
will be donated to charity by the 
University chapter of Alpha Phi 
Omega, a national service fra- 
ternity. 
For each charge application 
filled out, APO will receive 25 
cents from JCPenney. The 
group will donate the money to 
chanty. 
Chapter president Shelley Ex- 
line, senior psychology major, 
said the group is undecided as to 
which charity or charities the 
money will be contributed. 
Member Chrissy Talani, a se- 
nior business administration 
and retailing major, came up 
with the idea for the group to get 
involved inJCPenney's 42-day 
charge account promotional 
campaign. 
Talani worked for JCPenney 
and her sister is employed as 
merchandising manager for the 
Great Northern Mall JCPenney, 
located near Cleveland. 
Talani said APO will collect 
the charge applications and turn 
them over to JCPenney. 
"We have nothing to do with 
the processing of each applica- 
tion,   she said. 
An application booth will be 
set up on the second floor of 
Moseley Hall from 11 a.m. to 4 
p.m. for the rest of this week and 
all of next week, Talani said. 
EACH APPLICANT will re- 
ceive a free gift, she said. 
APO, which is affliated with 
the Boy Scouts, has more than 
600 chapters across the country, 
the first one appearing on a 
college campus in 1926. 
The University's Zeta Kappa 
chapter of APO was reactivated 
in 1962 and is now rebuilding, 
Exline said. 
Exline, who is in her second 
year as chapter president, said 
the group has about 30 members 
and 13 pledges. 
"I'm trying to turn it around, 
building our membership as 
well as our name," she said. 
Other current activities of 
APO are a recycling drive with 
the Bowling Green Jaycees and 
blood donor recruitment drive 
with the Toledo chapter of the 
Red Cross. 
The group is also working to 
get volunteers for next month's 
Bloodmobile at the University 
during the week of Nov. 10-14. 
United Way 
a Continued from page 1. 
for all" United Way aerobics 
sessions held this week at the 
Student Recreation Center. 
NEXT WEEK, "Give" 
week and United Way hopes 
to finish up the campaign 
with a donation booth set up 
outside the Union in order to 
S've students an opportunity 
contribute. 
With increased student 
awareness the committee 
hopes to spark an increase in 
faculty participation as well. 
There are already 200 fac- 
ulty and staff volunteers of- 
fering face-to-face invitations 
to employees to contribute. 
Parsons said one of the goals 
of this faculty campaign is to 
receive at least 1,000 pledges 
from the 2,500 faculty on cam- 
pus. So far, Parsons said, the 
results have been "encourag- 
ing." 
There are 75 community 
service agencies in Bowling 
Green funded by the United 
Way. 
Parsons said,"this year's 
goal of $68,500 is an increase 
of 10 percent from last year's 
goal and all that does is tread 
water." 
In other words, Parsons 
said,"for every dollar given 
in Wood County, two dollars is 
spent in Wood County to help 
people." 
The United Way agencies 
hope their theme will get stu- 
dents to "Listen to Your 
Heart and Give Because You 
Care." 
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Great Ideas class called successful 
by Susan McDonald 
staff reporter 
Positive student response and 
the addition of several faculty 
members have contributed to 
the success of the new Great 
Ideas course, according to the 
course's instructors. 
The Arts and Sciences 200 
course, which was offered for 
the first time this semester, has 
142 students enrolled in it. 
"I think this is fairly extraor- 
dinary for a new course which 
no student knew about one year 
ago. I am much more pleased 
than I expected to be," said 
Thomas Klein, professor of En- 
glish and coordinator of the 
course. 
Great Ideas also has seven 
faculty members who teach in 
one team of three members and 
I 
two teams of two members, 
compared to only one who was 
signed up to teach a year ago. 
Two of these faculty mem- 
bers - Alice Philbin, associate 
Crofessor of English, and Steve 
udd, associate professor of pre- 
law and political science - are 
both Master Teacher Award 
winners. 
Four more faculty members 
will be teaching in the spring. 
The course was developed 
over the last two years by a 
group of individual faculty 
members who thought students 
were not getting the education 
they deserved, Klein said. 
"THEY (STUDENTS) 
weren't seeing the forest for the 
trees. They weren't getting the 
whole picture," said Klein, add- 
ing that students were not mak- 
ing      connections      between 
different subjects such as litera- 
ture and psychology. 
"The larger connections be- 
tween these subjects weren't 
asked (about)," he said. 
Klein said another reason the 
course was developed was that 
students were not getting a 
sense of their history. 
"We're not giving students the 
past - a sense of history, where 
we came from, and where we're 
headed," he said. 
He said the Great Ideas course 
was developed to raise these 
broad questions. 
The class curriculum is based 
on five intellectual revolutions, 
or major changes in the way 
human beings think: Judeo- 
Christian thought, Greek hu- 
manism, the scientific revolu- 
tion, the democratic revolution 
and feminism. 
"We thought they were the 
major shaping forces of contem- 
porary culture. These five 
forces made us what we are 
today," Klein said. "For some- 
one to live as an intelligent and 
responsible citizen and individ- 
ual, that person should know 
where we came from and where 
we are." 
Great Ideas has no textbook 
since emphasis is placed on pri- 
mary texts - pieces of writing 
that changed the way people 
think, he said. 
Primary texts include the Bill 
of Rights from the U.S. Constitu- 
tion and the Federalist Papers 
by James Madison and Alexan- 
der Hamilton. 
The class also focuses on dis- 
cussion and writing. 
"We want the students to be 
active learners instead of pas- 
sive," Klein said. 
Student praise for the class 
has been both solicited and unso- 
licited, he said. 
Based on a survey by the 
Office of Institutional Studies 
which evaluated the dass, the 
main reason students enrolled in 
the course was that it "sounded 
interesting, exciting or differ- 
ent." 
The areas of Greek Human- 
ism and Judeo-Christian thought 
were found by students to be the 
most interesting. 
"This class questions the tra- 
ditional instead of buy(ing) into 
it wholesale (accepting it with- 
out question)," Klein said. 
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CHEEOMUNGA1986 
TO THE CHOSEN 
MEN OF B.G.S.U. 
Erika & Johnny 
Lisa & Jim 
Suzy & Lee 
Fran & Chad 
Schelly & Lance 
Kim & Scott 
Kim & Jeff (!!) 
Nicole & "Prince AH" 
Denise & Tom the Dancer 
Michele & Eric 
Amy & Eric 
Anne & Dave 
Elaine & Tom 
Cindi & Gordon 
Linda & Gary 
Wendy & Geoff 
Julie & Tim 
Amber & Tirso 
Krisse & Joe 
Peggy & Paul 
Jodi & Matt 
Trida & "The Dave" 
Jill & Eric 
Tiffany & Dave 
Kristen & Mouse 
Kelly & Sean 
Lisa& Bryce 
Anne & Doug 
N.C. & Whitey 
Jana & Doug 
Diane & John 
Lori & Marc 
"Pop Tartz" & "Sweets" 
Pam & T.R. 
Lauren & Adam 
Lexy & Dan 
Chris & Rob 
Judi & Rick (Kim's Brother) 
Sherry & Mark 
MaryBeth & Mike 
Jill & R.V. 
Michelle & Kraig 
Julian & Dan        ' 
KeUy & BUI 
JiU & Fred 
Allyson & Mike 
Charlotte & Jon 
Kathy & Rob 
JiU & Mike 
Lisa & Nick 
Carole & Danny 
Michele & Nate the Date 
Marge & Andy 
Hooter & Chewy 
Lisa & Jim 
Rhonda & Turk 
Kathy & Jeff 
Julie & Michael 
Kathy & David 
Michelle & Phi Keia 
Beth & Casey 
Char & Mike 
Beth & Schrodes 
Kelle& Jeff 
Cristy & Jim 
Theresa & "The Chosen One" 
Shari & The Rugby Player Tony 
Diana & Scott 
Ingrid & Todd 
Jamie & Mouse's Friend 
Joanna & Terry 
Amy & Timi 
Jenny & "The FTD Man" 
Tracy & John 
Anne & Jamie 
Lisa & Dan 
Lori & Louis 
Debbie & Mike 
Stephanie & Mel 
Sue & Brent 
JiU & Ralph 
THE CHIOS ARE READY 
TO M*A*S*H WITH YOU! 
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Undergraduate 
'alumni' active 
Group offers externships, programs 
by Marvin Brown 
reporter 
The Undergraduate Alumni 
Association? But how can an 
undergraduate student be 
looked upon as an alumni? 
Well, by becoming involved 
with the group, members don't 
spontaneously graduate. 
Rather, the associatipn is a 
group of undergraduates who 
work with the Alumni Assoca- 
tion in a variety of projects to 
develop loyalty and support for 
the University. 
One of the projects in the 
planning stage is the Legacy 
Program. 
"The Legacy Program is a 
reception for incoming fresh- 
man and their alumni parents. It 
helps the freshman to adjust and 
their alumni parents to remain 
active in the University," said 
UAA president KeUy Fritz, ju- 
nior public relations major. 
Another UAA project is the 
Extern Experience, which is an 
opportunity for students to be 
exposed to different career 
areas. The extemship allows a 
student to work indirectly in 
his/her career area. 
"A student will go on an 
extemship for a week and are 
matched up with alumni (work- 
ing) in the student's field of 
interest," said Patty Van Pop- 
pel, senior finance major and 
chairperson of the Extern Expe- 
rience. 
"The program has been gen- 
erally successful in the past but 
there have been problems with 
student awarness of the pro- 
gram," she said. 
VAN POPPEL said she plans 
to advertise the program more. 
Throughout fall semester, appli- 
cation forms will be distributed 
to sophomores, juniors and se- 
niors. 
"Last year we had fewer 
alumni and that caused a prob- 
lem when we tried to match 
students with their field of inter- 
est," she said. This year we 
intend on having more alumni 
and are encouraging former 
sponsors to continue offering an 
extemship. "(It) can lead to 
great job contacts." 
The Extern Program is just 
one of the programs coordinated 
by the association, Fritz said. 
Fritz is chairperson for the 
Outstanding High School Junior 
award, in which the University 
recognizes outstanding high 
school juniors in Northwest 
Ohio. 
The Alumni Admissions Re- 
ception is another UAA project 
in which the members of UAA 
and the Office of Admissions 
travel to the major cities in Ohio 
to recruit students who have 
been accepted to the University, 
but have not decided if they wul 
enroll. 
"We put on a slide show and 
answer questions for undecided 
high school seniors. We encour- 
age them to attend Bowling 
Green," Fritz said. 
IN ADDITION, during finals 
week, parents are encouraged to 
Em-chase a survival kit from 
AA for their son or daughter. 
The kit comes with a message of 
"good luck" from the parents 
along with food, note pads and 
other things to make finals week 
a little less stressful, Fritz said. 
The survival kit project is one 
of the largest fund raiser on 
campus, she said. 
The Master Teacher Award is 
another UAA project which rec- 
ognizes the most outstanding 
teacher on campus. 
"We receive nominations 
from students which are nar- 
rowed down to six semifinalists. 
UAA members then sit in on the 
classes of the finalists and 
choose the outstanding teacher, 
who receives a $1000 reward, 
Fritz said. 
"During Parents Day, the 5th 
Dimension will perform in a 
show for the parents. UAA wiU 
be there to make sure every- 
thing goes smoothly," Fritz 
said. 
There are also plans for a 
Senior Send-off. 
The Senior Send-off - which is 
still in planning-is a formal 
reception for graduating se- 
niors. At the reception, seniors 
will be offered a membership 
into the Alumni Association. 
University President Paul Ols- 
camp will be among those at- 
tending this formal event. 
"The Senior Send-off has been 
done in many universities and 
we felt I would be a good idea for 
Bowling Green to initiate one," 
Fritz said. 
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Soviet scientist defects 
WASHINGTON (AP) - David Goldfarb, an 
ailing Soviet "refusenik" and friend of Ameri- 
can reporter Nicholas Daniloff, left Moscow 
yesterday with American industrialist Armand 
Hammer and headed for freedom in the United 
States. 
The geneticist's wife, Cecilia, also was sud- 
denly liberated after a two-year unsuccessful 
effort to emigrate to Israel. Their son, Alexan- 
der, had gone to the superpower summit last 
weekend in Iceland to appeal for their release. 
Goldfarb, 67, reportedly rejected a KGB over- 
ture in 1984 to frame Daniloff. His son said 
Goldfarb was suffering from diabetes and vir- 
tually blind. 
A spokesman for Hammer, the board chair- 
man of Occidental Petroleum Corp., said a 
Clane carrying Goldfarb and the industrialist 
ad left Moscow, cleared Soviet airspace, re- 
fueled in Iceland and was due to land at New- 
ark, N.J., airport in early evening. The plane 
belonged to Hammer. 
The son, Alexander Goldfarb, an assistant 
professor at Columbia University, said Ham- 
mer had called him about 9:30 a.m. EDT from 
the plane "and said that he has just left Moscow 
and he has on board my parents." 
IN MOSCOW, Goldf arb's daughter, Olga, said 
she was delighted and stunned by the devel- 
opment. "I know I sound a little bit crazy, but 
this was all so quick," she told The Associated 
Press. "We said farewell and it was very 
emotional. Now we're just sitting here and 
thinking what will happen next." 
State Department spokesman Pete Martinez 
said, "We welcome the resolution of this case." 
Alexander Goldfarb said his father was se- 
riously ill. "Dr. Hammer picked him up from a 
Moscow hospital," the younger Goldfarb said. 
"Dr. Hammer says that he is in good shape and 
that he has a little champagne and he is watch- 
ing 'My Fair Lady' on the plane." 
Goldfarb said his father, who lost a leg in the 
Battle of Stalingrad in World War II, had lost 
part of his foot due to diabetic gangrene. 
"Up until last week, there was a danger that 
his second leg should be amputated." he said. 
"However, now the danger is passed." 
Ohio bus mishap raises 
questions on licensing 
Dynamite spurs evacuation 
LEBANON, Ohio (AP) - An 
accident in which a church 
school bus overturned, injuring 
28 children and the driver, is 
prompting questions about 
whether church school bus driv- 
ers must satisfy the same li- 
cense requirements as 
operators of public school buses. 
The Living Word Church in 
Middletown owns the bus in- 
volved in Wednesday's accident. 
The bus was transporting 43 
students to Ridgeville Christian 
School in Clearcreek Township, 
near Lebanon, when driver An- 
nette Colborn, 31, of Franklin, 
apparently lost control and the 
bus ran off the side of state 
Route 48 and flipped. 
Authorities said 28 children 
were taken to hospitals for treat- 
ment of injuries, mostly bumps 
and bruises. Colborn was 
charged with the misdemeanor 
offenses of failing to control the 
bus and of having a driver's 
license that did not have an 
endorsement showing she had 
been certified to drive a school 
bus. 
Michael Brannon, business 
administrator for the Middle- 
town church, said there is a 
"gray area" in the law regard- 
ing whether drivers of buses 
carrying children to a church 
school must have the bus opera- 
tor's certification. 
"THIS WAS a church bus tak- 
ing church children to a Chris- 
tian school, not a public school," 
said Brannon, whose son was 
riding on the bus. 
Ron Muterspaw, the school 
administrator, said a group of 
parents had hired the church 
bus to carry their children to 
school, to refieve parents of hav- 
ing to drive their youngsters to 
school. 
The church has four buses, 
and the drivers possess chauf- 
feur's licenses. Church drivers 
have been taking children to the 
Christian school for three years, 
and the license issue has never 
been raised, Brannon said. The 
buses pick up the children at one 
site and transport them to the 
school without making any 
stops, he said. 
'If, in fact, it is a violation, the 
church is not aware of that," 
Brannon said. "You better be- 
lieve we watch what we do. 
We've done our homework." 
The church will not run the 
buses until the law is clarified, 
Brannon said. 
Harry Huntoon, one of the 
parents who hired the church 
bus, said they plan to resume 
driving their children to school 
until the parents decide what to 
do. 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Police 
expanded the area of evacuation 
around a public storage facility 
yesterday, ordering several 
hundred people to leave their 
homes until a way was found to 
safely dispose of 600 pounds of 
unstable dynamite. 
The explosive was discovered 
Wednesday in The Spare Room, 
a warehouse on the city's east 
side. The man who rented the 
space was being questioned by 
the FBI. but agents in Kansas 
City said he denied knowing 
anything about the dynamite. 
Area residents had been urged 
to leave their homes Wednesday 
night. Yesterday, police ordered 
complete evacuation of homes 
and businesses within a half 
mile of the storage locker, and 
recommended that property 
owners within a mile of the site 
take precautions against break- 
ing glass. 
By mid-afternoon, police had 
arrested two people for looting 
in the closed area, police said. 
The dynamite was considered 
unstable because of its age and 
the conditions under which it 
was stored. Investigators be- 
lieve the dynamite was stored in 
the locker for six years, Fire 
Chief Donald Werner said. 
FIRE OFFICIALS said highly 
explosive nitroglycerine nad 
leaked from the dynamite, 
which was manufactured in 
1978, and the boxes containing it 
were deteriorated. 
Fire officials began soaking 
the dynamite with diesel fuel 
early yesterday, hoping to make 
it sate to move to a field to be 
burned. By mid-day they de- 
cided it would have to be burned 
at the site, since some of it was 
wrapped in plastic and was not 
being neutralized by the oil. 
"We've contacted the man- 
ufacturer and we're waiting on 
them to come and give more 
advice," Police Chief Dwight 
Joseph said. 
A portion of Interstate 70 
about a mile from the ware- 
house would be closed during the 
disposal, which was delayed un- 
til after the evening rush hour. 
One area resident. Ron Rur- 
die, said he left work at 9 p.m. 
Wednesday and found the street 
leading to his home barricaded. 
"I got off work and my wife 
told me I couldn't go home," 
Rurdie said. 
BGSU THEATRE 
Presents 
AN ALL FRESHMAN PRODUCTION 
The Exhilarating Musical 
THE ME NOBODY KNOWS 
October 15-18, 8:00 p.m. 
JOE E. BROWN THEATRE 
First Floor University Hail 
Tickets Available at the Door 
Box Office Opens 7:00 p.m. 
ALL SEATS $1.50 
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MARK'S 
$595 Large, 2 item pizza 
- Delivered - 
$495 In house 352-3551 
R.. 
PHILADELPHIA STYLE STEAK SANDWICHES 
If the Falcons TRAMPLE the Huskies: 
FREE Spot t-shirts for the first 20 orders Sunday! 
GO CONES - MAKE ME PA Y! 
SPOT'S PICKS: 
College: Alabama       Pro: Philadelphia 
WE DELIVER ALL DA Y 
lla.m.- 1:30a.m. MON.- FRI. 
lp.m.-1:30a.m. SAT. 
lp.m.-12:00a.m. SUN. 
I® 50c off 2doz. Wings any style 
Expires JO/31/86 
asxs%%%x 
WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS 
"WE-NESS" AWARDS 
WE-NESS — CONCERN FOR OTHERS, 
FRIENDLINESS, 
HELPFULNESS AND KINDNESS!!! 
These people have been selected as recipients of the prestigious "We- 
Ness" Awards. Their kindness and helpfulness towards students has 
been noticed and Is appreciated. Many thanks to them. Their efforts 
single them out, and they are to be highly commended. 
M.Dawn McCaghy 
Asst. Professor/Information library 
Paul Haas 
Director, Honors Program 
Artie Phillips 
Cook, Kappa Sigma 
Dave Bowers 
Unit Director, Phi Kappa Psi 
Ann Bowers 
As*. Director-University Archivist 
Robert Cooter 
Asst. Professor/Director Reading Center, 
Education 
Jim Treeger 
Director Of Promotions. Athletics 
CONGRATULATIONS!!! KEEP UP WE GOOD WORK!!! 
The "We-Ness" Committee 
WE NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS 
ATTENTION 
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS 
Fall Social Gathering 
OFF CAMPUS COMMUTER CENTER 
Oct. 21    4:30 - 6:00 p.m. 
Refreshment Provided 
Sponsored By: Non-Traditional 
Student Association 
Kappa Korral * Kappa Korral » Kappa Korral • Kappa Korral • Kappa Korral • Kappa Korral 
Kappa Korral 
October 18, 1986 
50C off 
Double Steak & 
Cheese Sandwich 
Expires 10/31/86 
Mike Bowen 
Labor Crew Leader/Set up, University Union 
Mark Sirowel 
Instructor, Finance It Insurance 
Jim Clemens 
Coordinator, Post Office 
Marcia Bedard 
Asst. Professor, Women's Studies Program 
Lois Silvieus 
Secretary, Education-College Student Personnel 
Sheryl Sockman 
Clerical Specialist, 
Telecommunication Services 
Amy & Steve 
Lizard & George Jetson 
Sherri & Gary 
Nanci & Adam 
Michelle & Cruz 
Jenny & Nick 
Amy & Randy 
Cindy & Jim 
Tracy & Ed 
Beth & Chris 
Ann & Brathaus Man 
Amy & Rick 
Margaret & Jason 
Mel & The Invisible Man 
Jenny & ? 
Jenny & Bruce 
Lesley & The Lima Bean 
Holly & Mark 
Lynne & Jamie 
Judy B. & Todd S. 
Susan & Bob* 
Michele & Mike 
June & Phil 
Huge Sue & Pokey 
The Original Gumby 
& Pokey 
Deb & Steven 
Paula & Johnny B. 
Linda & Matt 
Suzy & Brooke 
Ro & Scooter 
Tricia & Shaun 
Molly & Chris 
Rebecca & Steve 
Nancy & Tom 
Robin & Steve 
Margaret & Steve 
Kana & Dan 
Tina & John 
Stuffed Capon & 
Love Pigeon (Wild) 
Lisa & Jerry 
Wendy & Rich 
Kris & Tony 
Kelley & Steve 
Ann & Guy 
Jamie S. & Rick H. 
Kristie & Brian 
Wendy & Bryan 
Sudaped & Sue's 
Date last week 
Bubbles & Bluto 
Bena & Jeff 
Suzie & Ken 
Laura & Paul 
Janet & Doug 
Erin & Tadd 
del Ro & Gup 
Beth & Bud 
Dee & Chris 
Liz & Neil 
Karen & Noel 
Tracy Z. & Brian P. 
Maureen & Rick 
Mary & Jack   . 
Ellen & Pat 
Debbie & Steve 
Dee & Jon 
Jenny B. & Jim 
Lisa & Brad 
Wendy & Brian 
Colleen & Tumbler 
Mary & Don 
Lori & Joey 
Sharon & Steve 
Mick & Min 
Nancy & Tom 
Lara & Ken 
Fuzzy & Buzz 
Karen & Bob 
Kappa Korral • Kappa Korral » Kappa Korral « Kappa Korral » Kappa Korral » Kappa Korral 
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Panel formed 
to fight crime 
COLUMBUS (API-Mem- 
bers of a state panel created 
to combat organized crime 
were sworn in yesterday by 
Attorney General Anthony 
Celebrezze Jr. Celebrezze 
said the panel, which includes 
Bowling Green Police Chief 
Galen Ash, might discuss 
charges swirling around Su- 
freme Court Chief Justice 
rank Celebrezze, his cousin. 
At the same time, there was 
a call from the Ohio State Bar 
Association for a probe by the 
high court's disciplinary unit 
of the allegations. 
Under the law setting up 
the new Ohio Organized 
Crime Investigations Com- 
mission, any complaints sub- 
mitted to the panel and any 
investigations it conducts are 
kept secret unless an indict- 
ment is returned or charges 
are filed. 
Celebrezze previously had 
said he believes there should 
be an investigation into a 
report in 77ie Plain Dealer 
that the chief justice accepted 
$10,500 in campaign contribu- 
tions from political action 
committees of two union lo- 
cals in Cleveland which have 
been linked by government 
officials to organized crime. 
Asked yesterday if he 
would seek consideration of 
the charges by the commis- 
sion, the attorney general 
said, "That's something that 
we may discuss in the busi- 
ness meeting. Again, whether 
we discuss it, whether we 
vote on it, must remain confi- 
dential under the statute." 
BAR ASSOCIATION presi- 
dent Leslie Jacobs of Cleve- 
land issued a statement 
urging a prompt investigation 
by the high court's Office of 
Disciplinary Counsel of what 
he said were serious allega- 
tions concerning the chief jus- 
tice and his campaign 
committees. 
"I am confident that Ohio's 
new Disciplinary Counsel will 
agree that the current cir- 
cumstances warrant the com- 
mencement of an 
investigation and the accele- 
rated processing of it," Ja- 
cobs said. 
"Such a proceeding can and 
should be conducted indepen- 
dently from that of the Orga- 
nized Crime (Investigations) 
Commission suggested by the 
attorney general. Questions 
of judicial ethics are nec- 
essarily subject to higher 
standards than those of either 
the criminal law or other 
matters of public concern." 
Celebrezze said yesterday's 
first meeting of trie commis- 
sion marked the beginning of 
a new era in the state's battle 
against organized crime. 
The seven-member panel, 
of which the attorney general 
is chairman, is empowered to 
coordinate investigations of 
organized crime in any one or 
more of the state's 88 coun- 
ties. 
CELEBREZZE   SAO)   he 
will seek $250,000 to cover the 
commission's start-up opera- 
tions through the June 30,1987 
end of the current fiscal year, 
and $1.75 million in the next 
two-year state budget. 
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For your 
Sweetest 
NEW ARRIVALS DAILY 
Hundred! to choose from I 
Opals — Peorls — Gold — 
Silver — Birthstones — 
Cameos — Sapphires — 
Rubys 
5»» our collection of Barrings 
today I 
IEWELRY STORE 
BOWUNC   OKll H.OHIO 
open tonlto 'til 8pm       opon Saturday 10-5 pm 
12SN. Main 
Ph   353-46* 1 
Soviets consider missile talks 
MOSCOW (AP) - The Krem- 
lin is willing to discuss medium- 
range missfles separately at the 
Geneva arms talks, but will not 
sign an accord that doesn't set- 
tle the space weapons dispute, a 
Soviet spokesman said yester- 
day. 
The Foreign Ministry spokes- 
man, Gennady Gerasimov, dis- 
cussed the Soviet Union's arms 
control policy after a Soviet emi- 
ssary in London appeared to 
contradict Mikhail Gorbachev's 
assessment of the Reykjavik 
summit and the future of U.S.- 
Soviet arms talks. 
There have been some con- 
flicting signals from the Soviets 
about whether they are willing 
to make separate agreements on 
medium-range missiles or 
whether they would insist on a 
link between any arms 
agreements and the Strategic 
Defense Initiative, the Ameri- 
can plan for a space-based de- 
fense shield. 
In Bonn, Max Kampelman, 
senior U.S. arms negotiator, 
said the Soviets were sending 
mixed signals and need to "get 
"We have not completed the Geneva 
negotiations, and at the level of ex- 
perts, talk can continue about strategic 
missiles." 
— Gennady Gerasimov, Soviet foreign 
ministry spokesman 
their act together" on arms con- 
trol. 
The Politburo's No. 2 secre- 
tary, meanwhile, heated up the 
post-summit campaign against 
President Reagan's SDI pro- 
gram at a gathering yesterday 
of top Soviet scientists. 
"It has been most clearly es- 
tablished that the Washington 
administration does not wish a 
real agreement, but is out to 
ensure military superiority over 
the UJS.S.R.," said Yegor Liga- 
chev. 
"THAT IS why it is important 
today as never before that scien- 
tists should take an active part 
in the fight for peace, for 
strengthening the country's de- 
fense capacity," he said. 
The dispute over space weap- 
ons is at the center of the U.S.- 
Soviet stalemate at the summit 
in Iceland, which broke up Sun- 
day when the two leaders could 
not agree on the future of the 
U.S. space-based program. 
Before that, Gorbachev and 
Reagan reported they reached 
virtual agreement on eliminat- 
ing medium-range missiles 
from Europe, limiting those 
weapons in Asia, and slashing 
strategic arsenals by 50 percent 
in each of the three categories - 
land-based ICBMs, submarine- 
launched missiles, and bomber- 
carried weapons. 
After the summit, Gorbachev 
told a news conference that the 
Soviet proposals on those issues 
and Star Wars were a package 
deal. 
But the issue became confused 
on Tuesday, when Viktor Kar- 
pov, the chief Soviet negotiator 
at the Geneva arms talks, told a 
news conference in London that 
a separate "solution" on me- 
dium-range nuclear missiles 
was possible. 
Then on Wednesday, Gorba- 
chev was quoted as suggesting 
to President Raul Alfonsin of 
Argentina that the arms control 
proposals outlined in Reykjavik 
were an inseparable parcel. 
IN RESPONSE to repeated 
questions from Western report- 
ers yesterday, Gerasimov made 
it clear that the Soviets were 
drawing a distinction between 
what can be discussed by nego- 
tiators in Geneva and what Gor- 
bachev would be willing to sign 
as a formal treaty. 
He said the two leaders 
reached "an agreement in prin- 
ciple" on several issues, which 
he called "a complex of propo- 
sals, a package." 
"But at the same time, we 
have not canceled the Geneva 
negotiations and at the level of 
experts, talk can continue about 
strategic missiles," he said. 
Genes may cause heart disease 
Researcher finds cancer-like changes in deposits from clogged arteries 
NEW YORK (AP)-Cancer- 
like changes have been found in 
deposits in the clogged arteries 
of heart disease victims, sug- 
gesting the existence of a new 
class of genes that can cause 
heart disease, a researcher said 
yesterday. 
The finding supports the the- 
ory that the deposits, or plaques, 
are caused by the same kind of 
genetic mutations that cause 
cancer tumors, said Arthur 
Penn of the New York Univer- 
sity Medical Center's environ- 
mental medicine department in 
Tuxedo, N.Y. 
This does not mean that peo- 
Eile with heart disease are likely 
o get cancer, or that cancer is 
likely to lead to heart disease, 
Penn emphasized in a telephone 
interview. 
Plaques form inside the coro- 
nary arteries, which supply 
blood to the heart. They cause 
arteriosclerosis, or hardening of 
the arteries, and they can nar- 
row blood vessels to the point 
where the blood supply to the 
heart is impaired or cut off, 
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resulting in a heart attack. 
Plaques are a mix of fat, cho- 
lesterol, blood cells, fibrous tis- 
sue and so-called smooth muscle 
cells, which make up one of the 
inner layers of the artery wall. 
PENN AND his colleagues 
found that genetic material ex- 
tracted from plaques could pro- 
duce cancer-like changes in 
cultured mouse cells. Further, 
he found that the genetic 
material could also produce tu- 
mors in living mice. 
Perm's finding, reported in the 
current issue of the Proceedings 
of the National Academy of Sci- 
ences, provides what he says is 
the first direct evidence for a 
theory proposed in 1973 by Earl 
and John Benditt of the Univer- 
sity of Washington in Seattle 
suggesting that plaques are es- 
sentially benign tumors of the 
smooth-muscle cells. 
That is, these tumors grow 
inappropriately inside the arte- 
ries, but do not proliferate and 
take root elsewhere as malig- 
nant cancer tumors do. 
Benditt said of Perm's work, 
"I think it's very interesting... 
a very good way to go." He said 
he is doing the same experi- 
ments but has not completed 
them. 
He noted that the plaques 
studied by Penn were very ad- 
vanced, and thus it is impossible 
to know whether the genetic 
change occurs as the triggering 
event in the formation of the 
plaque or later in the process. 
"Even if it's late, it could be 
the thing that leads to the ulti- 
mate coronary event," the heart 
attack, Benditt said. 
Perm's work is based on the 
same techniques that were used 
five years ago by researchers 
who discovered the first cancer 
genes. 
MUTATIONS IN those genes 
have now been shown to play a 
crucial role in some forms of 
cancer, and Penn believes the 
same thing might be true in 
arteriosclerosis. 
One of the discoverers of the 
first oncogenes, Robert Wein- 
berg of the Massachusetts Insti- 
tute of Technology and the 
Whitehead Institute for Biomed- 
ical Research in Cambridge, 
said the notion that cancer-like 
genes could transform normal 
smooth muscle cells into 
plaques was intriguing. 
"It's a very attractive idea, 
but there's never been any ex- 
perimental evidence for it," he 
said. He said he could not com- 
ment in detail on Perm's work, 
because he had not read the 
report, but he said it "sounded 
like an exciting piece of work." 
Penn and researchers in Ben- 
ditt's laboratory in Seattle had 
shown earlier in separate exper- 
iments that carcinogens could 
trigger and encourage the for- 
mation of plaques in cockerels - 
young male roosters who form 
arterial plaques similar to hu- 
man plaques. 
Penn said he is now working to 
identify the gene or genes in- 
volved in the transformation. 
Remember 
Sweetest Day! 
Oct. 18th 
Shop the 
University Bookstore 
Student Services Building 
Mon-Fri   8:00-5:00 
Sat   9-5:00 
Sound off against 
])   noise pollution. 
• Pretty in Pink 
• American Anthem 
Money Pit 
• April Fool's Day 
• Wildcats 
• C uny 
XX 
2 W*rL: Indiana Jones and the 
Temple of Doom *k 
Member and Nonmember* Rentals 
"Nonm«mb«ri mutt show major cr«dit cord 
1093 N. Main behind Convenient Store 
354-1401 
SJ      Mon-Sat 10-10       Sun 10:30-8 
■B Amoricon Express, Phillips 76, Union <, -—"-. 
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onnected 
If s easy for on-campus students: 
Use your BGSU Call Card to keep close to the special people 
you left behind. There's no fee to order and no surcharge on 
long distance calls. To get your Card call Telecommunications 
Services at 2-2611. 
If s easy for off-campus students 
Get your own AT&T Card. It's the fast, easy way to call long 
distance whether or not you have your own phone. 
And there's no charge to order. Just call toll free 
1 800 CALL ATT (that's 1800 225-5288), Ext. 48. 
•••it makes 
getting through school 
a whole lot easier" 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
.  19H6ATCT 
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BG faces 'Husky' players, long odds 
by Karl Smith 
sports reporter 
It's being billed as the biggest 
mismatch since David met Go- 
liath. 
And this time, they say, David 
doesn't even have a slingshot. 
In fact, more of the discussion 
about tomorrow's Bowling 
Green-Washington game has 
centered more on the Falcons' 
medical provisions than their 
game plan. 
The Huskies, a member of the 
powerful Pacific-10 conference, 
sport a 4-1 record (2-1 in the 
PAC-10) and a large line up. 
UW's offensive line averages 
almost six-foot-three and over 
284 pounds while the Falcons 
offensive front averages six- 
foot-three and 269 pounds. 
The size difference is one of 
the things that has BG head 
coach Moe Ankney concerned. 
"They have a lot of big, strong 
guys up front and that could be a 
Broblem," Ankney said. "And 
ley aren't a bunch of big, fat 
guys either, they are good ath- 
letes. 
"We can't hope to overpower 
them but we'll nave to use our 
quickness to or advantage." 
UW COACH Don James, a 
former Mid-American Confer- 
ence coach of the year with Kent 
State, does not believe that the 
BG game is a "freebie." 
"I'm not sure that our players, 
having been around college foot- 
ball and watching the scores 
week in and week out, believe 
there is such a thing as a mis- 
match in college football," 
James said. "It's only a mis- 
match if you make it one and 
this is not a mismatch going in." 
James has used a balanced 
offense to eam his team its 12th 
ranking in the Associated Press 
poll and utilizes his powerful! 
offenseive front. Running be- 
hind the Huskies' heavy hitters 
will be fullback Rick Fenney, 
the six-foot-three, 241 pound se- 
nior fullback. 
"They have a big, strong full- 
back in Fenney and he is a 
dangerous weapon, we'll have to 
gang tackle him because it'll 
almost be impossible to bring 
him down with one tackier, 
Ankney said. 
But Fenney (344 yards rush- 
ing) isn't the only weapon in the 
Huskie arsenal. Ankney said 
that tailback Vince Weathersby 
(leading rusher with 350 vards) 
is coming into his own ana, more 
"They have a lot of big, strong guys up 
front and that could be a problem. And they 
aren't a bunch of big, fat guys either, they 
are good athletes. 
Moe Ankney, BG football coach 
importantly, the UW passing 
game has improved over recent 
years. 
SPLIT END Lonzell Hill has 
already snared seven touch- 
down passes and gives quar- 
terback Chris Chandler a deep 
threat. Chandler has hit 73 of 126 
passes for 943 yards while 
'"Thrill" Hill has 23 catches for 
402 yards. 
"I don't think we will stop 
their offense," Ankney said. 
"We have to slow it down and 
hope that the defense will make 
the big plays they have been 
making all year." 
On offense, Ankney said the 
Falcon plan will be simple, es- 
tablish a running game so the 
passing game nas room to 
breath, then use short, accurate 
passes to keep the chains mov- 
ing. The Huskies' strategy to 
stop it will be equally as simple, 
according to Ankney. 
"They don't do a whole lot of 
stunting and blitzing," he said. 
"They just try to control the line 
of scrimmage and then play 
defense from there." 
UW has been successful, al- 
lowing only 16 points per game, 
220 yards passing ana 73 yards 
rushing. 
James said that BG's defense, 
ranked in the top 10 in the nation 
in pass defense, interceptions 
and takeaways, will present 
some problems. 
"On defense they have an ex- 
cellent defensive lineman in Phil 
Walker and at outside line- 
backer in John Hunter," he said. 
"But they do have a true fresh- 
man at cornerback in Mike 
Holmes." 
Inexperience will be one of the 
problems the upset-minded Fal- 
cons will have to overcome if 
David is going to pull a repeat. 
The Trice" may be right for the Cavaliers 
RICHFIELD (AP) - The sign- 
ing of rookie Mark Price has 
created a logjam at point guard 
for the Cleveland Cavaliers, 
with Price, John Bagley and 
Dirk Minniefield battling for two 
openings on the roster. 
"It's nard to keep three some- 
times, but I'm not going to make 
that decision at this point," 
Coach Lenny Wilkens said yes- 
terday. 
Price, a 6-foot-l guard from 
Georgia Tech, ended a holdout 
this week when he signed a two- 
year contract worth more than 
$200,000. 
That gave the Cavaliers three 
potential point guards, each 
with different strengths. Price is 
a strong outside shooter. Bagley 
creates opportunities for team- 
mates by driving toward the 
basket and passing off. Minnie- 
field is the strongest defensive 
player. 
A fourth point guard in the 
NBA team's training camp is 
rookie Kevin Henderson, a third- 
round selection given little 
chance of making the team. 
Minniefield said he can't af- 
ford to worry about the Cavs' 
roster situation. He said he felt 
he proved last year that he can 
play in the NBA - if not with 
Cleveland, then with someone 
else. 
"You don't worry about these 
kinds of things," lie said. "I'm 
foing to keep working hard and 
11 be all right. It's not my 
decision who they keep or trade 
or get rid of. I just go out and 
play. Right now there's a lot of 
speculation about guys sitting 
out and how we have several 
guys at different positions." 
PRICE, WHO was chosen by 
the Dallas Mavericks and then 
traded to Cleveland on draft 
day, is aware that one of the 
three point guards probably 
won't fit on the roster. 
"I feel that I can shoot the ball 
well, hit the open man and run 
the break," he said. "It's kind of 
a pressure situation here with 
three point guards, but you can't 
worry about it. I just go out and 
trust the Lord and have fun." 
Wilkens is high on Bagley, but 
admits he's an erratic shooter. 
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Rosey 
Usa 
Sue 
Susi 
Mar go 
Hoff 
Jl 
Kim 
Wen 
Katie 
Karen 
Honeybunny 
Amy 
Ubby 
Jewel 
Andrea 
Ho Jo Mo 
Kellyn 
Pam 
Sue 
Jody 
LesH 
TheS.Q. 
Menny D. 
KeHy 
Michele 
Amy 
MlCnolo 
Brigttte 
Alpha Phi Barn Bash 
Guido Stacey 
Kevin Messy 
Bobby 
Steve 
Kevin 
Gary 
Party Naked 
Andy 
Brian 
Muzzy Creep 
Tom 
Nick 
Scotter 
Rod 
Dave 
treasure 
Kenny 
Sco Po Co 
EAE#1 
EAE#2 
LAE *3 
EAE#4 
Scott 
Rookey 
ArnieP. 
Scott 
Craig 
Unus 
NeH 
John The 
Houseboy 
October 17,19B6 
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t  Jimmy 
 Sweaty 
Wanna Suyjot 
S.Q. Timar 
Diana Dano 
Lisa Scott 
Karen Ernie 
Usa Brett 
Jufi Adrian 
Lisa Vague 
EBers Kermit 
Theresa Steve 
Toni Jeff 
Lotta Bin 
Kristen Bam Bam 
Amy Pat 
Marcia Dan 
JODIE DAVE 
Usa Sweets 
Debbie Roger 
Princess The Phi Tau 
Christine Pookie Bear 
KeHy Jerry 
Jodi Tom 
"Grosale" Bruce 
Lynnell Eric 
Becca Steve 
Jen Doug 
Michele Steve 
Tina Hoss 
Jackie Dave 
BOWLING GREEN VS. WASHINGTON 
When: 1:0O pm PDT (4:00 pm locally) 
Where: Husky Stadium, Seattle. Wash. 
Surface: Astro-Turf 
Weather Outlook: Foggy and cool. 55 degrees 
BOWLING GREEN 
1986 record: 3-3, 3-2 in the MAC 
Coach: Howard "Moe" Ankney 3-3, first year 
Returning lettermen: 35 
Lettermen lost: 22 
Last Week: The Falcons downed Eastern Michigan 21-10 
Players to watch: Tailback Jeff Davis, the Falcons 
leading rusher, has gained 482 yards, but only 93 on the 
road; quarterback Rich Dackln has won his first two 
starts as a college signalcaller and must use his mobility to 
avoid ferocious Huskie front line: defensive backs 
Kyle Kramer, Mike Holmes. Dean Bryson, and Tony 
McCorvey must stop UW's explosive passing attack; Place- 
kicker Paul SIM has hit three of 11 field goal attempts, 
but could be pressed into extra duty. 
WASHINGTON 
1986 record: 4-1, 2-1 in the PAC-10 (tied for second) 
Coach: Don James 97-37, 12th season 
Returning lettermen: 42 
Lettermen lost: 18 
Last week: The Huskies beat Stanford 24-14 
Players to watch: Fullback Rick Fenney and tailback 
Vlnce Weathersby who have combined for almost 700 
yards;  Lonzell "Thrill"  Hill has 23 catches, seven for 
touchdowns at split end; the offensive line which averages 
almost    six-feet-four    and    over    280    pounds;    safeties 
Allen James and Tim Peoples, both seniors, must prevent 
BG from going deep; outside linebackers Steve Roberts 
and Bo Yates have to contain the Falcon running attack 
while   preventing   Dackin   to   dump  the   ball   off   to   his 
backs. 
Last meeting: First meeting 
Series: 00 
Howard's club H 
presents 
CRUCIAL DBC 
Last performance in B.G. 
Through Saturday 
210 N. Main      Oct. 15 - 18        NoCo»er 
 .-^MMlSfM ^weetest 
Day 
OCTOBER 18 
Remember... the right 
card for that special 
person by American Greetings. 
Dorsey's 
Drugs 
500 E. Wooster 
352-1693 
1 
AMERICAN GREETINGS 
e NCMLXXXVI Amman Cnrtin* Cop. 
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BG icers seek chemistry 
by Matt Winkeljohn 
sports reporter 
A competitive conference 
makes for an exciting race and 
by the same token a competitive 
roster makes for an exciting 
team. 
Bowling Green's hockey team 
can attest to experience in both 
situations. 
The Central Collegiate Hockey 
Association title race is picked 
to be a fight to the finish with as 
many as four teams given a 
chance to win the conference. 
And several members of the 
Falcons hockey team find them- 
selves in a similar fight for time 
in the limelight as the season's 
second weekend falls upon BG. 
Last week, fans were able to 
witness the Falcons' juggling 
act first hand. On Friday night 
at Michigan. Geoff Williams 
skated at right wing and Brent 
Regan was one of six Falcon 
defenseman to dress for the 
game. 
At home on Saturday, Rob 
Urban moved from left wing to 
replace Williams who did not 
dress. Also, Chad Arthur filled 
Urban's slot and Thad Rusiecki 
replaced Brent Regan at left 
defense. 
York said the switching is 
nothing new. 
"We re still evaluating who 
Slays well where. We have more 
exibility in hockey than in a 
sport like football where a split 
end can't play guard," York 
said. "We have a few people who 
can play both wings. We've even 
had people move up from de- 
fense to forward (wing) before." 
YORK SAID Arthur. Urban 
and Williams can all play both 
forwards. 
BG has eight defensemen on 
the roster, but just six dress for 
games. Tom Pratt was the only 
defenseman not to play at least 
one game last weekend, but 
York said he will dress tonight. 
Freshman Paul Connell and 
Defensemen Kevin Dahl and 
Thad Rusiecki will sit out to- 
night. Forwards Geoff Williams 
and Steve Dickinson will also be 
in plain clothes. Dickinson will 
be the only non-goalie, non-in- 
jured player who has not 
dressed for a game, but York 
said. 
The coaching staff will eval- 
uate tonight's game and may 
"We're still evaluating who 
plays well where. We have more 
flexibility in hockey than in a 
sport like football where a split 
end can't play guard." 
Jerry York, BG hockey coach 
make changes for tomorrow's 
game. Kmzich will start in goal 
tonight and Dan Kwilas will be 
between the pipes tomorrow 
night. 
WHEN ASKED about de- 
fensemen Todd Flichel, Brian 
McKee and Scott Paluch, the 
Falcon mentor made it appear 
as though several positions are 
set in stone. 
Said York, "Those guys and 
Leggett (another defenseman) 
are pretty much for sure. And at 
left wing Clark Pineo, Iain Dun- 
can ana Don Barber are the 
cornerstone of our team." 
They may be the foundation 
for Falcon hockey success but 
York said everyone on the team 
is a building block. 
"As the season progresses 
we'll have a better idea of who 
will be playing,"' York said. 
"But we feel all 27 players on 
our roster are important." he 
said. "With injuries and illness 
(during the season) we feel they 
can all contribute." 
It won't be long before a cou- 
ple more players enter the ice 
lottery. 
Mark Lori, who was recov- 
ering from knee surgery when 
he injured his other knee two 
weeks ago, is being evaluated on 
a week-to-week basis. And Brian 
Meharry is practicing in a no- 
contact situation after under- 
going knee surgery in June. 
Onglally, doctors predicted 
Meharry would be available in 
January, but York said he is 
ahead of schedule. 
Meharry could play center or 
forward and Lori is a right wing. 
Falcons open 
Wildcats' card 
by Matt Winkeljohn 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green will be at- 
tempting to continue a streak 
when they take the ice this 
weekend against New Hamp- 
shire. The Wildcats did not 
win a road game last year 
and the Falcons want to keep 
it that way. 
But coach Jerry York said 
there is more at stake in this 
non-conference matchup. 
"When the rankings come 
out, everybody looks at the 
non-conference games as a 
barometer," Yore said. "We 
were very upset with the 
losses to St. Lawrence last 
year. We will be carrying the 
CCHA banner." 
Although not a CCHA se- 
ries, this matchup might be of 
more than obvious impor- 
tance. 
Last winter, BG traveled to 
St. Lawerence late in the sea- 
son for a non-conference se- 
ries. There the Saints swept 
BG and sent the Falcons on a 
1-7 skid that included five 
CCHA losses. 
BG, 1-1, has spent the week 
Eracticing four-on-four situa- 
ons while stressing a strong 
forechecking game. 
Opening their season 
against Bowling Green, the 
wildcats return 19 letter-men 
from a squad that set a school 
single season loss record with 
a 5-29-3 mark. Bob Kullen will 
direct New Hampshire for the 
first time after serving as an 
assistant for eight years. 
York said BGwifi enter the 
weekend with minimal knowl- 
edge of Kullen's team. 
"Since this is their first 
game, we don't have any film 
on them. We don't know what 
changes Kullen has made in 
their style," York said. "But 
from what we know of Kullen, 
they will have a well-condi- 
tioned and well-coached 
club." 
Classifieds 
CAMPUS A CITY EVENTS 
Accounting Club 
BalaWpraPsI 
Peel. Marwk*. MitcN*   « Co 
w4 present a program on 
"Ethics ai Accounting" 
on Wad . October 22. In me 
Community Suite. UrUv   Union 
M 7 30 Social Hour lodowmg 
MM Formal Meeting Ocl 21U II 730 n 
McFal Assembly Room The speaker wM be Ed 
Greeniee representing Coca Cola 
BG News meeting lor volunteers- writers and 
pnotograpners-everv Sunday. 8 pm 210 
West Hal For further information call 
372-2603 
COME ONE COME ALL 
to the nert UAA meeting1 Venture to Mileti 
Alumni Center on Monday. October 20 by 8 00 
p m   for great ADVENTURES in campus and 
alumni activities1 
Come to the Hoedownt 
Active   Christens   Today   Is   sponsoring   a 
Haynoe Square Dance on Saturday. October 
18  The tun beams at a 00 Cal 352-6466 lor 
more Information or slop by 812 E   Woosler 
Criminal Justice Oroanliatlon 
MEETING ON TUESDAY, OCT 21 AT 8 00 
PM IN 302 MANNA MALL GUEST SPEAKER 
WHL BE DAVE HARL0W FROM THE US. 
MARSHAL SERVICE PRE-CRtMrNAL AND 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE MAJORS ENCOURAGED 
TO ATTEND 
HUMAN SERVICES CLUB (HSCI MEETING 
SUNDAY. 0CT 18 . 800 PM. LIVING 
CENTER M HOME ECONOMICS BUILDING 
ALL MAJORS WELCOMEI  
LACROSSE 
THIRD ANNUAL FALCON CUP 
COME SUPPORT THE 
FALCON CAGERS IN THEIR 
SEASON FINALE 
BRING YOUR COOLER 
ANO A BLANKET 
ttviMa 
October 19. 6 00 p m . Human Services Oub 
Meeting. Home Economics Living Center 
PREVIEW DAY ... 
-Je Saturday. November tat. Anyone m- 
terested In conducting lours on thrs day must 
attend one ot two Informational meetings In 
the McFaH AaeernMy Room on Thursday, Oc- 
tober 23 H-3M.30) or Mondaj.October 27 
HJM30I Attendance at one Ol these 
meeting! Is mandatory tor alttour guides - 
regular or volunteer. 
PUMPKIN SALE 
Variety ol sues -lots of amen ones 
Wed . October 22 
11-3 
STUDENT SERVICES FORUM 
School ol HPER Saturday Recreation Program 
lor youth with Oaabaties 
Director Dolores A Black 
Saturday 18m 11 a m—1 p.m Group I at Rec 
Center. Group II al Hayes Gym 
As assigned students to attend 
Visitors are welcome 
WSA a sponsoring a tnp lo Ononnatl Oct 
26-26 Stgn-up wH be m 411 South Ocl 18 
2 30 -4 30 and Mon Oct 20 2 30-4 30 The 
cost * $15 winch Is to be paid upon sign-up 
That coal covers accomodabons, transporta- 
tion, and entrance lees lo the zoo, National 
Htttory Museum. Art Museum, and Planetarium 
LOST & FOUND 
Found. Woman's Gold Color wnatwatch In 
Overman Haf on Friday, Ocl 10 Can 
383-7406 or 2-2031 or 2-2085 
GOLD WATCH LOST. Seiko quartz. MM Friday 
at efther aerobics or near the Rec My deceas- 
ed tether gave it to me Please return S25 
reward Cat 362-0379 
LOST- Pokey key cham wirh keys Last seen al 
Sundance If found, please can Sue at 
3725836 
RIDES 
Daanna-for is II tie" Banana?) Have a great 21 si 
Birthday11 cent waft unn Kent and a repeal of 
Motown1 Love ya' Kety  
X Mas Break Dec 21. 4 00 a m need rider to 
snare expenses, and dnvmg for five days route 
80. across United States lo Salinas. Caatornia. 
arriving late X Mas day. 25th 2.600 mass Cad 
Baa at 1-424-3376 (FkvJayl Cal weekends 
SERVICES OFFERED 
•UsceHaneous tall deatvup » light hauling 
172-4JD5. Ful spectrum landscaping done 
Shrubs planted trees removed 
New Doctor1 Town A Country Animal Hearth 
Care now open (Former*/ Recker Veterinary 
CareeiDr Vleki Froboae. 1616E Woosler St. 
352-1478 Student rates available 
Pregnant? Concerns? Free pregnancy test, ob- 
ractrve information By appointment or walk-in 
Cal now 354 HOPE 
Typing A word processing letter perfect Free 
pick-up and delivery 12 per double spaced 
page Cal 667 0860. Toledo 
. AXA • AXA • AXA • AXA • AXA • AXA • AXA e AXA • 
Ix LAMBDA CHI ALPHA E 
FRATERNITY ; 
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE K 
ITS 1986 FALL I 
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS > 
DOUG BROWN 
DAVE FINNEGAN 
SCOn GORDON 
D0(JG HAREN 
CHRIS HOFFMAN 
MIKE MACKOVJAK 
J.T. MOSELY 
STEVE WITCHEY 
AND OUR NEW INITIATES 
MIKE CALLAGHAN FRANK WITSCHEY 
BRIAN MACNAUGHTON    JEFF WITSCHEY 
BYRON MASSON 
PERSONALS 
THE ALUMNI OF DELTA TAU DELTA, 
WOULD UKE TO COMMEND ANO 
CONGRATULATE   BARRY   WURQLER   ON 
THE 
■E8T    HOMECOMING    IN    BOWLING 
GREEN 11 
THE    TRADITION    OF    EXCELLENCE 
Th« BrotlXKl of 0*1... Tiu Dill.. 
would KM 10 ilncacal, thank tha.r 
di!a» for an outstanding Homecoming 
Caaatbritton. Wt'rt aorry If anyon* 
was oMandad by pan of our 
PubHc Ralaltom Campaign 
And wa aim apotoglia to all 
those who couldn't attand. 
-Stave VVM6- 
Get out your net  your boots, and your feens 
'ceuM baby ttus «*« be me hottest scene' Grab 
your guns, tot's have some fun, cause DG Kid- 
nap wfl be the one1 
•Your Secret Kidnapper 
Looking forward to having an unbearable great 
Bme with you at the Alpha Phi Bern Bash 
tontgnll 
Love. Karen 
"BHEWAN FLAHERTY' 
It's finely here, start getting peyched cause KD 
Crush wfl be out 0l sight' 
Starting oft with "your cho»ce" and O-J. we'l 
party m sytte. (he KD way' 
Guess Who?'? 
TOOO BURKETT 
Kidnap lime is almost near 
So grab your guns and Western gear 
Your DG date can har dry watt 
To lasso you up in your drunken state 
'CHHIS KL£W 
RUSTLE UP YOUR WESTERN GEAR 
DEE GEE KIDNAP IS ALMOST HERE" 
YOUR SECRET KIDNAPPER 
•FWFUI'FUI'FUf 
Get psyched Ft* for the Alpha Deft Softbal 
Tourney" We know you're rvurnber l-ao be 
ready to  have tun'  Love,  your  Alpha  Dei! 
Coaches. Lynn and Mary Jo 
PS Pre-game leetrvrttes begm al 9 a m 
"JONMANKE" 
The Seeing & Sate* Mgmt Club 
wouU ska to congratulate 
Jon on being selected Homecoming 
King Super fob' 
See you at Wednesday's meeting1 
"SARA OWEN" 
A friend «• one who comes n when the whole 
world has gone out' 
Happy 19th' You're the greatest 
Love, Tan 
■WANTED' 
Jimmy Purtel 
for kidnap 
Saturday. October 25. 19M 
'WIN A FREE TRIP TO DETROIT" 
Ethnic Cultural Arts Program is sponsoring an 
essay contest and the winners wfl receive an al 
expense paid tnp to Detroit 11-14-11-16 
Your essay's theme wfl be Why do you ttank It 
«Important to experience cultural diversity? Al 
essays must be 300-500 words, typed, double 
spaced and received by 4 00 p m 10-30-86 m 
Rm I OS Shatzel Hal If you have any questions 
cal 3722798 
ENTER ANO WIN  
TO THE OLYMPIANS 
THE DAY HAS COME 
THE TIME IS HERE 
LET'S QUIT ALL THE TALKING 
AND DRINK SOME BEER 
GUESS WHO 
? ARE 15.700 STUDENTS WRONG' 
f STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES I 
Adam. 
Our romp In the hay «|ual one week away! Get 
sicited lor DG Kidnap' 
Love. Your Kidnapper 
AGO SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE 
and al who helped on schc4ar»Np deaeerts you 
guys are fantastic' Thanks so much' Love. Jen- 
aflaj 
AL HTTE--BETA HOMECOMING was a BLAST 
Thanks for a great time Maybe next time we'l 
get to play Wheel of Alcohol rf you don't 
forget the wheel, that «' 
Love. MISSY 
Alpha Cht» are number ONE 
Let's show some sptnt and have 
some fun' 
Alpha Phi dates 
Get excited for tonight -it ■ be a rootm' tootm' 
Omel 
Love, your Alpha Phi dates 
■OSU SOCCER WOMEN 
This is it' Look out OSU. here we come 
It's bme lo prove oursetves 
So tot's show Mike and Rob our special thanks 
lo them by bringing home the trophy But mos* 
■nportant of al to ourselves, and the goal that 
we worked so hard to achieve" United as one 
were OSU bound' Good Luck' 
Love-No   It & No   12 
BGSU Winter Ski Weeks to Steamboat Vari or 
Keystone with five or seven night deluxe lodg 
•ng. Lrti tickets, mountain picnic, parties, ski 
race. more, from S142> Hurry, cal Suncna*e 
Tours for more information toll free 
1-800 321 5911 TOOAY' 
ANNA RUQQIERO 
Happy 20th Birthday' 
Love. Valerie 
Big Laura. 
Welcome home1 I hope you're ready lo party 
because Chee-0 86 wfl be one UB |usl can't 
match' I've missed ya' 
XO love. M Diane 
Attention Sus< Wtlmens 
Congratulstions on your engagement to Tim' 
We're al ao happy for you 
Lova, your AXO sisters 
Attention JOHN SLAQE: Please open JouT 
eyes' There are more girts m B G other than 
DZ Signed, Interested 
ATTENTION VICTIMS OF ASHLEY 4TH LOWS. 
If you weren't one ol the first ten to go. you're 
stfl not safe so don't suppose Be on your 
guard and ptoaae BEWARE when you turn 
around, in be there' 
The Ashley Assassin 
BETH GILBERT 
YOU'RE JUST TOO CUTE 
ANO ADORABLE" 
STAY ON THE COUCH WITH ME 
LOVE. BRIAN 
Tom- 
So whai if we have tons ol work due next week 
tot's *ve it up at Chee-0 on Saturday It may be 
ootd outside, but the empany a warm and the 
anhks wfl be flowing There's no better way lo 
spend a Saturday than al Chee-0 86 
 Love   Elaine  
Burntoa only 2 25 from 11-9 every Sat at 
Pot/eyes 440 E  Court. 352-9838 
BILL HORN- 
Happy 19th Birthday to a super couen) Have a 
wad day. dude' 
Love. Jenny 
Double Major* 
Sed excuse for the 5 year plan Why not say 
you socialize loo much I heard vou stfl need a 
dale for Cheeo   Maybe you'l find one tonight 
Why not. harder thaiga have been done 
Socks 
PS    At  3 00  p m   be   prepared  to  enter 
Margantavfle 
tlUTO- 
Kappa Konal is coming 
I want you for my Cowboy 
And I wfl be your Cowgirl 
Vippy Yippy Yl Ylppy yo yo yo1 
LOVE. COOL BREEZE BUBBLES 
BOBCRAKJ 
Get excited for DG KIDNAP) because your kid 
napper sure is' See you next Saturday' 
DAN KWILAS- 
Happy Sweetest Day to a sweet guy Good luck 
tonrle' Love—Your Honles 
Continued on Page 10. 
AXA •  AXA • AXA •  AXA •  AXA * AXA • AXA * AXA g | 
A degree 
of caring. 
For people who care about people- 
teachers, counselors, health and human 
services professionals—Northeastern Uni- 
versity has a special place where you can 
obtain the knowledge and skills needed 
to help others BostonBouve College of 
Human Development Professions. 
You can reach out and further your 
career with Master Degree programs 
that include: 
Master of Education 
• Counseling 
• Consulting Teacher of Reading 
• Curriculum and Instruction 
• Educational Research 
• Human Development 
• Rehabilitation 
• Special Education 
Master of Science 
• Counseling Psychology 
• Physical Education 
• Recreation Management 
• Speech-Language Pathology & 
nrvnmrvHT Audiology 
RflS II I l\l        Doctoral and non-degree certification 
eUVe#lVJ al Wei programs are also available. 
__ -^ — —_ ■ .', For more information and a free catalog, 
Rl  II lA/I*. call(617)437-2708orwntetoBoston- 
**V^V/ W .U Bouve College at the address below 
© \irtheastemlJiih«rss1y 
Graduate School. BostonBouve College of Human Development Professions 
107 Dockser Hall.Nonheastern University, 360 Huntington Ave , Boston, MA 02115 
f*onne«i#'" UI"»»'VT. >\anfoua'opponun.iy allirmjli.*actionaOixalonai.ntMul'Onanqan'piovf' 
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL 
* FREE    ADMISSION    with   ^JPfc 
valid College I.D. Qjf* 
* Two wide screen T.V.'s 
* 19 and Over 
Watch your favorite team play 
at 
The FUNDRINKERY 
Glenbyme Center 
(Corner of Byrne & Glendale) 382-1876 
19 + OVER SUNDAY AND 
MONDAY ONLY 
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DEAREST MEN OF OETA TAU DELTA 
Tomorrow was made for you-- 
and only you Have • Happy 
Sweetest Day* 
Love your sweetheart. 
E Gray 
ContinuedfromPage^T 
YOU ARE THE BEST ROOMIE' 
HAPPY SWEETEST OAY' 
LOVE YA. CATHY R 
FRANK tenants 
I'LL LOVE U    TIL   THE   END OF TME. AND 
THEN SOME  I MISS Ui< 
LOVE, CHAW A 
Ha. II 
Good U* tcnigbt and anvaye Happy Sweetest 
Day-have tun n your manannt 
An Oeer Ian 
GAMMA PHI-FIJI 
ROAD "ALLY 
OAMMA BIBI 
BrucelChne 
O   Wbafa the beat way to apand Saturday 
rwjhf? 
A With your Kappa dates met s right' 
Jenny a Daa        
Dave. 
Good kick Saturday but don't uee up al your 
energy You eta have to MASH with ma at night 
Love Ante 
(Banana) 
rhed a wonderful lime tfas paat weekend' I en 
(Dyed the champaga. the dinner, and dancing. 
But moat importantly I enjoyed sharing mat hme 
with you' I Love You' Jody 
DAVID MORROW 
THANKS FOR EVERYTHING'  YOU RE  NOT 
SUCH A BAD LITTLE BROTHER AFTER ALL 
LOVE. JODIE 
Dear Sailers ol Delta Gamma. 
What up' Date, yet? N ee- 
Pea Down' Only • day! Mil OYSI 
T Q I F -SCOPE thoae dates' ■MOD 
The Date  Patty that  BO man  haee bean 
waiting lor le almost here-OK) tTII 
LI T B .  (age)   some   Non-apathetic,  horse- 
fjvtng. Senior* 
PS Be there-Happy Hours Oct   25th were 
<Melesa IANO LOVM IT') KUH' 
fallen Caveneugh, 
SHAKE IT UP BABY ANO HAVE 
A GREAT BaRTHOAYi 
Love Your Cod Breeze Roomie 
CONGRATULATIONS TO BETAS BYRON 
HORTER AND CUFF MORTIMER AS THEY 
CONTINUE UNDEFEATED 4-0 IN FRATERNITY 
DOUBLES TENNIS 
Deborah Jo 
You are vary special to me' I love and mtea you 
al the time' Take care. HAPPY SWEETEST 
DAY! 
Love your. Michael Honey 
I am so excited to have you as my little' I knew 
horn the beginning you were meant to be part ol 
our tamty Gel psyched lor tonight' 
Alpha Phi Love and Mine. Heidi 
DENNIS SCWETS NO. 4* 
We heard it "Through the Grapevine" that you 
haven't seen it  But you gotta eee It-Its got 
wings   Thanks lor the beer  Happy Sweetest 
Day' 
Love-Usa. Jarme, Tract. Karen & Missy -Your 
Ian dub 
Desperately Seeking Dingle 
Debbie 
DG« and Kjdnepoees 
Saddle up and grab your guna. 
DG Kidnap is loot stompm* fun 
You wont be rjisappotnled when you see your 
data, 
Seng bed up and band folded by a DG Is great' 
Just one week away-Qet psyched' 
DUNNE AMANN 
The kfeugna. gartc bread I cookiea ware great 
and you are too NO ONE could have a better 
roommate than you   Thanks for ALL you've 
done tor me 
I LOVE YOU. your room* 
DOUO LEHNER I BOB ROESSUM, 
Are Marlon guys roeiiy better perUera? We'll 
aae about that tMa weekend at Korralll Love 
Janet end Karen 
Dry Cleaning Services 
Jeans N Things 
531 RUge 
Engksh Darts J. Parts 
Sign Up lor Dart League 
Purcea's Bke Shop. 352 6284 
Oarv- 
The anawer Korrara al I 00 But the oueeaon 
watt W« you go? I'm lookng lorward lo a tun 
luzzy, evening wfth you -You better take a 
nap! Love. Sherd 
Qentie, it yaar-oM aaiate stale gred etudenT 
good aenea ol humor wtehee to meat female 
trad ikederyodie-loroon.oraolton.olririor, 
a movie. Let's go eagerly and aae H anything 
develops. Picture helphiL Race, color, creed. 
no barrier. Reply to P.O. lOI III, Bowling 
Green. Ohio 41402 
GLENN WOOD 
GRAB YOUR PITCHFORK ANO OVERALLS 
ANO LETS PLAY IN THE HAY 
ALPHA PHI BARN BASH 
AWAITS YOU TOOAYI 
ALL MY LOVE. CHRISTINE 
P S DONT CHASE THE PIGS, OK? 
Gordon 
W* you come MASH with me" 
Love, your CheeOmunga Tentmate 
dreg No. IS 
Congratuarrkme on being named MVP! Do It 
again  tree  weekend!   Are   you  sura   its   8 
mchee?" 
Love -Sunsrane Bear 
GROOVY RECORDS 
421 E Wooeter (Behind Deary Marl) 
Man. through Sat   11-4 
Giado   So glad Mr   Jetaon let me oft work 
tonight so I could go to the Bam Bash with you! 
Maybe he'l even lei me bring Rastrol 
' Ah-Um" Roeey 
Guppy Guppy 
Happy Bklhday' Gel ready lor Korral   Love. 
C.J 
P S Is generic beer okay? 
Guy1 
Good luck with the trlethoton race 
but make sure you can keep up wrlh 
K0 party pace 
at all o'clock you'll Hnd your clue 
lo ftneUy meal your KD dude 
•o be on tame and don't be late 
KD crueh must be your late 
Your KD Cniah Bath Lynne (oops I toad) 
Happy Birthday Darcle 
MacNorth's puking queen you are 
but that's aright honey. 
you're an jmmy a stllo star1 
Love, the fourth floor gang' 
Happy Birthday larah 
our MacHorth Fatah 
decquanes are your passion 
and coolers too, 
so go out and party 
'causa we love you' 
Love, the fourth floor gang 
HAYi Joe Goner Buzz, and Mk»> 
See you n 109 lor tee oft time' Get PSYCHE0 
lor KAPPA KORALI 
Love The Ran Rah Fuzzy, and Mln' 
Heather Ring end Heidi MWdieton: I hope'my' 
"twine" have a very apacal 20th birthday Have 
tun tine weekend 
Love. BigSusi 
HarMrner- 
You are one o' the Lucky Ones' Chaa-O-gat 
psyched' 
Love. Finney 
HEY 0Z 
BE READY TO PARTY TONIGHT WITH SOME 
WILD ANO CRAZY BETAS. SEE YOU THERE' 
Hey Jackse 
An Alpha Phi and art SAE 
What s per we wa be' 
We work tl 9 00 
But then we're Through. 
A party in the Bam. |uet me and you' 
Happy Sweetest Day* 
Love, Tata 
P.S Gat tested up you know how thoae Alpha 
Phi Dele Partlea are' Bam Bash 86 
HeyKappaa 
Gat ready lor Kappa Korral its going to be the 
BEST Bam Been south ol the Maumee river! 
Hey Tools 
Evan fhough you are leaving me in February I 
sal love you with al my heart I hope you navar 
forget me Happy Oweataal Day. 
Al my love. Doota 
Hay "HOT!" Scotl Germge. 
Get payched lor a  eerlouely  super superb end 
UZZLWG DM a) the KD Dale Party! "HOTI" 
Low, Bain 
Import rwght II by popular demand 5 hi 1 every 
Sat Over SO mported beers reduced below 
downtown domeabc prtoae Potyeyee 440 E 
Can, 352-9838 
Jeeon, 
The Alpha Phi Bam Bash wa be wet great 
eepeaafty with you ae my dele 
Frosoung In the hay al night long, a Beta and 
Alpha Phi can't go wrong. 
So get excited tor tonight 
Love ye, Uee 
JAY SALYERS 
Saturday w correng, we wtl have fun 
You are the aweereet. I am the lucky one Love. 
Ann 
Happy 21SI ftrthdey' 
I LOVE YOUI 
Always Shalean 
Jill Bradley 
I am so glad to have you as my Mite 
Your Big. Debbie 
Jd Niche*. 
Thanks tor a greet year so tar. and for always 
beng there You Inly are the Baal unto 
(Where ma goes   FUg foaowsl 
Lova, Your Bkj 
JIMMY CAW 
ROSES ARE RED. VIOLETS ARE BLUE 
HOW 010 I GET SO LUCKY TO KIDNAP YOU? 
LOVE. YOUR DG KIONAPPER 
JOE NUMBER TEN 
HAPPY SWEETEST DAY! MY LIFE HAS BEEN 
SO MUCH HAPPIER SINCE I KICKED YOU! 
WE MUST DO A BULLETIN BOARD 
TOGETHER SOME TIME1 HERE'S TO A LONG 
LASTING RELATIONSHIP' 
LOVE, VOUB. UTTLf aUCK AROO 
John Heckler 
Friday night at coming teat 
Wa w* have such a beast 
Your Aral date  party wtl be  number  one, 
because I prorraee you wd have lots ol tun' 
Alpha Phi Bam Baani 
Love. Bdgme 
JOHN McALEA- 
Qrab your boots   grab your hat; 'cause Dae 
Gee KOnap a) where rs at' 
Love...Your Dee Gee Kidnapper 
Joumallam 300 AppScattons now avaaabie in 
Room 319, Waal Hal 
Kappa Slg Andy, 
I can't wan tor Saturday night' Sorry about the 
seat two months, but I promise we'I make up lor 
■I I axe youl Your KD Knieh 
KAREN LUOWK) 
MaahOueen- 
You'ra flnaty home & I'm extremely excited 
because you get to reeky jam out 4 party at a 
reel school where there are even boya! Gat 
ready to scope, maah, consume, and crxt-cha!' 
But pteaae, no DUI thai time1 We can wear our 
cool (Because we are) aunptaaaas at night In 
the ramnwig white Eacort but lor God's sake, no 
stopping al yellow traffic sprits' 
Lova Ya. mentis 
KATHY McOROARTY 
HAPPY 21atBtRTH0AY! 
WE LOVE YOUM 
Kathy. Jd, and the "Old Gang" 
Kely Gray. Slacey Cox. Uaa Hotlman. Ubby 
Sprertzer. Chaurean March A Pam Soveater- 
Here's to the argeet and BEST tarrwy in Alpha 
Prat You've picked fantastic tags and Mae to 
carry our traditione on oongratutabone! Love 
from the lone Senior n the group Jenny 
Kerry,   Kooko,   DeMre   Huebnek,   Michelle 
Oeaana 
Welcome to the famey Love. Sun 
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! 
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Kanllppola 
GET READY TO HAVE  A BLAST  AT THE 
ALPHA PHI BARN BASH! 
Debbie 
Kevm (Scooter). 
Oat payched lor toragnt Alpha Pin dele party • 
gonna be a bfaat Cant aa* lo play n no hay I 
love ye lota 
l (Honey burmyl 
Kevin Hurat 
Yahoo, Me buckaroo-- 
A DEE QEE wants to kidnap you! 
Wa* lo get another due! 
four DG Kidnapper 
IAKA KarraKaza. D Day Crazy) 
HAPPY 200111 
I hope INs doaant mean the end ol bad dvaa, 
giggle Ms. Loua Lome. PrlngM. pyranHda. 
hoeing onto the floor and not bang dirty Arty 
wet rjkty. Oat ready tor a was weekend' Happy 
arthday'Lova. Jan (AKA--Nutal 
KOREY KERSCHER ! KATHY RECHERT 
You  da)  a wondartul lob  aa  HornaoorMng 
Rameaomalioai Your aaHera ol Alpha » Delta 
are ao proud ol youfl 
Knag McCutcheon   Happy Sweeteet Day and 
get payched tor Chee O" 
LofsolBve   lAcKeea 
LL Cool J Turk, 
• Whea eupr 
Save some brain ceat lor ChaaO! 
LAMBOA CHI CRESENT OIRLS 
YOU'RE DOINO A OREAT JOB 
KEEP UP THE OOOO WORK 
Liaav iPMrrzER 
Weaosrae to the laraMy grenoimiel Looking 
lorwerd la aoma "unbearably'' good tlmael 
Alphe Phi kere end mine, 
Mill Jenny 
Ubby Spreazer 
I love my me! I ooukmt be more pleased! Lova. 
Kely  
DL JENNIFER 
Welcome to the beat tamly m Alpha Pin l am so 
happy you are my Me and I am looking forward 
to many tun tanae with you 
LOVE. BIO JUU 
UfOe Fuzrbuckel- 
You may ma heppter every dayt I love you more 
than anything, and lor always Happy Sweeteet 
Dayl 
Love. Me 
MEQAN 
THIS SURE IS ATYPICAL HAPPY SWEETEST 
OAYIU -JaVI 
HOLLY MCOCOUOH: 
Conorelulellonil Year 2nd Hoor Kappa 
aiilers rarre ehoaan YOU tor this araak's reci- 
pient ol the  "AWARD" 
MM 
mmmm 
MURMUR 
0000 LUCK TUB WEEKEND 
Homecoming waa greet! I had km of lun, bul 
gat realty to have an even batter time at the 
Alpha Phi Bern Be ahl 
Nell, Nick, John 
Oat payched lor Kappa Korral1 Looking lorward 
tosweoBme 
Liz, Jenny Tare 
face Hang' Fool, Yockey. aae at. C. Moore" 
Moore, and Bill 
Do you guys have any plane lor October 24? 
Ew raaaw* We beeeve you do now* Pas in 
MlrJred and |oii us lor another LitHe Kings Keg 
tl you're not hare, 11 be your bag! Judo and 
Leigh (The Beasts) PS Meet Hot Latch Like 
Suck OampHnge 
Now a your chance to be a University Success 
Fecateeor. -Meet new trtende & students -Earn 
academic crectt -Gem instructional experience 
Pick up your appacabon today at 405 Student 
Servtoea 
One More Dey~tiii 
Kappa Keren 
Oat lassoed by a Kappa! 
Onentabon Leader apptcatlona now avaaabie In 
405 Student Services from 10-0 untl 10-24 
P.O.V. 
Happy Sweeteet Dayl 
you're the sweetest1 
I lorn Youl 
MLS. tonight? 
■f" 
Pkee 
Can i Ml lo have some bear and coolers with 
you In ttvj luxury ol our p | a on Friday nHel Sao 
ya. 
Lova, Alpha yja 
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
HELP 
WANTED: 
DOMINO'S PIZZA 
DRIVERS 
NEEDED 
MUST BE AT LEAST 
18 YEARS OLD 
MUST HAVE OWN CAR 
WITH INSURANCE 
FLEXIBLE HOURS 
$4.50 • $6.50/1.1- 
wrth mileage 
CALL 
OR APPLY IN PERSON 
352-1539 
1616 E. WOOSTER 
STADIUM PtAZA 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
HHeC  
Good Luck In the sorfbel tournament* Oat 
payched end gel reedy 10 SUDf mlo 1 SI piece1 
Your Alpha Dal coachae. 
Crystal end Amy 
NWMCel 
OCT. II TIWiDUOH OCT. 21 
AT THE UNION OVAL 
HELP US, HELP OTHER* 
Rabbrt. you batter grab at that good thing you 
got going with that eweeome hunk ot a Sigma 
Nuqukat! 
Your Coneaence 
Receive a FREE grtt lor faaig out a JC Penney 
Charge Appacetion Sign up on 2nd floor 
Moeekry Hal Otler ends Friday. Oct 24 
"*CHIwLEY 
Saturday raght-HI be greet' 
Get payched RKh-l can't wart 
A KD haa a Kruah on you 
Donna 
PJCHCLLE JOHNS "THE ROUOH WOMArT7 
Thanka lor a awal tana al Homecoming You 
hed the right drees, the nght shoes end the right 
Ml. I, ol course had the wrong haa Oat ready 
lo catch a wave and make a cutback this 
weekend because aurf a up and we're going to 
be tubed., lotaey I hope your SI Mary's Mend 
oaneiai... 
Love, John "The Forward Quy" 
ROAD RALLY 
OAMMA PH-FU 
ROAD RALLY 
ROB- 
TM PSYCHED FOR CHEE-O: I MOPE YOU ARE 
TOOI THIS WEEKEND IS GOING TO BE THE 
BEST! CHRIS  
ROBERTA KLEINMAN 
Welcome to the fanHy u 
I love you! 
Juat becauee I love you and because It's our 
anniversary 
Love. Marv 
I. BaerSoutar 
Sweetest Day was named alter you 
You're the bast 
J Yours 
Scon aWd noge*, 
Tonight's the raght It's going to be Una We I 
property at 7 00 and leave at » 00 You«.tter 
get ready, you better gat eat tor a bam bash 
party youl never lorget With drinks In our 
hands and hay In our hair, we're out to have fun 
you better beware Wei soon be partying It 
won't be long, with Kappa Skja and Alpha Pine 
you can't go wrong!! 
Lore, Heidi end Dabble 
SCOTT DEAKIN 
YAHOO! I can't wait to kidnap YOU! 
Juat 1 more weak. 
Love, your Dee Gee Mrjnapper 
SconGennger Thanka tor the wondartul hme at 
Homecomng' Get psyched lor tha Alpha Pta 
Bam Bash! Love. Kely 
Scott Wtvteheod 
Gat ready to have an awesome time at KD 
Kruah cause KDe end FUls ate out ol eight 
Love, your KD dele 
ShemRestito 
Thanks lor being such a great friend to me. You 
have made being a Kappa very special 
Lova. Amy 
P S Oat ready lo aaao your data at Korral 
Slg Ep Softball Team 
If you party Friday raght 
Be ready lo slam the bel out ol eight 
Cut at hal paat eight we muat meet 
To prepare for the eiaeome defeat' 
Lova. Your Alpha Del coaches 
SIGMA cms 
Gat ready to "Stray from tha norm" at our social 
deviance lee1 We're expecting ft to be a "WILD 
tana' 
Lova, THE GAMMA PHIS 
STACIA GEIGER 
l em so excited I am Imefy your heart set Good 
Luck wan your eaamal You are a special Little 
Kappa1 
Lova. Uaa 
STEVE, Oct. 17th • the day mat wal troec in 
tha hay. Dancing and drtreung throughout tha 
raght at 8 00 wal atari the weekend off nght 
Get excited lor Friday cause one gang's tor 
aura~ 
ALPHAPHIBARNBASH 
wa be a amaah! Love, Bee 
Sunday waflet plaaears 
SMORGASBORD only 3 00 
Spaghetti only  99 
Both from I l-g at Potyeyee. 352 9638 
Terry I Joa. 
Wal what would you do II you mixed 1 Fl - 1 
Theta Chi - 2 KDs - 1 bottle ol Gm - 1 botUeol 
Wraakey and who only knows what alee? We 
grve up- you lei ue Your KD Dates. 
BarblDama 
P.S. Terry, met time il by and keep my shoes 
art  
THE BROTHERS OF BETA THETA PI WOULD 
LIKE TO OOhWRATULATE TERESA lOLIN- 
Ml. OUR NEWEST BETA SWEETHEART. 
The FM Erjbon ol tha 198rS87 Student 
Organizeaone Dvectory. eating over 135 stu- 
dent clubs, groups, I organizations, a) avaaahla 
now si the Office of Sttdent Actrvmee I Ortenta- 
■Jon. 405 Student Service* Buikkng  
The Fun Claoo ol Engksh 111 would Hke lo 
oengialuleli John O'Connor on Mo overthe- 
praarie ia|l|l»l«l. Way a» pel 
The palama tea a on Frtday nkjht 
But trst |ump m bed end hold on light The bad 
racee are where wal be, the A-Chi-O a and S- 
ATa 
To Craig and Bam Bam 
Get psyched to play in me hey al the Alpha Phi 
dele party" 
Love. l*cheio and Knalen 
TO MY OS U   PHI TAU 
KD DATE PARTIES ARE KNOWN ACROSS 
THE LAND CAUSE KDS ANO FUN GO HAND 
MHANO 
LAST WEEKEND WITH YOU I HAD A BLAST. 
BUT WHArS REALLY SAD IS I CHOSE THE 
PLAJD 
THB WILL BE THE BEST DATE PARTY YET. 
YOU WONT EVEN THINK TWICE 
BECAUSE NOW I KNOW, I MADE THE RIGHT 
CHOICE! 
MICHELLE 
To Our Daaaa: Sigma Chi and GDI ■ 
Get Payched tor Cheeomunge' 
n Treat" 
Your OHO Deiee Bath and Kely 
TooerPIKepp 
aaatMak: 
Tonajht'e the 
detee Jan. toon 
TWa "aaraaah 
leewaWng. 
We can't (. 
PI Keep three. 
re 
en AJaka Phil 
Lave year awkse. Jenny, Uaa and Karen 
.'6 STEVE B  
We may not be able to camp out. steal your 
brothers blankets, or laugh about my socks but 
we are eel going lo have a lantaalK: lime at Kep 
pa Korral Saturday night CanT wart ■ then 
Lova. Amy 
To the toeowmg Phi Pea 
-■"Elroy," "Vakar." "Snaat." "Slab."  "Spai." 
•IHrlrliiii," "Rock Head." Trick." "Freck." 
"Sauce," "Brew," "Qua." ~Stac." "Mackla," 
"Ruthy." and "Fieri." 
We are counting on your guya~tha Alpha Delta 
Pi-Alpha  Sigma   Phi  Softbal  tournament  * 
yours 
Lova, your ooachee 
Michali Suaan. 1 Darlene 
TOWYl 
Rjdnep leneer 
just one week away 
8e looking tor dues 
they! be coming your way 
Your date a excited 
Whel a surprise it w* be 
Whan you And out who I reaiy am 
youl fuel have to welt and aae 
Wan your boots and your Levrs--oh ao tight" 
Oat ready tor good rood drink and tun 
You and me together-that combo e No   II 
Love, your DG KOnepper 
TRACI JONEI 
it's been 6 months alnce that "latetul" raght 
Would you Ike to hear your man say thoae 3 
wonderful words again? Happy Swaeleat Day to 
a super Cenadkei roomie, eh? --Jamie 
TRCIA ANO DENISE 
ROSES ARE RED, VIOLETS ARE BLUE 
THOSE CALLS FROM S-  ARE  A JOKE 
FROM US TO YOU! 
UAOTMP 
ad House end Tony Pecko'a lor 
dinner. October 10. Sign-up UAO office. 3rd 
floor Union. Slgn-upe end Oct. 21 al noon 
UAO trip to PortekJe In Toledo, Oct II. Joan 
ue tor a day of MMai and elghteeeing. 
Sign-up In UAO office, 3rd ttoor-Urilon. Slgn- 
upe end Oct. 17 al noon. Coat 13.50 
I'm ao gtad It was you at the end ot the strmg' 
You're the beat Delta Gamma Big anyone could 
ever naval 
Luv. Your Uftle Wendy 
WE NOW DELIVER 
POLLYEYES. 440 E COURT. 352 0(136 
Welcome Back to BG. Laura' 
tt'e greet to sea you again' 
I've reeky rraaaed you! 
Love. Juke 
YOU ASKED: 
WE ANSWER 
What le the craze ol the Country? 
KAPPA K0P.P.AL 
Where at the corral? 
Only KAPPAS know 
How doea one wind-in? 
with a KAPPA date ol course 
We anewered al your questions, so now- 
TWJFOUT! 
"Get Lit   Gale. 
Thanka  for  a   wonderful week  ol  Eurthdey 
Celebrations   And being there for me the week 
attar. 
Love Always. Anne 
Go To Jai 
Go Okectly To Jal 
Do Not Pees Go 
DoNotCceect 
"If they catch you. they'l put you 
UNDER LOCK AND KEY..." 
WANTED 
1 lemale lo sublease apartment lor Spring 
semeeter Al ueWlea paid Contact Jl at 
352-1840 
I  temakt to aubleaaa apartment lor  Spring 
Semester Contact Use 354-8161 
Graduate   Student-famey ol   4   needs   car 
(79-81)   before   Winter Wieng   to   make 
payments   monthly    Can Roger   353-3408 
before 9 pm 
WANTED. ORIENTAL RUOS. Any size, any 
rxinoajon 353-1123 aven«ige. of (313) 
76g-8555 
HELP WANTED 
ChHd Cera needed lor 13-month-olo 1 or 2 
alternoona per week, some flexibility 
Reterencaa required Cel 352-3766 
Cornmunlfy aarvice employment position avail 
■nmad wan North American IrxMn Cultural 
Canter. ApcaCanl muat be ot Amencan Indian 
deeoent. econonvcety disadvanlaged A able to 
communicate & coordinate with the native 
population. Hrly. wage 14 00-hr peja 20 per 
nae. (419) 586 6567 aak lor Larma. 
Earn 1480 waakly--S60 per hundred 
envelopes stuffed Guaranteed Homeworkers 
needed lor company protect stuffing envelopes 
and aasembang malenale Send alamped salt 
addressed envelope to JBK Madcompeny P O 
Box 25-18. Ceelaic. Calilorna. 11310 
Students needed tor Election Day Make S40 
tor one day's work Need 50 students lor lues 
day, Nov 4 to stand at poet and gather 
slgnarurea  1-255-4114 
FOR SALE 
79 Grand Prix 
70K. loaded- beat otter 
362-2356 
1977 VOLARE AUTOMATIC, PB, PS. AJR. 
AM-FMCASS STEREO RUNS WELL Si 200 
OR BEST OFFER   CALL 353-0557 
1978 Chevette. good condinon. automatic. 
enjee control. AM-FM tape slereo $1000 
353-3209. Kan 
FOR SALE-1060 MOB  BEST OFFER OVER 
14000 CALL 3622618 
For Sale--1980 Dataun 200SX 90.000 meaa. 
good oondHon. Akt-FM. ak. Md $1000 or beat 
offer Oaf 372-2064 
FOR SALE Suede leether -fleece bomber'e 
style lecket Vary warn, brand new. Coat 
St 37. Price 165 364-2700 
Monterey Waterbed-Exceeent ccndttlon, only 
6 montha old, tul motion mattress. 0 drawer 
pedaHaJ. headboard with hooksrtetves and mir- 
ror, queen arza, heeler   Cat Cathy   352 0393 
Party car '73 Ottt Good on gas. been ol gold, 
aging body, bumper ahekera included $200 or 
beat otler 669-4476 
Wooden deak. mld-elze, maple wood 
Bookeeel. maple wood, 4 shelves Cel 
352-6382 
FOR RENT 
2 person apt i aaatila tor aubtsaaa tor Spring 
87 at 815 411 and High. No   2   Ct Amy or 
Jenny 353*501 
RMTE. needed for Spring Semeeter 2 man, 2 
bdrm pay gaa. elect. $132o Cat 3541309, 
aak tor Chat 
... - _       ....... —■.«■■■ WI..I.I..M.. *•>•>. MOT. «»»ll ■ 
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The days of trick-or-teating have 
passed~at least for most of us-but 
the fun of dressing up as your 
favorite ghost, goblin or household 
product lives on. 
Haloween has its roots in ancient 
Rome, Celtic and Irish traditions. Nov. 
1 used to represent two holidays; the 
beginning of the new year and the 
Day of the Dead, when souls of the 
past year's dead were to make the 
trip from this world to the next. The 
Catholic church later proclaimed Nov. 
1 as Al Hallow Day, redefining the 
holiday as the day to honor all saints 
who were not already celebrated with 
their own day. The festival began on 
the night before, known as All Hallow 
Evening, before its shortening to 
Haloween. 
As the haunting holiday draws near 
plans are made in Bowling Green to 
property celebrate the event. A 
haunted house is again being spon- 
sored by the Bowling Green Jaycees 
and the American Marketing 
Association. 
With the theme "Phantom Fever 
Strikes Bowling Green," the house 
wi be set up in the Annex Building of 
the Wood County Fairgrounds on 
West Poe Road. The house wi be 
open from 7-11 p.m. Friday and 
Saturday (Oct. 24-25) and Thursday 
through Saturday (Oct. 30-Nov. 1). 
Parents show 
near sellout 
Tickets for the annual Parents Day 
Show on Nov. 8 are stiil available-but 
going fast. Al seats are reserved and 
only $5 and $8 tickets remain. 
One of pop music's most suc- 
cessful groups, The 5th Dimension, 
wi heaofne the show which is being 
held at 8 p.m. In Anderson Arena. 
The Varsity Lettermen, a group of 
four student vocalists, wi open the 
show. 
Tickets can be purchased at the 
M*eti Alumni Center from 9 am to 5 
p.m. weekdays. " 
Admission is $2, but discount 
coupons wi be available at local 
businesses. 
For those interested In traveling fur- 
ther for fright, University Activities 
Organization wi be sponsoring a trip 
to a haunted house in Toledo and 
then on to 'dinner at Tony Packo's. 
The trip leaves at 8 p.m. on Thursday 
(Oct. 30). Registration wi be at the 
UAO office, and the $2 registration 
fee wi cover transportation only. 
UAO Is also sponsoring thrills in 
campus films At 8 p.m. Thursday 
(Oct. 30), the original 1931 version 
of "Dracula" wi be shown in the Gish 
Flm Theater, Hanna. A Stephen King 
Flm Festival wi be shown Friday and 
Saturday (Oct. 31-Nov. 1) In 210 
Math-Science. (See the calendar 
listings for exact time and cost.) 
Alternative activities are available 
for those who want to get their heart 
pumping, rather than stop its beating 
There wi be a party in the Lenhart 
Grand Balroom of th Union from 9 
p.m. to 1 a.m. on Saturday (Nov. 1). 
The bands "Sheepish Grin," "Law 
of Fear" and Ed Carty, formerly of 
"Mad Hatter," will be performing. 
Prizes wi be awarded for best 
costume; alcoholic beverages wi be 
The party is being sponsored by 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity. 
Both Uptown and the new night 
spot, Yuppie's, wi have costume 
contests on Halloween. Uptown wi 
be giving out T-shirts to the first 100 
patrons and candy to everyone. Yup- 
pie's wi be having happy hours all 
night. 
Wherever you go for Haloween, 
remember to dress for this occasion. 
Who was that good-looking tube of 
toothpaste anyway? 
Green Sheet is published by the 
Bowing Green State University Office 
of PuMc Relations for students, 
faculty and staff. 
The next issue of Green Sheet wi 
be published Oct. 31 and wi cover 
events occurring Nov. 3-16. The 
deadane to submit Information for that 
Issue Is noon Wednesday, Oct. 29. 
Al events must be submitted in 
writing to the Green Sheet editor, 
806 Administration Building. There is 
no charge to have an item listed 
Editor Monica Karrer 
Calendar Editor Carrie Roads 
*J6M«1ir->- »w 
STARS will shine with Dry Dock premiere 
Alcohol Awareness Week 1986 Is a week for STARS - 
Students Taking Alcohol Responsibility Seriously-to 
shine, and a great way to kick off the premiere of a new 
kind of campus bar. 
Beginning Monday (Oct. 20) and continuing through 
Friday (Oct. 24), information on alcohol awareness wi 
be presented through displays in the University 
Bookstore, Jerome Library, the Union and the Hearth 
Center. Also on display al week in the Union Oval wi 
be the result of a drunken driving accident, a smashed 
car, presented by the Never Again Committee. 
For more "Details of Drinking and Driving," Mayor 
Bruce Belard wi speak on the topic at noon on Monday 
at the Off-Campus Student Center, Moseiey Hal. Noon 
lectures wi be presented dally through Thursday at the 
Off-Campus Student Center and wi cover the topics 
"The Implications of the 21 Drinking Age," "I Have A 
Friend Who . . ." which deals with alcoholism, and 
"Alcohol and the Law." Judge AMn Bachman, USG 
President Kelly McCoy, and County Prosecute* Betty 
Montgomery are among the scheduled speakers. 
While these and many other activities wi be taking 
place al week, the highlight of Alcohol Awareness Week 
1986 wi be the premiere of "The Dry Dock," an on- 
campus, non-alcoholic bar. Located In the Mid-Am Room 
of Harshmen Quadrangle, the bar wi be open from 8 
p.m. to 1 am on Saturday (Oct. 25). For the opening, 
the band "Sheepish Grin" wi be performing. 
Other scheduled activities for the week are an Informa- 
tion meeting about BACCHUS (Boosting Alcohol Con- 
sciousness Concerning the Health of University 
■ V.- W\VAWAV.'.'.'.«>, VV>- 
Students) at 7 p.m. Monday in the Main Lounge of Prout 
Hal and "Straight Tafc from Recovered Alcoholics" at 
7:30 p.m. that evening, also in Prout. 
On Tuesday, mocktals wi be available with dinner in 
the residence hall cafeterias. To further promote a non- 
aicoholc environment, "Partying High and Dry, An 
Alcohol Awareness Fair" wi be held from 4-8 p.m. in 
the BromfiekJ Cafeteria! Lounge, Harshman Also 
scheduled for the evening are the Avante Guard Players 
from Bowing Green High School presenting skits on 
alcohol from 5-6 p.m. and "Straight Facts About 
Alcohol" by Dr. Josh Kaplan, director of the Untveristy 
Health Center, at 7 p.m. These events are also in 
Oroflifiokl 
For new party ideas and mocktail reclpies, the 
Wetness Center wi provide suggestions and information 
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Wednesday in the Union foyer. 
Also on Wednesday, Counseling and Career Develop- 
ment psychologist Betty Yams wi speak on "Alcohol 
and Relationships" at 8 p.m. In the Main Lobby of 
Offenhauer. 
Thursday Is "Dry Thursday," and students wi be en- 
couraged to refrain from alcohol consumption for one 
day. Stickers or rewards wi be given to participants. To 
keep students occupied, the Rodgers Hal Government 
is sponsoring "Movie Madness" from 9-11 p.m. <.! 
Chity's in Kreischer. 
To end the week, discover "New Games for a Natural 
High" from 6:45-8 p.m. on Friday in the Student 
Recreation Center activities area and then visit "The Dry 
Dock" Saturday night. Let the STARS shine. 
"   ■.■■■■■■■.■■'■..■■■■■■■..■■v.vM^.A.,mn»«..1 
Friday 
October 17 
6,10 p.m., Midnight - UAO C.mpus Film 
"Pretty In Pink.'' starring Molly Ringwald and An- 
drew McCarthy, wi be shown. $2.50 per cou- 
ple. Sweetest Day  Special   Eva Marie Saint 
Theater, Uniersrty Hal 
8 p.m. - Unlverilty Theater Production 
The musical "The Me Nobody Knows" wi be 
performed Thla aUreehman production portrays 
the world ot ghetto children Admission is $ 1 50 
at the door  Joe E. Brown Theater, University 
• pan. - Planetarium Show 
' Planet Quest, a multimedia program combining, 
space art, music and narration with the star pro- 
jector, w* be proaeiHad. Free (donations ac- 
cepted) and open to al. Planetarium. Physical 
Sciences Laboratory Bmkkng 
I p.m. - New Music FeewMM Concert 
Gueet compoeerpertormer John Cage wi pre- 
sent "MUSHROOMS et vanattonee." The pro- 
gram wi feature the Percussion Group- 
Cndmall In a performance of Cages ■Music for 
Three " Admission is $5 for students. $8 for al 
others Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical Aits 
Center 
Saturday 
October 18 
t a.m.-fl p.m. - Softball Tournament 
Fraternity, sorority and Independent teams wl 
compete SI5 regtotratkxi fee, spectators free. 
Proceeds to benefit the Ronald McDonald 
House of Northwest Ohio. Instructional fields 
behind Anderson Arena 
1 p.m. - Rugby 
BGSU vs   Michigan State University  Coiege 
Park 
4 p.m. - Football 
BGSU at University of Washington (Seattle). 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU vs   University of New Hampshire   lea 
Arena 
I. 10 p.m.. Midnight . UAO Campus Film 
See 8 p.m. Friday. Oct. 17. Bating 
I p-rn. - University Theater Production 
See 6 p.m. Friday. Oct. 17, Hating 
Sunday 
October 19 
2 p.m. -Soccer 
BGSU vs. Ohio State University Mickey 
Cochrane Field. 
3 p.m. - Concert 
The Fal Wind Ensemble and the Concert Band 
wi perform. Free and open to al. Kobacker Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
7 p.m. - Canadian Film Settee 
The AppreritJceehlp pf Duddy Kravttz." a 1974 
Mm starring Richard Dreytuss, wl be shown. 
The Street." a short flm, wi also be presented 
Free and open to al. Gleh Flm Theater, Henna 
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
See 8 pm  Friday, Oct.  17. listing  Stargaze 
loeowng, weather permitting. 
8 p.m. - Pl.no Recital 
Pianisl Jerome Roee wi perform an al-Liszt pro- 
gram. Free and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
Monday 
October 20 
7:30-11:30 a.m. - Coffee Table 
Coffee, hot chocolate and doughnuts wi* be lor 
sale  Sponsored by Phi Beta Lambda. Lobby, 
Education. 
7:45 i.m. - Prayer Meeting 
inter-Varsity Christian Feaowshlp wi hold prayer 
meetings each weekday at thla time.    Prout 
Chapel. 
9 u. - Parent of the Veer 
Appkcabone wi be available  UAO office, thvd 
floor. Union. 
11 «.m.-4 p.m. - J.C. Penney Charge Card 
Drive 
Students may apply for a charge card through 
Friday and receive a free gift when fmng out the 
application Sponsored by the Alpha Phi Omega 
service fraternity. Second floor, Moeeley. 
Noon - Alcohol Awereneee Program 
Details of drinking and driving wi be discussed 
by Mayor Bruce Balard Off Campus Student 
Center, Moeeley 
2:304:10 p.m. - Coffee Hours 
Free and open to al. May sign up for trip to Cin- 
cinnati. Oct. 25-28. Registration of $15 Is due 
and covers transportation. accomooatJons and 
entrance feea to the zoo. art museum, natural 
hlatory museum and planetarium Sponsored by 
the World Student Association 411 South Hal. 
7 p.m. - Overeaten Anonymous 
Meeting Free (donation, accepted) and open to 
al Wood County Hospital. 950 W. Wooater. 
7 pan. - Undergraduate Student Government 
Meeting. Open to al. Assembly Room. McFaf 
Center 
7 tun. - BACCHUS 
Meeting. Open to a). Mam lounge. Prout Hal 
7:1$ p.m. - VoHeyb.il 
BGSU at University of Toledo 
7:30-9:10 p.m. - Theology Seminar 
"A Contemporary Approach to God" la the tree ol 
tie eight week course Open to al. St. Thomas 
More Parish, 425 ThuretJn. 
7:30 p.m. - Woman's Studies Colloquium 
"Identity, Gender, Authority: Issue, m a FenHnsW 
Comparative History. Austral, and America Irom 
Colonial fimes to the Present" wi be presented 
by Miriam Dixaon, department of hlatory. Unrver 
say of New England. New South Wales, 
Aueliaas Free and open to al. necepoon to 
fotow at 9 p.m. Sponsored by the women'a 
etudkM program and departments of hlatory and 
educational administration and supervision 113 
Business Administration 
7:30 p.m. - Christian Science Organization 
Meeting Open to al. Canal Room, Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Alcohol Awareness Program 
"Straight Tatk from Recovered Alcohottca " Mam 
lounge, Prout Hal 
I p.m. - Undergraduate Alumni Aeeoclatton 
Meeting Open to al. Mien Alumni Center. 
1 p.m. ~ total notions! Film Series 
The Waal German flm "Straight through the 
Heart" wi be shown Free and open to at Gleh 
Pan Theater. Henna 
•:15 pjn. - UAO Campua Film 
"Splash." starring Tom Hanks, wi be shown $1 
with BGSU 10. 210 Math Science 
Tuesday 
October 21 
Noon - A Icohol A war enes. P rogram 
"Tne Impkcationa of the 21 Drinking Age" wi be 
rJacuaaad by a panel from the Transition 21 
committee.   Oil-Campus   Student   Canter. 
Moeeley 
4 p.m. — Intramural. 
Deadfcne  for  coed   3-player  voteybal  entry 
forma. 108 Student Recreation Center 
4 p.m. - ISM PC user. Group 
Steve Simon, department of applied ataaMca 
and operations research, wi discuss "Hard Disk 
Howes " He wi demonstrate simple and erfec 
five techniques for organizing large and 
numerous flea. Free and open to al 110 
Business Admmi.tr.tion. 
4-1 p.m. - Alcohol Awareness Fetr 
"BGSU:  Partying  High  and  Dry."  Bromfiekl 
Cafeteria Lounge. Harahman. 
4:30-1 p.m. - NTSA Fall Social Gathering 
Refreshments wi be provided. Free and open to 
al. Sponsored by the Non-Traditional Student 
Association    Off-Campus   Student   Center, 
Moeeley 
5-9 p.m. - Alcohol Awareneaa Program 
Tho Avante Guard Players wi present skits on 
•Icohol Brorrrftatd cafeteria, Harahman. 
7 pJR. - Alcohol Awareneaa Program 
Or. Josh Kaplan wi discuss "Straight Facts 
about   Alcohol."   Bromfield   classrooms, 
HBranmeri- 
7 p.m. - Fellowship Meeting 
Open to al    Active Christiana Today    Alumni 
Room, Union. 
7:10-9 p.m. - Bible Study 
Open to al.  St   Thomas More Pariah,  425 
Tnurasn. 
7:30 p.m. - Association tor Career Women 
Meeting. Shesey Konz.from State Home Sav- 
Inga,  wi  speak.  Open  to  al  majors    100 
Business Adminietr.tlon 
7:10 p.m. - Human Movement Lecture 
"Human Movement A Common Heritage and 
Shared Future" wi be drscussed by Dr. Mariene 
J. Adrian, director of the biomechanica research 
laboratory. University of *nois at Urbana- 
Chempalgn Free and open to al. Sponsored by 
the School of Health. Physical Education and 
Recreation. 112 Business Administration 
7:10 pm. - American Marketing Association 
Formal meeting. Mr  Ed Greenlee. from Coca 
Cola,   wi   apeak.   Assembly   Room.   McFal 
Cantor. 
I p.m. - Planetarium Show 
See 8 p.m. Friday, Oct. 17, Ming. 
S-10 pm.- Skating Club 
Meeting Open to al interested  Ice Arena. 
9 pm - Criminal Juattce Organization 
Meeting The speaker wi be Dave Hallow of tho 
U.S. Marshal Service. 302 Henna 
8:30 p.m. - Pel ChMJPA 
Meeting Dr. Vench, Dr. Balzar, Dr. Ktopfer and 
Or. Oubtow wi apeak on choosing a specific 
area of psychology  Open to al members and 
any psychology motors and minors   112  Life 
Sdencee. 
1:30 p.m. - Uiter-Varetty Chrlatlan FeeVwrship 
Student led Bible study Open to al 305 Univer- 
sity Hal 
Wednesday 
October 22 
9 a.m.-4 p.m. - Alcohol Awareneaa Program 
Party the "WELL" way. sTformaoon about parties 
and mocktal recipes wi be given out by the Stu- 
dent Welneea Center. Foyer, Union 
9:30-11:30 a.m. - HIP Advising 
Sandy Lengyei. HIP advisor, wi be available 
Cal   372-7372   for   an   appointment    305 
Education 
11 «.m.-3 p.m. - Pumpkin Sale 
Sponsored   by   the   Charities   Board   and 
Vokmteera   in   Progroaa.   Forum,   Student 
Servtcoe. 
Noon - Alcohol Awareneaa Program 
"I Have a Friend Who .."wi discuss roommates, 
friends and alcohol Off-Campus Student Center, 
Moeeley 
1:30 p.m. - Biology Seminar 
"IrtvorBon of Plyamlne Biosynthesis by DMFO 
and Consequences for Col Replication'' wi be 
presented by Peter McCann of the Merrel-Dow 
Research InatKute. Cincinnati Refreshments wi 
be served at 3 p. m .In 204 Ufa Sciences Soon- 
sored by the department of biological sciences 
112 Life Sciences. 
5:30 pj*. - UCF Souptfme 
Feaowahlp meeting  Soup provided, bring your 
own sandwich. Open to al Sponsored by United 
Christian Fetowehlp 313 ThuraHn 
I Salop Manage I Club 7 p.m. - 
Meeting  Open to al  Assembly Room, McFal 
Cantor. 
7:30 p.m. - Ski Club 
Meeting. Open to al. 70 Overman. 
740 p.m. - Environmental Inter..! Group 
Meeting Open to al. 127 Hayes Hal 
9 MS - Wlndwood Recital 
Venl Da Camera, the faculty wlndwood quintet. 
wi perform chamber music  Free and open to 
al.  Bryan  Recital  Hal.  Moore  Musical  Arts 
Canter. 
Thursday 
October 23 
9 a.m.-4 p.m. - Golden Kay National Honor 
Society 
Informational table wi be set up. First floor. 
University Hal 
9:30-11:30 a.m. - HIP Advising 
Sandy Lengyei, HIP advisor, wi be available 
Cal   372-7372   tor   an   appointment    385 
Education. 
10 am. - Overeaten Anonymou. 
Masting Free (donetlons accepted) and open to 
al. St. Thomas More Pariah, 425 Thurstm 
Noon - Alcohol Awareness Program 
"Alcohol and the Law" wi be diacussed by Betty 
Montgomery. Off Campus 8tudent Center, 
Mottlay. 
12:30 p.m. - Poetry Heading 
Alumni Richard Behm and DeWm Canton wi 
road from their poetry. Free and open to al. 
Sponsored by the Creative Writing Program Tart 
Room. Union. 
2:30-4:30 - Korean Coffee Hour. 
Korean food wi be provided, atong with a sade 
show smphestang the 1988 Olympics Free and 
open to at. Sponsored by the World Student 
Association 411 South Hal. 
1:19-4:10 p.m. - Cafe Conversation 
CoriversandnoJ French with cake and coffee 
evaaabie. Free and open to al Sponsored by La 
Meieon Franc awe and the French Club. The 
French House, sorority row. 
4:10 p.m. - Naoonal Student Exchange 
Information session for those Interested m the 
program. Sponsored by the Center for Academic 
Options  Assembly Room. McFal Center 
I p.m. - UAO Campua Film 
"Room Service" wi be shown. Free and open to 
al. Gleh Flm Theater. Hama 
9-9 pm. - Spam ah Club Convereetion Hour 
Free and open to al  Polyeyee Pizza. 440 E. 
Court St. 
1:30 pm. - Lesbian and Gay Alliance 
Meeting. Open to al. St. Thomas More Pariah. 
425 Thuratm 
9-11 p.m. - Alcohol Awareneaa Program 
"Movie Madness." Sponsored by Rodgera Hal 
Government. Clwy's. KnMcher. 
Friday 
October 24 
9 ..m.-4 pjn. - Golden Kay National Honor 
Society 
Informational table wi be aet up   First floor. 
University Hal 
9 pm. - A Icohol A« ■a Program 
"Alcohol and RaMtonahlpa" wi be discussed by 
Or. Batty Yarria. Mam lobby, Oftonhauer. 
I pm. - Peeee CoeHoon 
Meaeng Open to al UCF Center. 313Thurs*n 
BGSU at LouMvfse Tournament with Memphis 
State UnrveraHy, Loyola University, Murray State 
University and University of Nnoia-Chlcego 
9-9:45 a.m. - Constitution Conlerenc. Event 
Dr. Andrew Rack of Tulane University wi speak 
Free and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore 
Musical Arts Cantor. 
9:45-10:30   a.m.  -  Conitllutlon   Conlerenc. 
Event 
Dr. Edward Ertar of CaMomia State University 
wi apeak. Free and open to al. Bryan ReV**) 
Hal, Moore Muatoal Arts Canter. 
10:45-11:45 a.m. - ConeWutlon  Conlerenc. 
Event 
Pubic Panel Discueaion. Free and open to al. 
Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts Cantor. 
1:15-2 p.m. - Constitution Conference Event 
Or. Chertes Hobeon, editor of "The Papers of 
John Marshal." wi apeak Free and open to al. 
Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical Arts Cantor. 
244$ p.m. - Constitution Conference Event 
Dr. Jean Yarbrough of Loyola University wi 
apeak Free and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, 
Moore Musical Arta Center. 
3-4 p.m. - Constitution Conference Event 
Pubic panel discussion  Free and open to al. 
Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical Arta Cantor. 
4:30 ML - UCF Retreat 
Meet to leave on retreat. Open to al who 
regkttered. Registration of $10 includes lood. 
lodging and transportation Sponsored 
Chrteien Fetowship UCF Center. 313 
by United 
ifhuraan. 
• p.m. - Fantasy and Wargamlng Sociaty 
Meeting and open gaming   Open to ait  Otf- 
Campus Student Center, Moseley. 
6:45-8 p.m. - Alcohol Awareneaa Program 
"Now Games tor a Natural High " Activities Area. 
Student Recreation Center 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU at Lake Superior State University (Sault 
Saint Marie. Mich ) 
I p.m.-1 a.m. - PUSH. Toga Party 
"SheepWi Grin" wi perform. $1.50 conation 
Sponaored by PI Kappa Phi fraternity "roceeda 
wi benefit P.U.S.H. Lenhart Qrano Balroom. 
Union. 
1,10 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
rkghtmare on Elm Street" wi be shown $1.60 
with BQSU10. Eva Marie Saint Theater, Universi- 
ty Ha«. 
MlaalaM - UAO Campus PIMH 
"American WerewoH in London" will be shown. 
$1.50 with SGSU 10  Evo Morle Solnt Theoler, 
University Hall. 
Saturday 
October 28 
• Mb - VoHeybell 
BQSU at Loutsvsle Tournament with Memphis 
State University. Loyola University, Murray State 
University and University of *noi8 -Chicago 
9-9:45 a.m. - ConetftuUonal Conferenc. Event 
Or. Michael McConnel of the University of 
Chicago wi speak. Free and open to at. Bryan 
Recital Hat, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
1:45-10:30 a.m.  -  Constitution  Conference 
Event 
Or. Robert IMey of Wake Forest University wi 
speak. Free and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
10:45-11:45 a.m. - Constitution Conference 
Event 
Pubic panel dlecusslon. Free and open to al. 
Bryan Recital Ha*. Moore Musical Arts Center 
11 a.m. - Croaa Country 
Women's team hosts the Bowing Green Open. 
Start-Men line located south of the stadium. 
11 a.m.-1 p.m. - HPER Saturday Plecroenon 
Program for Youth with Disabilities. 
Open to al Group 1 wi be at Cooper Pool. Stu- 
dent Recreation Center. Group 2 wi be al the 
gymnasium. Heyee 
1 p.m. -Football 
BQSU at Kent State University 
1 p.m. - Road ReHy 
Pertldpanta wi drive In search of clues while be- 
ing timed Registration is $3.50 per car and $2 
par passenger Sponsored by Gamma Phi Beta 
sorority and Fiji fraternity. Start finish at 
Technical buedmg 
1:15-2 p.m. - Constitution Conference Event 
Dr. Wtaam Letwm of Ova London School of 
Economics and Political Science wi apeak. Free 
and  open to al.  Bryan  Recital  Hal,  Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
2-2:45 p.m. - Constitution Conference Event 
Or. Bernard Slogan of the University of San 
Diego wi apeak. Free and open to al. Bryan 
Recital Hal, Moore Muetoai Arts Canter. 
3-4 p.m. - Con at It utlon Confer enc e E van t 
Pubic panel rasa—van. Free and open to al. 
Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU at Lake Superior State University (Sault 
Sante Mans, Mich I 
■ p. m.-1 a.m. - The Dry Dock 
The premiere of ttie University rnn-sfcohoac bar. 
"Sheeptah Grin" wi perform. MM-Am Room, 
HaWWetTaaVV 
1,10 p.m. - UAO Cempue Film 
See 8 p.m. Friday. Oct  24. ratting 
I p.m. - lleramboe Unity Dance Party 
Chtcago-baeed reggea band. "Safari," wi per 
form. Open to al, $1 admission. Co-sponsored 
by the Caribbean Association. Black Student 
Union, Work) Student Association, University 
Acttvteee Organization and Minority Student Af- 
fair*. Lenhart Grand Balroom, Union 
Mdaeaht - 0AO Campya FKm 
Sunday 
October 26 
9 s.m. - VoHeybell 
BGSU at Louiavae Tournament with Memphis 
State University, Loyola University. Murray State 
University snd University of Hhnois Crucago 
3 p.m. - Choir Concert 
The Coeeglete Chorale and A Cappeta Choir wi 
perform The program wi Include "The Falcon" 
by Brahms, "A Maze with Grace" by Thomas 
Albert and an arrangement by Aaron Copland ol 
'Crmga-Rng-Chaw '' Free and open to al. 
Kobacker Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
5 p.m. - RAAH Fellowship Service 
Open to al. Sponsored by Contact Ministries 
Prout Chapel 
Monday 
October 27 
2:304:30 p.m. - Coffee Hours 
BetreehHieiila served.  Free and open to al. 
Sponsored by the World Student Association 
7 p.m. - Oearaatera Anonymous 
Meeting Free (donations accepted! and open to 
al. Wood County Hospital. 950 W. Wooster 
7 p.m. - Undergraduate Student Government 
Meeting. Open to al. Assembly Room, McFsl 
Center. 
7:300:30 p.m. - Theology Seminar 
"A Contemporary Approach to God." Open to 
al. Upper Room, St. Thomas More Parish. 426 
Thunujn 
I p.m. - Intemationel Film Series 
The West German comedy "The Snob." wi be 
shown. Free and open to al. Gieh Fan Theater. 
Ham. 
9:15 p.m. - UAO Campua FMm 
"Ptrnocchto" wi be shown $1 wrth BGSU 10. 
210 Math Science 
Tuesday 
October 28 
7:30 p.m. - Volleyball 
BGSU vs.  University of Cincinnati   Anderson 
Arena. 
740 run. - Society for Creative Anachronism 
Meeting Open to al. 309 Moeeiey. 
I p.m. - Percussion Concert 
Guest percussionist Judy Moonert wi perform. 
Free and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
1-10 p.m. - Skating Club 
Meeting. Open to al interested Ice Arena. 
■ p.m. - PI Sigma Alpha 
Meeting. CancMato* for state representative. 
Randy Gardner and Joyce Kepke, wi apeak on 
entering  pubec  service.   Open  to  al.   200 
Moeeiey. 
Wednesday 
October 29 
3:30 p.m. - Biology Seminar 
Cloning. Expression and the Regulation of 
Lyskie Genes of (he Yeast Saocharomycea" wi 
be preeented by J.K. BTvUlacher)ee, department 
o) microbiology. Miami University Refreshments 
ati be served at 3 p.m. m 204 Ufa Sciences 
Sponsored by the department of biological 
sciences  112 Ufa Sciences 
5:30 p.m. - UCF Souptlme 
Soup provided, bring your own sandwich   Spon- 
sored by United Christian Fetowship Open to all 
students  313Thurstin 
7-9 p.m. - Association lor Childhood 
Education 
Meeting. Open to al 305 Moeeiey. 
740 p.m. - Ski Chrb 
Meeting Open to al. 70 Overman. 
7:30 pjn. - Eintronmental Internet Group 
Meeting. Open to al. 127 Hayes Hal 
740 tun. - Medical Technology Club 
Meeting. Sharon Price, from American Red 
Croat, wi demonstrate hemoglobin tearing to 
juniors and seniors. Mr. Harr, faculty member, 
wi be discussing program changes with 
freshmen ond sophomores Open to el 112Uro 
Srjence. 
7:30 p.m. - Public Retatlona Organization 
Meeting.   Open   to   all  kJurnalsm   snd   pre 
kxjrnaasm maaors  Pictures win be taken before 
the meeting 211 West Hal 
7:30 p.m. - Study In Franc* 
Information meeting (or anyone interested in the 
AYA and Summer Cluster programs Former par- 
ticipants wi be available to answer Questions 
The French House, sorority row 
1 p.m. - university Theater Production 
"Waiting tor Godot." the atory of two buma 
waning for the arrival of the mysterious Mr. 
Godot, wi be performed  Admission Is $1.50. 
121 West Hal. 
I p.m. -Jan Concert 
Faculty kuz quartet wi perform Free and open 
to al The quartet includes David Mess, winds. 
Wendel Jonas, vtorsharp: Chna Buzz**, guitar 
and Jefl Hateey. bass Bryan Recital Hal. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
•-11 p.m. -Coffee House 
Singer*, mueiciana and poets wi perform. Walk- 
ons  are   welcome    Free  end  open  to  al. 
netreahments wi be served. Sponaored by the 
Peace Coalition  Amaru, Commons 
Thursday 
October SO 
9:30-11:10 s.m. - WP Advlalng 
Sandy Lengyel. HIP advisor, wi be available 
Cal   372-7372   for   an   appointment    365 
Education 
10 a.m. - Overeaters Anonymous 
Meeting Free (donations sccepted) and open to 
al. St. Thomas More Pariah, 425 Thurstm 
240-4:30 p.m. - DeepeveU Coffee Hoar* 
Indian food and beversgee wi be provided. Free 
end open to al Sponsored by the World Student 
Association 411 South Hal. 
Sp.m.-Soccer 
BGSU va   Michigan State University   Mickey 
Cochrane Field. 
3:30-4:30 - Cefe ConverssHon 
Conversational French with cake and coffee 
available Free and open to al. Sponaored by La 
Mataon Franc atae and the French Club   The 
French House, sorority row. 
5 p.m. - ECAP Essay Contest 
Deedarte for essay entries to win the trip to 
Detroit. The essay's theme must be "Why It I* 
important to experience cultural diversity." Open 
to al Sponsored by the E three Cultural Arts Pro- 
gram  lOaSchatzel. 
I p.m. - UAO Campus FHm 
The 1931 version of "Dracukt" wi be shown. 
Free and open to al. Oat) Fan Theater, Henna 
S p.m. - Unrvererry Theater Production 
See 8 p.m. Wednesday. Oct. 29, Hang. 
04 p.m. - Spanish Club Conversation Hour 
Free and open to al. Polyeyee Pizza, E. Court 
St 
Friday 
October 31 
5 pja. - Parent of th* Year 
Appiceton deadline UAO office, third floor, 
Union. 
I pja. - Fantaay and Wargamlng Sociaty 
Meeting and open gaming Free and open to al. 
Ofl-Campus Student Center. Moeeiey, 
6 p.m. - Snabbal Service 
Sponaored by the Jewish Students Group. For 
more informetion contact Bruce Kotoer, campua 
coordinator,   at   116   Psychology.    Faculty 
Lounge. Union. 
740 p.m. - Volleyball 
BGSU   at   Weatern   Michigan   University 
(Katamazoo). 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU at Miami University. 
7:30 p.m.-l  a.m. - Iteaowsan HayrMe and 
Dance 
Refreshments wi be served  Free and open to 
el.  Sponsored  by  the  OH Campus  Student 
Organization and the World Student Association 
OaVCannui tAaaWCeyaaT. mislay --■■.-■■" 
I p.m. - Horn Recital 
Herbert Spencer wi perform. Free and open to 
al    Bryan  Recital  Hal.  Moore  Musical  Arts 
Center 
6 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"Carrie" w* be shown. $1.50 with BGSU ID 
210 Math Science 
I p.m. - University Theater Production 
See 6 p.m. Wednesday. Oct 29. listing 
10 pja. - UAO Campua Film 
'Chedren ol the Com" wi be shown $1 50 with 
BGSU 10  210 Math Science 
Mldntaht - UAO Campua FHm 
"Christine" wi be *hown.$1 50 with BGSU ID 
210 Math Science 
Saturday 
November 1 
• *un.-ejM 
Women'* team at Permaytvanla Stan University 
(University Park) 
1040 a.m. - Phi Beta Lambda Tailgate Party 
Parking lot, Doyt Parry Field. 
11 a.m. - CrOM Country 
Men's and Women's teams at MAC champion 
ship (Central Michigan University. Mt. Pleasant) 
1:30 pja. - Football 
BGSU vs Northern knot* University Preview 
Day. Doyt Parry Field 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU at Mami University 
• p.m. - UAO Campua FHm 
Sea 8 p.m. Friday. Oct. 31. listing 
S pja. - Unhrorerty Theater Production 
Sea 8 p.m. Wednesday. Oct. 29, Bating 
1 p.m. - Concert 
Oberto Conservatory faculty members Jeffrey k- 
vme. vkxa. and Joseph Schwartz, piano, wi par- 
form. Free and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
0 p.m.-l tun. - HaHnaiin Party 
Sheepish Grin." "Law of Fear" and Ed Carty. 
formerly of "Mad Hatter." wi perform. Open to 
al over 16. must be 19 to drink Sponaored by 
Sigma Alpha Epalon fraternity Lenhart Grand 
Balroom, Union 
10 pja. - UAO Campua Film 
See 10 p.m. Friday, Oct. 31, Ming. 
Midnight - UAO Campua FHm 
Saa Midnight Friday, Oct. 31, ksting 
Sunday 
Novembers 
0ajB.-OoH 
Woman'* teem at Penrvjytvania Stole University 
(University Perk) 
2 pja. ■ Soccer 
BGSU vs. Merquette University Mickey 
Cochrane Field 
3 pja. - Concert 
The Unrvererry Trumpet Ensemble wi perform. 
Free and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal. Moore 
Musical Arts Cenler 
3-4 p.m. - Halation ship* Oar th* LMaapan 
Four-part coftoqukjm focueng on peer reatbbn- 
arap* among chedren. premarital relationships, 
farnty relationships and the famty later in If* 
Open lo al Registration ol $ 7 50 includee even- 
ing meal. For reservations and further Informa- 
tion, contact Ronald Rusaal, department of 
home economics Sponsored by the department 
of home economics and the Colege of Educa- 
tion and AJtod Profeealone Lenhart Grand 
Balroom, Union.   
7 p.m. - Canadian Film Sana* 
The story of a teenage boy* abrupt awakening 
Into adulthood In Quebec during Ova 1940*, 
"Mon Oncte Antone," wi be shown. Free and 
open to al Gieh Fan Theater. Harms. 
8 p.m. - Chamber Concert 
Student* snd faculty of the Colege of Musical 
Arta wi perform chamber music by Beethoven, 
Handel, Dvorak and others. Free and open to al. 
a>yaafW*WH*I.UmMUalrj|IA/W<>enr«      . 
Conference to study economic liberties. 
Plans for bicentennial of Constitution underway 
Celebrate the bicentennial of the 
United States Constitution and learn 
about economic liberties through a 
conference being sponsored by the 
Scoial Philosophy and Policy Center 
and the National Endowment for the 
Humanities. 
"Economic Rights and The Con- 
stitution" is a series of three major 
public conferences, one each in 
1986, 1987 and 1988. This year's 
conference, "Liberty, Property and 
the Foundations of the American 
Constitution," is being held Thursday 
through Saturday (Oct. 23-25) in the 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
According to Kory Tilgner, assistant 
director of the series, this particular 
conference will "provide a forum for 
discussion on our various rights and 
renew our understanding of the Con- 
stitution." Students wiH be able to talk 
to Constitutional scholars and discuss 
how certain aspects of the Constitu- 
tion wHI affect them in the "real 
world." 
Dr. Gordon Wood, one of the pre- 
eminent Constitutional historians In 
the nation, and Dr. Bernard Siegan, a 
leading scholar of Constitutional law, 
head the group of speakers who will 
participate in the conference. Wood 
and Siegan will join seven other in- 
Aussie shares 
women's history 
Historical perspectives of American 
and Australian women will be 
presented by a guest lecturer at 7:30 
p.m. on Monday (Oct. 20) in 113 
Business Administration. 
Australian historian Miriam Dixson, a 
visiting scholar this year in the depart- 
ment of history at Harvard University, 
will speak on "Identity, Gender and 
Authority," focusing on issues in a 
feminist comparative history of 
Australia and America from colonial 
times to the present. 
Dixson is an associate professor of 
history at the University of New 
England, Armidale, New South Wales. 
Australia. She is the author of the 
book "The Real Matilda: Women and 
Identity In Australia, 1788 to the Pre- 
sent" published by Penguin Books. 
Free and open to al, the talk Is be- 
ing sponsored by the Women's 
Studies Program and the departments 
of history and educational administra- 
tion and supervision. A reception wiH 
fotow at 9 p.m. in the same room. 
vitited authorities on the Constitution 
who will examine the concept of 
economic rights as it was understood 
at the time of its framing. 
Wood, who chairs the history 
department at Brown University, will 
deliver the keynote address at 8 p.m. 
Thursday in Bryan Recital HaH. The 
recipient of many prestigious awards, 
Wood has written several books, In- 
cluding "The Creation of the 
American Republic, 1776-1787." His 
research explores the development of 
the Constitution. 
Siegan is the director of law and 
economic studies at the University of 
San Diego. He has written extensively 
about Constitutional issues, including 
Pi Kapps PUSH 
to help children 
Instead of the familiar "One Hun- 
dred Bottles of Beer," the Pi Kappa 
Phi fraternity wiH be singing a dif- 
ferent tune in order to raise funds for 
their national philanthropy project. 
This tune would be more like "One 
Hundred Hours of Wheels." 
The fraternity's annual PUSH 
project will get underway at 9 a.m. on 
Monday (Oct. 20) with the members 
of the fraternity pushing a wheelchair 
around the Union Oval for 100 hours. 
Al proceeds from the week of events 
will go to a national foundation for 
P.U.S.H. 
PUSH stands for Play Units for 
the Severely Handicapped, and each 
unit is an Indoor play center especial- 
ly geared toward the needs of 
severely handicapped children. Each 
unit costs approximately $20,000, so 
the men of the fraternity work con- 
tinuously on this project. The 
Maumee Sunshine Home received 
one of these units two years ago 
through the funds raised during 
P.U.S.H. week. 
In order to raise more money, on 
Monday night Pi Kappa Phi w* be 
holding happy hours at Rocky 
Rococco's and on Wednesday they 
wH sponsor a male review at Uptown. 
The week's events finish with a toga 
party from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. on Friday 
In the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the 
Union. Entertainment wW be provided 
by "Sheepish Grin" and winners of 
their fund-raising raffle wi be an- 
nounced. Donation at the door is 
$1.50. 
the highly acclaimed book "Economic 
Liberties and the Constitution." 
Other internationally recognized 
authorities joining Wood and Siegan 
at the conference are Dr Edward J. 
Erler, a professor of political science 
at California State University; Dr. 
Charles F. Hobson, the editor of "The 
Papers of John Marshal"; Dr. William 
Letwin, a professor of political 
science at the London School of 
Economics and Political Science; Dr 
Michael McConnell, a professor of 
law at the University of Chicago; Dr. 
Andrew J. Reck, a professor of 
philosophy at Tulane University; Dr. 
Robert L. Utley Jr., a professor of 
political science at Wake Forest 
University, and Dr. Jean Yarbrough, a 
professor of political science at 
Loyola University. 
The conference wiH include panel 
discussions and workshops In addi- 
tion to the lectures. All sessions are 
free and open to al. 
Creative writers return, 
poetry readings scheduled 
Poets Richard H. Behm and DeWitt 
Clinton, both graduates of the 
Creative Writing Program in the 
department of English, will return to 
give a reading on campus Thursday 
(Oct. 23). 
Behm and Clinton will read from 
their poetry at 12:30 p.m. in the 
Alumni Room of the University Union. 
The program is free and open to the 
public. 
Behm, who is director of the 
Academic Achievement Center at the 
University of Wisconsin-Stevens 
Point, has been an associate pro- 
fessor of English there since 1983. A 
graduate of the College of St. 
Thomas In St. Paul, Minn., he earned 
an MFA in creative writing in 1973 
and his doctorate in English in 1976 
at Bowling Green. 
His publications include the chap- 
books "Simple Explanations" and 
"This Winter Afternoon of Angels" as 
wel as "Letters from a Cage & Other 
Poems," "When the Wood Begins to 
Move" and "The Book of MoonSght." 
His poetry also has appeared in a half 
dozen anthologies including "An- 
thology of Magazine Verse and Year- 
book of American Poetry for 1984" 
published by the Monitor Book Co. 
Behm Is the managing editor of 
"The Northern Review," a UWSP 
publication of essays, articles, poetry, 
fiction and art. In 1985 he was one 
of three Wisconsin writers given a 
$5,000 Wisconsin Board Literary 
Fellowship, and he received a 
$2,500 Wisconsin Arts Board 
Literary Felowship in 1983. His 
works-Hvprogress include "A Belief in 
Alchemy," a collection of poetry, and 
"A Circle of Seasons: Essays on 
Sports and the Outdoors." 
Clinton Is an assistant professor of 
English at the University of 
Wisconsin-Whitewater. He earned a 
bachelor's degree at Southwestern 
College in Kansas and a master's 
degree from Wichita State University. 
He received his MFA in creative 
writing in 1975 and a doctorate in 
English in 1981 at Bowing Green. 
He has published five chapbook 
collections, his most recent being 
"Active Death: Unholy Rhymes" 
published under the pseudonym Witt 
Lowidski by the Count Dracula Fan 
Club, and two books, "The Con- 
quistador Dog Texts" and "The 
Coyot. Inca Texts," both published 
by New Rivers Press. 
Both Behm and Clinton are stopp- 
ing In Bowing Green en route to "A 
Jubilation of Poets" being held at 
Cleveland State University on Satur- 
day (Oct. 25). 
Money in BG? Don't bank on it 
A scheduled Nov. 1 concert featuring rock-n-roler Eddie Money has been 
postponed. 
A spokesperson for University Activities Organization, the group sponsoring 
the concert, said a new date had not yet been set. 
Money is best known for his hits "Take Me Home Tonight," from the "Can't 
Hold Back" album, and "Two Tickets to Paradise" and "Baby Hold On." from 
the 1977 adebut album "Eddie Money." 
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 Students as Soldiers  
Inside: Learning the ropes in the military 
on land, sea and air 
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Campus Comments 
Do you think that the media (movies such as Top Gun and commercials) 
glamOriZe    joining the SerViCe? Mday Interviews by KayFtoher Friday photo* by Wan* Wonder 
HI |* ICT- 
fe r 
•/ 
nt 
Barry Geiger, junior business ma|or 
Irom Castalla, Ohio: "Yes, I think Its 
glamorized, and by dramatizing 
things It sells, It's good lor the govern- 
ment because they need the peo- 
ple." 
Pam Boehm, sophomore ethnic 
studies major from Lakewood, Ohio: 
"Yeah. I think that It Is made to look 
glamorous and wonderful, and peo- 
ple get misinterpretations and llnd 
out later that It's not all that glamo- 
rous." 
Onty chosen few get airborne 
by Betsy Smith 
Friday reporter 
It certainly Is not "Learn to Fly in 10 
Easy Lessons," or a 100 page book on 
flying. It Is the Air Force, and It Is not 
easy 
Flying tor the U.S. Air Force Is not 
something that everyone can do. A 
person must go through a strict pro- 
gram In order to become airborne, 
the Air Force ROTC at the University 
otters a program lor students to be 
placed Into a pilot slot. 
The selection cycle starts the begin- 
ning ot a student's sophomore year. 
The perspective pilot must have an 
accumulative grade point average 
of 2.0 or better. 
Cadets who obtain the required 
GPA are sent to Wright Patterson Air 
Force Base near Dayton. Here they 
are given a rated physical. Pilot can- 
didates are required to have 20/20 
uncorrected vision. Sometimes past 
Illnesses can make people Ineligible 
lor a slot. A flight surgeon will decide 
II a candidate Is eligible tor a pilot 
slot. 
After passing the physical, the can- 
didate must take an Air Force Officer 
Qualifying Test. The test takes four- 
and-a-half hours to complete, and the 
candidates receive live score*. 
The cadet's GPA, AFOOT score*. 
their ACT or SAT scores and the com- 
manders evaluation are collected 
and given to the Pilot Selection Board. 
This Is where the selection process 
begins. The competition Is nation- 
wide, and a limited number ol pilot 
slots are available. 
If a cadet receives a slot, he Is 
required to attend a lour week field 
training program at any Air Force 
base where Held training Is available. 
Cadets are also scheduled for a Field 
Screening Program at Hondo Air 
Force Base In Texas. 
At FSP they get first-hand experi- 
ence In a T-41 jet. The cadets learn 
flying maneuvers, emergency proce- 
dures, and stall techniques In the air. 
Alter completing FSP, cadets have 
the option to attend an Advanced 
Training Program at any Air Force 
base where ATP Is offered. At ATP, 
cadets are able to shadow an Air 
Force officer and experience actual 
Air Force techniques. 
A bachelor's degree Is required of 
pilots. Upon graduation from college, 
the cadet will attend a undergrad- 
uate pilot training program. At UPT 
pilot candidates begin to "earn their 
wings" so they can fly. 
'   ' '  - 
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Sandra Barbosa, graduate student 
in English, from Texas: "They do glam- 
orize things. They don't show realities 
such as war. But we need a strong 
military, so I think they need to do II." 
John Webb, junior marketing major 
from Euclid, Ohio: "Through glamorl- 
zafion. somebody may be Influenced, 
who doesn't have a clear Idea on a 
career choice." 
Training in the sky: 
experbnoe freedom of flight 
by Betsy Smith 
Friday reporter 
Breaking the speed of sound is 
something that only a few Individu- 
als are able to experience. Air 
Force ROTC cadets may have the 
opportunity to lly taster than the 
speed of sound, and a few cadets 
have already been airborne. 
According to Cadet Bill Burger, 
frying Is "the closest feeling of free- 
dom you can come to." Burger, 
lunior liberal arts major, has been 
slotted Into Category l-Mlssle. Dur- 
ing field training at McConnel Air 
Force Base, Burger had the oppor- 
tunity to lly a T-37 trainer |et with an 
instructor pilot. 
Burger was able to try different 
maneuvers with the jet and experi- 
ence different flying techniques. 
He also checked out missle sites In 
a helicopter. 
Cadet Lieutenant Colonel Pat 
Raglow, senior history major from 
Walbridge, Ohio, has completed 
his Held training, Flight Screening 
Program and has attended an 
Advanced Training Program. 
At FSP, Raglow earned 17 hours 
ol lllght Instruction. Eleven flights 
are required, and on the ninth 
flight the pilot candidates are re- 
quired to lly solo. "They want you to 
show them that you can make the 
plane do what It Is capable of 
doing," he said. 
Raglow has flown In a Black 
Hawk helicopter and a C-130 
cargo plane, as well as flying a T- 
41 trainer jet and a F-4. The F-4 Is the 
predecessor to the F-14 lighter 
plane. 
In the F-4 Raglow flew .95 machs 
or 700 mph. He also pulled 6 g's. A 
"g" Is a unit ol the force ol gravity. 
When a person Is sitting In a chair, 
he experiences 1 g. II one weighs 
100 pounds silting In a chair, he 
would weigh 600 pounds II he 
pulled 6 g's. 
"Frying Is really awesome," Rag- 
low said. " 'Top Gun' gives you a 
pretty good Idea of the feeling of 
flight — It's almost Indescribable." 
Alter graduation, Raglow wants 
to go to the Euro-NATO program at 
Shephard Air Force Base In Texas. 
There he would train to fly lighter 
planes lor the defense of NATO. 
Cadet Lieutenant Colonel Dan 
Gernet. senior computer science 
major from Bloomvllle. Ohio, has 
flown a Cessna T-41 at his Field 
Screening Program at Lackland Air 
Force Base. Gernert also went on 
two missions In a C-21 Lear jet. 
"Flying Is like floating along a 
cloud — In a jet you float faster," 
he said. After graduation, Gernet 
plans to attend Williams Air Force 
Base for fighter pilot training. 
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Military not just for stereotypical 'tough guys' 
the soft spoken and suave also serve country 
by Dlanna Borsl 
Friday reporter 
With a gentleness thai brings to 
mind a first-grade teacher and a 
suave air of a "GO" man, Annette 
Sobbagh and Neal Mclntyre, BGSU 
Reserve Otflcler Training Corp cadets, 
belle stereotypes ot John Wayne, 
burly types In Army Green. 
Also, as minority students, they're 
bucking statistics. In the military, only 
5 percent of the offlclers are minori- 
ties, although they represent 20 per- 
cent of the enlisted personnel. After 
graduation and basic training, Sab- 
bagh and Mclntyre will |oln the Army 
officers as 2nd Lieutenants. 
Sabbagh, a senior nursing major, 
will soon begin this portion ol her 
military career while undoubtedly 
destroying macho Images. Soft-spo- 
ken and quiet, she Is bound for San 
Antonio and Otflcler Basic training 
after graduation. There she will learn 
basic military skills and her role In the 
Army. 
She sees no problem with being 
part of fhe minority of women In the 
Army and of the 7 percent of minori- 
ties In the University's ROTC program. 
"I teel that the women credit the Army 
In a positive way," Sabbagh said. She 
loins the recent Influx of women, espe- 
cially black women. 
Mclntyre, sophomore business ma |or. explains the high level of blacks In 
the military, twice as high as the 
general population, has Increased 
opportunity. "Other lobs available 
right out of high school are McDon- 
alds, so you're really not Interested In 
doing that," Mclntyre said. 
In her military career after basic 
training, Sabbagh is confident that 
she and her husband will be sta- 
tioned together with the Army's policy 
of Joint domicile. "The Army makes 
every effort It can to put spouses 
together," Sabbage said. Then Sab- 
bagh will begin her four years of 
active duty followed by reserve duty, 
tour years ot serving one weekend of 
the month. 
Mclntyre will face this step later, but 
his choice as firm. "A lot of businesses 
are interested in getting people with 
leadership experiences rather than 
training them. That's a headstart we 
might have over a civilian," Mclntyre 
said. He also sold the Army gives him 
an opportunity to practice his major 
before being thrust into the business 
world. 
About later assignments, Sabbagh 
Is optimistic but unsure. "The Army 
does tell you where you're going, but 
you do have a choice. You don't 
always get your choice." Her even- 
tual goal Is to be stationed in Ger- 
many. 
However unsure the future, Sab- 
bage's interest In the military Is not 
surprizing. "My whole family, Includ- 
ing my husband, is In the Army," 
Sabbagh said. A father retired from 
the Air Force also encouranged Mcln- 
tyre to |oln the military. 
Beyond family ties, the scholarship 
opporunltles ottered by Army encour- 
aged the students. Though not Mcln- 
tyre's or Sabbagh's original reason for 
lolnlng, scholarships certainly help. "I 
have my lull tuition paid, Including 
books," Sabbagh said. Mclntyre, also 
a scholarship recipient said, "My 
parents and I could have afforded 
college. It wouldn't have been the 
smoothest trip we've been through, 
but It was possible," Mclntyre sold. 
After school, the future Is not so 
certain. Quietly resolved, Sabbagh 
states, "I can't tell you exactly what Is 
going to happen to me - that's the 
Army's decision." She agrees with the 
Army's exclusion of women from com- 
bat positions, but because she Is a 
nurse she could see battle in a 
M.A.S.H. unit. "As a nurse my duty is lo 
care lor people; If that means I have 
to go out to risk my life to save some- 
one else. I'll do It In a combat situa- 
tion." Sabbagh said. 
Mclntyre has thought about com- 
bat possibilities also. "It's something 
kind ot scan/, but If It does come 
around I'll be able to deal with It," 
Mclntyre said. Sabbage says people 
should be aware when they enter the 
Army. "You don't say, 'I don't want to 
do this,' you sign saying that you are 
going Into the Army to defend our 
country." Sabbagh said. 
Our three-year and 
two-year scholarships won't 
make college easier. 
Just easier to pay for. 
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you 
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships 
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational 
fees and textbooks. Along with up to SI,000 
a year. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
THE UNITED STATES ARMY IS LOOKING FOR FUTURE LEADERS 
FROM ALL ACADEMIC FIELDS. GET ALL THE FACTS! CALL CAPTAIN 
DAVE WOLF AT 2-2476 TODAY. 
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
... .v.-*') rr.-i ." .  ,  -- 'vi' ■_ -■ II 
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Experiences in Navy, 'seeing' is believing 
by David Skorupskl 
Friday reporter 
Remember the song by the Vlllago 
People called "In the Navy?" That's 
the song where you can "sail the 
seven seas" and "put your mind at 
ease," and all that other happy stuff. 
As anyone Involved In the Navy will 
tell you, the "getting there" Is not all 
tun and games. 
Lt. J.G. Blaise Borchers has been 
serving In the U.S. Navy since 1971 
and explained that one of the ways to 
get Involved In the Navy Is through 
Navy ROTC In college."There you will 
take classes, mostly focusing on math 
and physics, he said." 
But when do you get to go aboard 
an actual Navy ship? 
"During the summer after your fresh- 
man year and before your sopho- 
more year, you get to go aboard a 
vessel to see what Navy life Is like. 
During that time, you are known as a 
'midshipman.' The enlisted men gen- 
erally view midshipmen as the lowest 
form of life, somewhere lust below 
scum," Borchers said. 
He said the voyage usually lasts 
about six weeks, and midshipmen are 
"supposedly" treated as enlisted 
men. Borchers chuckled and added, 
"That Is, they get the prestigious lobs 
of chipping paint, scrubbing the la- 
trines and other exciting things like 
that." 
The stay on board Is nothing like a 
cruise on the "Love Boat." 
"They don't always put you In the 
best of rooms either ... I remember 
when I first went aboard, they stuck 
me In a cramped little room Just 
below the sonar boom." he said."Do 
you know how hard It Is to sleep with 
that constant noise?" 
But things get better with time. 
"Finally." Borchers said, "during 
your senior year, you get to go 
aboard a ship and actually get 
treated like a lunlor officer." 
But It Isn't always that much of an 
Improvement In living conditions. 
"II life were fair, and all things 
considered actually worked out the 
way they are supposed to, you would 
get assigned to a ship that you were 
planning to serve on, given a decent 
room and go from there," he said. 
However, ft doesn't always work out. 
"Many times you will not get put on 
the ship of your choice, and they'll |ust put you on whatever ship Is avail- 
able." 
Borchers said he has served on 
every aircraft carrier on the east 
coast. 
"But I've also spent a lot o( time on 
shore duty." He said. 
Borchers has also seen some Inter- 
esting ways the crew members amuse 
themselves. 
"I remember one night I was as- 
signed Surface Watch Officer, and I 
went Into the weapons room to check 
on things. I was surprised to see about 
a dozen guys watching the electronic 
weapons monitor. I stood there for 
about a minute before I was noticed, 
then I finally asked what they were 
doing." 
One of the crew members, who was 
eating at the time, replied, "Watching 
HBO." 
Apparently, the electronics crew 
figured out how to receive HBO. al- 
though their original Intent was to wire 
in The Playboy Channel. 
"I couldn't believe It — here's the 
weapons crew with millions of dollars 
worth of electronic surveillance 
equipment, and they're watching 
HBO." 
Today. Borchers still serves the Navy 
as a reserve officer In Toledo. 
Geronimo! Taking plunge in airborne course 
by Debbie Rogers 
Friday reporter 
Jumping out of a plane trom 1,250 
leet could be a harrowing experi- 
ence (or some, but not tor two students 
who took the ROTC airborne course 
this summer. 
Terry Banach, a lunlor psychology 
mo|or. said that If she had the 
chance, she would do It again today. 
Out ot the live times she lumped out 
of a plane or a let, Banach said every 
time was scary. Besides being scary, 
Banach also said the experience was 
serene. 
"After two seconds, It's silent be- 
cause the let's gone," she said, "You 
(eel the wind In your face: It's peace- 
ful." 
However, Judy Woodward, a lunlor 
nursing major In the ROTC program, 
said falling from an airplane Is more 
like an amusement park ride. 
"It's like a Demon Drop (a Cedar 
Point amusement park ride) feeling 
for about two seconds," she said. 
The airborne course lasts three 
weeks at Fort Bennlng, Georgia. Each 
week has Its respective name, ground 
week, also known as "hell week," 
tower week and lump week. 
Banach said "hell week" consists ol 
running and calisthenics In 100 de- 
gree weather. Participants are often 
hosed down and lorced to drink wa- 
ter so they do not taint from heat 
exhaustion. 
Woodward fainted from heat ex- 
haustion during her first week. She 
said she could choose either to leave 
and come back In six months or stay 
and be recycled into the next group. 
She decided to stay. 
"It was the hardest thing I ever did, 
both physically and mentally." Wood- 
ward said. "I attribute getting through 
that to my dad." 
During the second week, everyone 
practices going down 250 loot towers 
on a chest harness connected to a 
static line. Banach said the landing Is 
somewhat tricky. 
"You have to land with your teet 
and knees together or you break your 
ankles or hip," she said. 
Jump week Is also graduation. 
Family and friends come to Fort Ben- 
nlng to watch the airborne course 
graduates lump from planes or lets. 
Banach said she was told that It Is 
safer to lump out ol plane than the 
drive Is from Bowling Green to Fort 
Bennlng. 
Why would anyone want to lump 
trom an airplane? Banach said she 
had two reasons for taking the course. 
"In my army career, I'd like to be in 
an airborne unit," she said. "The other 
reason Is because I guess I'm crazy!" 
Woodward said she thinks the air- 
borne course will apply to her future. 
"Nurses are thought to be wimpy." 
she said. "I'll be able to relate to my 
patients better." 
Woodward said that if she can take 
the airborne course, anyone can. 
"But, you also have to have the desire 
in your heart," she said. 
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Above; Erik Copelond. freshman business major, looks lor the ground while 
repelling from the roof of Memorial Hall Todd Blake, freshman psychology major, 
helps steady the rope. Both ore members of army POTC and are taking repelling 
as half of their leadership class. 
Above right: MarceHa McSweeny. sophomore international marketing maior. 
steadies herself on the shoulder of Master Sergeant Charles Homan as she 
prepares to repel 
Pight: Blake prepares his gear lor his descent 
Photos by: 
Gayle Hammon 
«-#*■* r-r-.-. .  i 
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Entertainment... 
Everyday life is music to composer's ears 
by Cathy Hoehn 
Friday reporter 
In the mind ot American composer 
John Cage, the best music Is no music 
at all. 
Much ot Cage's modern composi- 
tions are nothing more than "the 
sounds ot everyday lite," said Proles- 
sor John Sampen ot the College of 
Musical Arts. 
Examples ot this are his albums 
Variations I through Variations V, 
which are "pieces with no torm," 
according to Associate Professor Don- 
ald Wilson of the College ot Musical 
Arts. 
the variations are taplngs of every- 
day sounds: "animals, traffic, running 
water, newscasts, orchestral — any- 
thing you come Into contact with In a 
day,"said Wilson. 
The motivation behind Cage's com- 
positions Is to Inspire his audience to 
locus on the sounds of their environ- 
ment. Wilson believes. 
Wilson cited an experience in 
which he attended an outdoor con- 
cert by Cage in 1965. He said Cage 
enhanced his listening ability by am- 
plifying his hearing of feet moving 
through grass and Insect sounds. 
"Cage raises consciousness through 
his muslc."sald Wilson. "He's trying to 
turn people onto things around 
them." 
Cage, who Is a featured guest at 
the University's New Musical Festival 
this weekend, Is considered by many 
to be a revolutionary of modern art 
music. He Is well-known for his experi- 
mentation with chance In music. 
Cage once wrote an entire score by 
choosing every note based on the flip 
"Cage raises con- 
sciousness through his 
music ... He's trying to 
turn people onto things 
around them"— Wilson 
John Cage 
of a coin, according to Sampen. 
In chance music, It is up to the 
conductor "to do his own thing," said 
Robert Spano, a visiting associate 
professor at the College of Musical 
Arts. 
Cage's style Is a radical change 
from traditional classical music, Wil- 
son said. He does not believe Cage Is 
trying to replace or attack the tradi- 
tional art music. "Everything co-ex- 
ists," he declared. "A new frontier has 
been created ... Cage is the fore- 
most explorer." 
Cage Is also credited for Inventing 
the prepared piano. This process In- 
volves placing screws, nuts, bolts or 
other materials between the strings 
Inside the piano. The sounds then 
tf 
ATTENTION BSN CLASS OF 1987 
Why wait to start your nursing career? 
The Air Force has a special program for 
1987 BSN's. If selected, you can enter Air 
Force active duty soon after graduation — 
without waiting for the results of your State 
Boards 
To apply, you must have an overall "B" 
average and meet other basic officer entry 
requirements. 
As a newly commissioned nurse, you'll 
attend a five-month internship at a major 
Air Force medical facility. It's an excellent 
way to prepare for the wide range of experi- 
ences you'll have serving your country as an 
Air Force nurse professional. For more infor- 
mation, contact: 
CALL COLLECT: 
(419) 865-6017 
^ 
^ 
AM 
A |rcj« way i* hie 
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emitted from the piano are very differ- 
ent from the usual scales — "anything 
from a 'blng' to a 'bam,' "said Wilson. 
"In effect, he Invented a percussion 
orchestra playable by one person at 
a keyboard." 
Cage bases much of his work on 
Indian aesthetics, which Is a philoso- 
phy of art and beauty, and Eastern 
religions such as Buddhism and Hind- 
uism. His studies of these phlloso- 
phlesled him to try to "remove his ego 
from his music," said Wilson. 
Cage has also experimented In 
Indeterminacy. In this type of compo- 
sition, no note Is is pre-determlned. 
This means that "the performer makes 
all the decisions," said John Sampen. 
"The piece will be played differently 
every time." 
Sampen said Cage was chosen by 
a committee to be a featured guest In 
the New Musical Festival because of 
his extensive Influence on contempo- 
rary music. "He's a real pioneer," said 
Wilson. "A little bit of history Is visiting 
us." 
Cage's contributions to the New 
Music Festival will Include "Mush- 
rooms et varlatlones" and a perfor- 
mance of his "Music for Three" by the 
Percussion Group'Clnclnnatl at 8:00 
p.m. on Oct. 17. These events will take 
place at the Moore Musical Arts Cen- 
ter. 
Cage will also participate In a 
dialogue with performing artist Pat 
Olesrto, another featured guest of the 
festival, and music critic Robert 
Croon. The loiter event will take place 
at 1:30 p.m. at the Toledo Museum of 
Art Little Theatre. 
Win An All Expense Paid Weekend 
To Detroit! (Nov 14* -15*) 
Includes: Hotel Accomodations 
Theatre Tickets 
Transportation 
Enter the Ethnic Cultural Arts 
Essay Contest 
Guidelines: 300-500 word essay 
Theme: Why do you think it is important to 
experience Cultural diversity? 
Deadline: October 30", 4pm 
In room 108 Shatzel Hall 
Entries Include: Name, Address & 
Phone Number of Applicant 
For Further Information call: 
372-7123 or 372-2798 
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Top 
ten 
hits 
The following are Billboard's hot re- 
cord hits as they appear In next 
week's Issue ol Billboard magazine. 
Copyright 1986. Billboard Publica- 
tions, Inc. Reprinted with permission. 
HOT SINGLES 
1."True Colors" Cyndl Lauper (Por- 
trait) 
2. "Typical Male" Tina Turner (Capi- 
tol) 
3"When I Think of You" Janet Jack- 
son (A8.M) 
4."l Didn't Mean to Turn You On" 
Robert Palmer (Island) 
5."Heortbeat" Don Johnson (Epic) 
6."Amanda" Boston (MCA) 
7."Throwlng It All Away" Genesis 
(Atlantic) 
8."AII Cried Out" Lisa Lisa & Cult 
Jam with Full Force (Columbia) 
9."Human" The Human League (A&M) 
10."Sweet Love" Anita Baker (Elek- 
tra) 
TOP LP'S 
1."Sllppery When Wet" Bon Jovl 
(Mercury) 
2"Forel" Huey Lewis & The News 
(Chrysalis) 
3."Third Stage" Boston (MCA) 
4.'"Top Gun' Soundtrack" (Colum- 
bla)-Platlnum (More than  1  million 
units sold.) 
5 "Dancing on the Celling" Lionel 
Richie (Motown) 
6 "Break   Every  Rule"   Tina  Turner 
(Capitol) 
See Top ten hits, page 9. 
As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a 
Mach2 + F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier or 
one of our other jets or helicopters. And you could 
do it by the time you're 23. But it takes a special 
commitment on your part. We 
demand leaders at all levels. 
We teach you to be one. If 
you're a freshman, sophomore, Gofarther. faster. 
or junior, ask about our Platoon Leaders Class 
program. If you're a senior, check out our Officer 
Candidate Class programs. Starting salaries are 
from $18,000 to $24,000. And you can     ^Js^, 
count on going 
farther... faster. 
We're looking for a fa*/food men. 
f. nlm', '..V oktfWdkt3 Wii'O 
See Capt. Poyi{£jr.p/rQ^pU.pemljene^at UrvYer.sity.H?!! . .. ■■■L.-^'Off-Qctebgf 9.0 or'oatMJollect (313) 668-2211        ■-.■■•'.■■■■ I tj<,V •   -. * Hum r- -vv*U .pi** 
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Colonel counsels cadets, work satisfying 
by Christopher Smith 
I in lay reporter 
Working a desk |ob Is a bit different 
than working the controls ol a B-52 
Bomber, but Lt. Colonel Jon Blsher 
finds his post as Air Force ROTC com- 
mander no less rewarding. 
"The contribution (at ROTC) Is lust as 
important as the combat (lying. You 
need to replenish the officer corps, as 
well as all ranks, with young Individu- 
als and that's the kind ol contribution 
we're making now. So that's self-satls- 
lymg," Blsher said. 
Although a 1968 Miami (Ohio) grad- 
uate, Blsher does have strong family 
ties to the University. Several ol his 
aunts and uncles and both parents 
attended school here. "I'm certainly 
familiar with the University and so 
when it came to an ROTC assignment, 
Bowling Green was one ol my first 
choices," he said. 
Blsher's military career began right 
alter college graduation when he 
joined the Air Force and went right 
from Officer Training School (OTS) to 
pilot training. From there he wos as- 
signed to Ellsworth Air Force Base In 
Rapid City. S. D. "I arrived there In 
November and went to Vietnam the 
following January." he said. There he 
flew more than 100 missions. 
The vast malorlty ol Blsher's time In 
the military - 17 years - was spent 
training men In the B-52. "The typical 
student will normally fly four to live 
times a month," he said. Because of 
the heat and rough ride of the plane, 
some students find It an unforgettable 
experience. "It's not uncommon (or 
people lo get a little nauseated." 
Blsher said. 
Blsher said that the salest way to 
Lt. Col. Blsher 
Friday photo by 
train is Inside a simulator cabin, 
which duplicates the experience of 
flying through motion and a visual 
screen. He said this offers different 
lifelike situations, such as bombing a 
target. "It's computer-generated and 
kind ol looks like a video game," 
Blsher said. 
Working as head ol the Bowling 
Green ROTC otters Blsher various train- 
ing situations and challenges. He 
teaches two sections per week ol Air 
Force history and devotes much lime 
counseling cadets. "It's just sitting 
and talking with kids about what 
direction they want to go and 
whether that matches up with lobs 
that I have to otter," he said. 
Blsher says that his main duty as 
detachment commander Is making 
sure the paperwork Is done and help 
ing students who desire a career In 
the Air Force. "If s my responsibility to 
administratively get him there," he 
said. 
After another year, Blsher will be 
eligible lor retirement. He's not sure 
See Usher, page 9 
Long distance relationship survives by adaptation, trust 
•nM    !■    r\    nr^\i\   nilfllltU    IOf    hottl    fl©f 
by Judy Immel 
>t«xjy reporter 
Her husband lives more than a 
thousand miles away, serving as an 
aviator In the U.S. Army, but 22-year- 
old Lorl Gabram, a senior nursing 
ma|or, takes It in stride. 
"H's hard lo be apart, but I don't 
dwell on being upset because I can't 
do anything about It." she said. 
Gabram and her husband, Doug, 
were married last August 16 to beat 
the September deadline (or marriage 
In order to be stationed together after 
she graduates next spring. After a 
honeymoon In Puerto Vallarta. Mex- 
ico, the husband and wile lived to- 
gether outside Doug's station In Texas 
for several weeks before Lorl moved 
back to Bowling Green to finish 
school. 
"I met Doug when I was a freshman 
and he was a Junior," she reminisced. 
"We spent two years together and 
then Doug went to Kentucky lor five 
months ol training. That was the first 
time I had lo ad|ust lo his being 
away." 
Gabram said both she and her 
husband had to come to terms with 
their situation and build their 
relationship on trust. 
"We knew II we were to continue 
dating we would have to accept 
being apart - It was no surprise." she 
said. "But we're very secure In our 
relationship. Trust and loyalty to one 
another are a very Important port." 
Phone calls help keep Gabram 
and her husband In touch. "They're 
rarely long calls," she said. "But once 
In a while I lust need to hear his voice. 
It's easier to get by knowing that he's 
there.' 
Gabram's Interest in the military is 
not due only to her husband's Involve- 
ment. At Doug's urging, she took a 
military science class as a sopho- 
more and has continued the classes 
after receiving a three-year Army 
scholarship. She Is planning to be an 
Army nurse after college. 
"I like learning about the Army 
because It's challenging: It's some- 
thing different," she said. During sum- 
mers she has participated In various 
training camps to supplement Held 
excursions In her military classes. 
"Sometimes I feel like I'm really 
leading two lives," she said. "There's 
my Army life and my other life. But I 
think they're compatible lives. I get a 
lot from both of them." 
Gabram considers herself a happy- 
go-lucky type ol person which she 
said Is a good quality tor b th her 
Army life and her marriage. 
"In the Army, you have lo get along 
with people and be able lo adapt to 
different situations," she said. "And 
that's a reason why Doug and I get 
along. There's no time to argue when 
you don't see each other and you find 
out that arguing about trivial things 
doesn't matter." 
Gabram hopes she and her hus- 
band will be stationed In Germany 
after her graduation. "I've always 
loved to travel." she said. "That's one 
ol the things that lured me lo the 
Army." 
Gabram Is planning to fly out to see 
her husband In |ust a lew weeks. 
"Everyone asks, 'Isn't It hard to be 
apart?' and reminds me that we are 
apart. It Is difficult, but we lust have to 
od|ust to our life. Doug and I always 
have the next visit to look torward to." 
Financing and scholarships available through military 
. 4- u K _i .„.!.,„ tomartar     WnH ronm nnri hnarri is hatlcallv the     difference Is that most Air Force ROTC 
by Cindy Socha 
I rKXiy reporter 
A problem lacing many college 
students has been finding a way to 
pay lor a college education. The 
Army and Air Force ROTC scholarship 
programs offer a viable solution to this 
problem, and students don't have to 
"sign their lives away" lo receive the 
benefits. 
(he Army ROTC program offers 
three types ol scholarships at the 
University. The first Is a four-year 
award which Is given to high school 
seniors and Is based on high school 
performance and activities. The other 
two are three-year and two-year 
scholarships awarded to college 
freshmen and sophomores respec- 
tively. [he application process runs from 
January to March of spring semester 
lor both the three-year and two-year 
scholarships. Applicants then And out 
sometime In May or June whether or 
not they have been selected as a 
scholarship recipient. 
The student Is under no obligation 
throughout the whole application 
process "There Is zero military obliga- 
tion until the student signs the schol- 
arship contract." Capt. David Wolf, 
scholarship coordinator lor the Army 
ROTC, said. This contract, usually 
signed one week before the first day 
of school, outlines what Is expected 
from the student II the award Is ac- 
cepted. 
What exactly does the Army ROTC 
program pay for? Full tuition and any 
lab or Instructional lees are covered, 
and the student is also given $375 per 
year for books and a $100 a month 
. oUowonoe. .AecorsHng   to   Captain 
olf, roo  a d bo rd is b sic lly t  
only thing the scholarshlpdoes not 
cover. 
In return lor the financial support 
the Army gives, the student Is required 
to pay them back in the form ol Army 
service. At the beginning ol the stu- 
dent's senior year, a choice must be 
made to determine the length of this 
service. One can choose to enlist in 
the active Army and after graduation 
serve four years as a commissioned 
officer, or become part ol the reserve 
Army. In choosing to be a part of the 
reserve forces, a person serves a 20- 
week period of active duty and then 
tor the next six years serves one week- 
end per month and two weeks during 
the summer. 
The Air Force ROTC scholarship 
program works in much the same 
way, also offering four-year, three- 
year, and two-year award*. The big 
scholarships are offered In only the 
academic ma|ors necessary to meet 
Air Force needs. These Include engi- 
neering, science, nursing, premedl- 
cal and foreign language areas. 
Air Force scholarships also cover 
full tuition and miscellaneous lees. 
The scholarship recipient receives 
$264 per academic year tor textbooks 
and supplies, and an allowance ol 
$100 a month (up to $1000 per year). 
As with the Army ROTC, the schol- 
arship recipient In the Air Force also 
has to pay back (or the support given 
them. This Is in the form of a (our-year 
active duty committment upon grad- 
uation. 
Selection tor the three-and two- 
year scholarships is based on scores 
See Funds, page 9 0+T t ■'■'l«»|*fr' ■»»->■. 
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Top Ten Hits 
Continued from page 7. 
7 'Back In the Hlghllle" Steve 
Wlnwood (Islandl-Gold (More than 
500.000 units sold) 
8."Raising Hell" Run-D.M.C. (Pro- 
Illet-Platlnum 
9."True Blue" Madonna (Slre)-Plo- 
tlnum 
10."The Bridge" Billy Joel (Colum- 
blal-Platlnum 
BLACK SINGLES 
VShoke You Down" Gregory Ab- 
bott (Columbia) 
2."Wod Up" Cameo (Atlanta Artists) 
3.Tm For Real" Howard Hewett (Elektra) 
4."Typtoal Male" Una Turner (Capi- 
tol) 
5."A Little Bit More" Melba Moore St 
Freddie Jackson (Capitol) 
Blther 
Continued from page 8 
yet It that's the course he will take. "It I 
decide not to retire, II I decide to 
compete for full colonel, then what I'll 
do Is go right back to (lying B-52s and 
took tor a squadron commander's 
fob," he said. 
TRY W&SWs NEW 
*   ^eV   i     A  A 
THE SOFT KAISER BUN. 
THE FAT TOMATOES. 
THE FRESH TOPPINGS. 
THE BEEF. 
THIS IS THE GOOD STUFF. 
I  tQ66 4*rKly tlntenutiontf.lftC AH rte/M* r*««v*ci 
FREE 
BIG CLASSIC 
WHEN YOU BUY A BIG CLASSIC. 
Valid only at Wendy's, 1504 Wooster. Bowling Green, 
OH Please present coupon when ordering One 
coupon pe' customer per visit Not valid with any 
other offers Cheese extra Tax extra where applicable 
Offer expires November 9.1986 
g*v 
FREE 
BIG CLASSIC 
WHEN YOU BUY JUMBO FRENCH FRIES 
AND A LARGE SOFT DRINK. 
Valid only at Wendy's, 1504 Wooster, Bowling (Veen, 
OH Please present coupon when ordering One 
coupon per customer per visit Not valid with any 
other offers Cheese extra Tax extra where applicable 
Offer expires November 1.1986 
WBWS 
Speaking engagements break up 
the routine of a day that normally runs 
from 8 a.m. to about 6 p.m. "I speak at 
a lot of places - VFW, Daughters of 
the American Revolution (DAR), Ameri- 
can Legion, Rotary, and Klwanls. so 
there are additional requirements 
there," he said. 
When looking back on his career, 
Blsher mentions two criteria for 
ludglng whether It's all been worth- 
while. 
"You'd like to be able to say that, 
one, 'I've personally gained from this' 
and, two, 'I've personally contributed 
to the organization.' I feel that over 
the lost 20 years, I (can) feel good 
about the direction that I've gone," 
he said. 
Fund* 
Continued from page 8 
achieved on the Air Force Officer 
Qualifying Test (offered once a month 
at the University), overall grade point 
average and a rating from an Inter- 
view board. 
Capl Roberta Hllgefort, scholarship 
recruiting officer for the Air Force 
ROTC, said being registered for Aero- 
space Studies classes and having a 
3.0 grade point average can give an 
edge to someone trying for a schol- 
arship. 
To attract students, both ROTC pro- 
grams hold an Informational seminar 
during freshmen pre-reglstratlon. This 
helps to acquaint students with the 
advantages of and the possibilities 
available with an ROTC scholarship. 
What one thing do they stress to 
students who show an Interest? Cap 
tain Wolf summed It up "We tell Inter- 
ested students to sign-up for Military 
Science 101, keep their grade point 
average up, and work very hard; yes, 
work very hard." 
Friday 
The BO News Magazine 
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Asst Editor Tfocey Batdorl 
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Number of females in the military is increasing 
More women enlist to enrich their college experience 
seek physical fitness, scholarships, leadership training 
by Linda Hoy 
Friday reporter 
Although the military Is traditionally 
known as a man's field, women are 
increasingly Joining the ranks. 
From the perspective ot two Univer- 
sity women, their participation In 
ROTC has enriched their college ex- 
perience. 
Army ROTC cadet Marcel la Mc- 
Sweeney said she decided to join 
ROTC because ot the challenge. 
Through ROTC. McSweeney, who Is 
In her second year ot military science 
and Is majoring In International mar- 
keting, has gotten the opportunity to 
rappel, learn rltle marksmanship, use 
an azimuth (o compass), and partici- 
pate In physical training. 
Physical training takes place every 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday 
morning at 7:10 and lasts tor an hour. 
The training consists ot running, push- 
ups and pull-ups. 
"I think It's very beneficial." she 
said. "Not only do you get physically 
fit, but you get to know your fellow 
officers and cadets." 
McSweeney received a two-year 
scholarship for her junior and senior 
yoars from ROTC. 
She said the scholarship will cover 
tuition, lab fees and books, with $100 
per month subsistence pay. 
For the combined two years, the 
icholarship should award $700,000 to 
.800,000, she said. 
Air Force ROTC cadet/staff sergeant 
Mary McGuIre Joined the Air Force for 
several reasons. 
McGuIre, who Is In her second year 
of aerospace studies and Is majoring 
In social studies education, said she 
checked out the other ROTC pro- 
grams and found that "the Air Force 
had the best opportunities for 
women." 
"I have always been Interested In 
military service and the aspect of 
serving my country," she said. "I 
are allowed to Join. Both groups are 
Involved In community and corps 
projects. 
The concession stand at football 
games Is a Joint fundralslng effort by 
the two groups, McGuIre said. 
McGuIre, who Is a flight sargeant of 
Charlie Flight, said there are an 
equal number of men and women In 
her detachment, which consists of 
members from the University, the Uni- 
versity of Toledo and Ohio Northern 
Marcel la McSweeny 
Friday photo by illl OoMsmltti 
lolned ROTC specifically because I 
wanted to take on a leadership posi- 
tion." 
When McGuIre graduates, she will 
be commissioned a second lieuten- 
ant. 
McGuIre Is a member of the Arnold 
Air Society, a ROTC group, and Angel 
Flight, a civilian support group of the 
Air Force which non-ROTC members 
Mary McGuIre 
Friday photo by Bob Upton 
University. 
McSweeney's activities Include 
membership In the Pershlng Rifles, a 
group which does drills and color 
guard with an equal number of men 
and women. 
McSweeney said she has learned a 
sense of brotherhood and leadership 
through the Pershlng Rifles. 
"I think I'm growing stronger," she 
said. "I think I'm becoming more of a 
responsible adult because of the 
Army-ROTC program and the help of 
the cadre (officers)." 
McSweeney said there is no preju- 
dice against women among the offi- 
cers, but "between fellow cadets 
sometimes you see It. I've been told 
before when I've tried something new 
that I was acting like a weak fe- 
male, "she said. "My remark was, 
'Thanks for noticing I'm a woman.' " 
McSweeney said there are no fe- 
male officers In Army ROTC. McGuIre 
sold there Is one female officer In Air 
Force ROTC. 
McSweeney said she thinks the 
number of women In the military Is 
growing. "In the past, women were 
scored to even try to accomplish their 
dreams, but now women are deter- 
mined to get what they want," she 
said. 
McGuIre said. "Now. especially In 
the last decade, women have many 
open opportunities to choose what- 
ever career field they would like In the 
Air Force." 
The only exception Is that women 
aren't allowed to fly combat fighter 
planes, she said. 
"I have never witnessed any dis- 
play of prejudice against women," 
she said. 
The men and women work together 
on everything, and there Is no preju- 
dice In the running of the corps, she 
sold. 
"They don't put you down Just be- 
cause you're a female," she said. 
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Learn to lead and survive in the wilderness 
by Karln Nevlus 
Friday reporter 
The Army Military Science and the 
Air Force Aerospace Studies pro- 
grams offer courses which provide 
Insight Into military systems without 
requiring military obligation. 
Captain Fred Smith, Director of In- 
struction for the University's Army 
ROTC program, outlined some of the 
basic topics and skills covered In the 
Military Science classes. 
Military Science (MILS) 101 Is titled 
"ROTC and the National Defense" 
and teaches basic Information about 
the Army. Topics Include salary and 
benefits, rank structure, the function of 
the officer In the Army, and the Army's 
position In national defense. 
"Leadership and Military Skills" Is 
the formal title of MILS 102, which Is a 
class designed to make the student a 
better leader. Principles of leadership 
are taught, which, according to 
Smith, are "very similar to business- 
principle classes." 
Gerald Scheffer, a senior manufac- 
turing technology major who Is also 
under contract with the Army, agreed 
mat the course applies to all majors. 
"The Army really pushes motivation," 
Scheffer said, "And elements needed 
for business leadership are taught." 
These qualities are general, highly 
desirable traits looked for by most job 
recruiters, Scheffer said. 
Rappelllng is an activity taught in 
this course which greatly develops 
leadership qualities. 
"It's one of the biggest activities we 
offer that build self-confidence," said 
Smith. "It allows you to overcome your 
old fears." He explained that most 
people have a natural fear of heights. 
Once the fear Is overcome through 
rappelllng, the confidence necessary 
to conquer other fears Is embedded 
In the Individual. 
"Survival," MILS 201, Is a complex 
class teaching basic fundamentals of 
survival. Skills learned here can be 
applied to everyday occurrences, 
according to Smith. "Survival skills 
help to prepare them for the worst," 
he said. 
The course first covers topographic 
map reading, then moves to survival 
techniques. "This Is the most enjoya- 
ble part of the class," Smith said. 
Students learn how to find food and 
shelter, build a Ore, and find water In 
various geographic regions. The 
course also teaches first aid, but certi- 
fication In first aid Is not available 
through completion of the course. 
Actual experience Is gained In 
"Military Tactics," MILS 202. Smith de- 
scribed the course as "Informational 
In teaching how we use all of the 
assets available to us In fighting." A 
terrain board and small-scale models 
are used to act out situations, said 
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FRESHLY BAKED 
BREAD & SAVE 
SOME DOUGH." 
The biggest, freshest sandwiches are now even fresher ■ served up on freshly 
baked bread. And of SI. 00 off they are a big value. 
COUPON 
I We Deliver 
iSUBwm* and 4pm-Qose 
Smith. Alter this Instructional part ol 
the course, actual application ol 
learned skills occurs In planned war 
games. 
Smith noted that credit for these 
courses does not apply to majors or 
minors, so they must be taken In 
addition to one's prescribed pro- 
gram. 
The Aerospace Studies courses In- 
still the same qualities In students as 
the Army courses do. Like the Army, 
the Air Force offers courses which 
require no military obligation. Unlike 
the Army, however, the Air Force does 
require its students to wear uniforms 
(at no cost to the student) once a week 
to Leadership Lab. 
Leadership Lab Is an essential part 
of all of the freshman and sophomore 
Air Force ROTC classes. 
Captain Roberta Hilgefort, an assis- 
tant professor ol Aerospace Studies, 
said juniors and seniors teach these 
labs, and are "leading and guiding 
the freshmen and sophomores In dril- 
ling and briefing, as well as (In) how to 
properly wear the uniform." 
The Aerospace Studies classes are 
generally taken In their numerical 
sequence since certain ones are of- 
fered only In fall or spring semesters. 
"Air Force Organization," AER0111, 
explains how the Air Force fits Into the 
national military defense. "Emphasis 
Is on Individual Air Force units (those 
around the world), and the chain of 
command Irom the President on 
down," said Hllgelort. 
A basic overview of general mili- 
tary capabilities Is offered In a rela- 
tedclass. AERO 112. Airlift forces and 
the development of logistics support 
weapons are just a few of the capabi- 
lities discussed, said Hilgefort. 
Two "Air Force History" courses 
cover all aspects of air power. AERO 
211 and AERO 212 discuss "the history 
of flight of any kind of flying vehicles," 
said Hilgefort. 
After completing these courses, the 
student has the option of going 
through the selection process to enter 
the Professional Officers Courses 
(POC). These courses are military obli- 
gation courses, and a tour-year obli- 
gation Is the usual requirement after 
graduation. 
Kim Cassese Is a sophomore Ac- 
counting major enrolled In the Army 
program under a ROTC scholarship. 
"People are surprised to find out that 
ROTC is not basic training," Cassese 
said. 
Currently taking the Information 
and survival courses, she recom- 
mends the programs to everyone. 
"Just take the class lor the Information 
you get out of It. It's not what you think 
It Is." 
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Military career on horizon for University senior 
by Kay Fisher 
Friday reporter 
Since high school, he's been In- 
volved with the Army. Now. as a senior 
and a cadet batalllon commander 
lor the BGSU Army ROTC program, he 
looks to the future and making the 
Army his career. 
Brian McCllntock Is a history major, 
but his plans for the Immediate future 
pertain to making the military his 
career. 
"My first |ob would be as a platoon 
leader at a place of my choice. I'm 
hoping to go to Germany to begin 
with and eventually become Involved 
with the armor branch and tanks," 
McCllntock said. 
It McCllntock does make a career 
of the military, he can expect to retire 
after 20 years o( service and still get 
halt ol his regular pay. "By the time 
I'm 40. I should be earning around 
$40,000. and III would retire, I would 
get $20,000." 
Although the starting pay rate lor 
beginning officers Is around $20,000 
to $21,000 a year, McCllntock said 
that the pay Is made up for In other 
ways. 
"The army provides housing, medi- 
cal and dental costs, Insurance, and 
commissary privileges," McCllntock 
said. 
He first became Involved with the 
army by signing up In high school 
with a friend. 
"I lolnod the National Guard In 
high school and then I had to go 
through basic training. When I got to 
B.G., my Interest developed even 
more In the program. I like the Idea ol 
being a leader and putting to use my 
leadership qualities." 
McCllntock obtained the position 
ol cadet batalllon commander by first 
participating In an ROTC advanced 
camp this past summer In Fort Louis, 
Wash. The six-week camp session was 
part of an evaluation tor McCllntock's 
possibility of obtaining his current |ob 
"My military science grades, grade 
point average and evaluation of this 
camp got me my position," he said. 
"Basically, my fob Is to oversee all 
planned activities of the batalllon, 
which Includes a staff of tour Individu- 
als. I am responsible for assigning all 
tasks, and getting things done the 
way I want them done and all extra- 
curricular activities." 
According to McCllntock, the pro- 
gram has undergone a few changes 
this year. "We have tried to add a lot 
more to the program, Including a 
batalllon 'happy hours.' We are trying 
to become a little more socially In- 
clined. Sometimes It's hard trying to 
do a lot with a limited amount of time. 
Some ol the students Involved In the 
program are carrying 18 hours of 
classes." 
McCllntock says the experience ol 
being Involved In the Army has been 
a very beneficial one. "It's been even 
more than what I thought It would be. I 
have matured quite a bit and my 
outlook on life Is better. You get a 
chance to meet a lot of people and 
learn how to deal with them, espe- 
cially at camp." 
"A sense ol pride becomes a part o( 
things also — It's a good leellng when 
you can begin to undertake lead- 
ership tasks and they turn out success- 
fully," he said. 
Although McCllntock enjoys what 
he does, he doesn't think this type of 
thing Is lor everyone. 
"It's demanding and selective," he 
said. "I would encourage anyone 
with an Interest In the program to at 
least check things out. They should be 
welMntormed before they make a 
decision." 
Brian McCllntock Friday photo by Oayle Hommon 
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Wednesday and Friday 
PERCH (ad y*i CM Mt) '3.49 
Thursday and Saturday 
CHICKEN (»H yw CM «at) 3.49 
SHRIMP (ID you can Mt) '5.99 
Across from Harshman Quad 
U50 E. Woo.tcr 
352 7333 
Hours: 6 a.m.. 
10 p.m. Daily 
WHEN YOU NEED 
TO MAKE YOUR 
BEST IMPRESSION 
Professional Work at Reasonable Prices 
Stop in and see our samples! 
THE COPY SHOP 
117 E. Court 
352-4068 
Hours: Mon-Fri 9:30-5:30 
'2 OFF! 
HAIRCUTS 
w/ SUSAN 
or LISA 
w/ this 
AD. 
tXPIMS 
.10/34/86 
w- 
SUSAN or LISA 
(HAIR CALL-EKy) 
MJE   WCOSHO   WAP(N10ANC(    HOMING G«(N OMO 43*02 
DIAL    3S2HAIR 
-J 
SATURDAY 
MM 
s< 
AFTERNOON 
1:30 
SCXLESRITY TINNIS 
GUNS or wu aoN- 
NfTT 
■ STUDENT TELEVISION 
NETWORK 
ft ■ THIS OLD HOUSE M» 
any arorfc: • van to • ooncrata 
Nocfc MflM 1'- Irfcl—«| Ml '•""V 
ruurii arjorooo; Bw( tt*a new 
rooms mlanor. Q 
MO 
O LAND AND HA 
■ IrO TEN TODAY 
■ WALTON* 
■ WOOD CARVERS 
WORKSHOP 
• AIST1N W1.SONS LOU- 
ISIANA COOKIN' - OUT- 
DOORS SMC chock roaot. Boa- 
lon bum. and • borbacua and 
baanng MMI »• proparad. 
(ESTNI ROA OOLF W* Oajnay 
World / OloamoMo Ctac. tt-d 
round, from Orlando. Flo. luva) 
(I MCI MOVIE •*** 
"Saanca On A Wat Aflamoon" 
11964) Km Sunlay. RKftard At- 
3:30 
• B* COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Iowa st M-cfvgar, ILiva, 
"> LAND AND MA 
I COUNTRY EXPRESS f M 
turad ths Nilly Grtttv Dn land 
and tha Oak fi-dga Boys In • chart- 
ty baaatMN gama; atao musWc w 
dsos ii atarao 
0 VICTORY GARDEN An 
taatam gardan itpdMa. Jan Wit- 
to warta tha Danvar Botanac Gar- 
dana. towryog its ' —nacapa'' or 
k>w -wstar gardan. aa wad aa its 
-*rt> and dayWy dac-ays 
trOO 
O SPORTSWEEKEND 
Schadukad Jasp Claaa* faatunng 
North Amanca'a top dnvari m a 
4X4 ran., from Vancouvw. a doc 
umantary on Australia't victory 
ovar tha U.S. m tha 1982 Am*, 
CII Cup of Sating: a pravtsw of 
tomorrows Rothman • -ntarna- 
ttonal horaa raca. 
• MOVIE ** Tha Dataa 
Cowboy Chaariaadart (1979) 
Jsna Saymour. Laraava SMphana. 
BjTj COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
TODAY Koa tad by Jkm Lampfcty 
(Lrva) 
• AUSTIN CITY UMITS 
Faatiaad: Earl Thomaa Contay 
("Fra and Smoka." "Haavanty 
BodhM. "Chanoa of Lovtn' 
You); Vinos OB (Turn Ma 
Looaa"). In atarao. IHl 
• FRUGAL GOURMET Prap- 
aration of chtgkan rrvartata. cntefc- 
an and ham rota; chsokan with to- 
mato, ahaaota and varmoutti: and 
atuffad arackan 
S:2t 
• COLLEGE FOOTBALL Ata- 
bama at Tannaaaaa 6Jva) 
MO 
0 JOHN MASON FURNI- 
TURE  DRIVE 
• MOVIE ** H Tha Graat 
tea Rtp-OfT (1974) La* J. Cobb. 
SYouno, 
MOVIE **H     SaaaU Of 
larado'   (1949) 
MacdonatdCarsy. 
4O0 
99 WATER. SBYTH. THE 
PLANET EARTH Watar a -<*• 
at tha avohibon of WH a tracad 
from tha craation of tha Earth 
through its aw-chartgtrtg aajaajaja. 
ahap wHh today t Irra-forma. 
•B MAGIC OF OB. PAINT- 
ING 
(ESPN) HORSE RACING Mary 
land Masona. from Laval, IJd 
(Uva) 
(TMCJ MOVIE »>*>* "Phar 
Lap" (1993) Tom Buranaon. Mar 
bnVaughan 
4:30 
m TONY BROWN B JOUR- 
NAL 
B:0O 
• BASE WINKELMAN'S 
GOOD FISHING 
« BIX LIVES 
ECONOMICS   USA Eoo- I 
norrac factora batand tha Coca- 
Coia formula changa. tha lucoaaa 
of tha Aabuty Park Pram g 
• DANCIN' TO THE HITS 
M^ca) guaats tha SOS Band 
('BonowadLova") In atarao 
0 STAN SEARCH 
MO 
S MUSIC CITY U.S.A 
SNEAK PREVIEWS 
ECONOMICS USA Supply 
and darnan<ra powar m tha mar- 
katptaoa it t.aminad at thai kx* 
at thaCaatorraa tfroughL "^ Aj"b 
oa* ambargo and tha daaignaf 
paanacraaa-Q 
• DREAM GIRL U.SA. 
EVE NINO 
6:00 
l NEWS 
NEWS 
. CREATURES GREAT 
AND SMALL 
0 NOVA ISaaaon Prarraara) 
Bagtnrang ita 14th aaaaon. thai 
awaroVyrawang acaanoa documar. 
tary aanaa atattanaa how tha vtc- 
t ima of a format Afaanpnatn gov- 
ammania laign of tarror ara bamg 
•dantmad through tha afforta of ■ 
toranatc andvopotogiat and a ga- 
natKtat.g 
• THROB Sandy'• gufl-akich- 
•n drhan aha ricaaa anaatung out 
on a htgh-achool data yaara ago 
O STAR TREK 
(ESPN) MAGIC YEARS IN 
SPORTS Highllghta of tha yoar 
1966 with a Natura on tormar 
footbad graat Rad Auarboch. 
(TMC) SHORT FILM SHOW- 
CASE Faaturad: Gaorga Burns 
and Gracta Aaan m "Fti To Ba 
Ttod"; Jaok Banny In "A Broad- 
way Romao." 
MO 
9) CBS NEWS 
0 THIS WEEK IN PARLIA- 
MENT 
J WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
NBC NEWS 
ITS A LIVING 
(ISPN) SCHOLASTIC 
SPORTS AMERICA 
fTMC) MOVIE **** Back 
M" (1964) RKftard Burton. Pit- 
0 Toota Kmg Hanry II of England 
daahaa with tha Arehblahop of 
Canaarbury during tha 12th oantv- 
*V- 
•    MUFPEIS   Quasi:   ASM 
Prowaa. 
O WE DON T KNOCK 
IPram-wai Ir avaBng BoroSS Carts- 
da. stand-up cornadtana Shawn 
Thompson and Howard Buagang 
trrtaract with orolnory paopta 1 fs- 
m-har artuaoona to oraata humor- 
OStP 
OCBC  I 
• ALL  
B MOVIE Tha CantarvRa 
Ohost" 119661 S* John Qatlgud. 
Tad Waaa. Tho apM of a 176h 
osntury Engfcah noWtmtn haunta 
hta Amancan daacandanta aa thsy 
■ HEE HAW Co-hoat: Jam/ 
Road   Gussts   Barbara FaMaM. 
,Paka McEntaa. Oawd Hoft 
■ MUPRETS Guaat: PhyBs 
ftp, 
m   SOLID   GOLD   Scftadulad: 
Julca       Nawton,       MIchaal 
McOonafd. flagna, Oaorgs Ban- 
aon. Potar. Paul and Mary I   Ho 
Easy Was to lcraadom''), Mafaa 
Moora and Fradd- Jaokaon ("A 
i .ma Brt Mora"I. Paul Ravara and 
tha Ra.dart ("Kioka"). Path1 La- 
Ota* (•ntarvtaw) In atarao. 
S   EVFNING   AT   POPS) Tha  I 
Nsw York-baaad oraMtng Big Ap- . 
pis Cacua Mans Boston to ahar* 
its t an t with tha Popa *> a Wand 
of music, animal acts and aartst | 
faata In atarao (R) 
0D     MASTERPIECE     THE- 
ATRE   "Wtnaton Church*   Tha 
WUdsrnsss Vssra" Aa tha count- 
down to war bagms. paopts out- 
t.da Parbamant look Incfaaaaafy 
toward Churcfaf. (Part 8 of 9| (R) 
O MAMA'S FAMILY Tha 
Harpsrs racs to tha batbng win- 
dow whan Mama has vawons of 
wawwrg horaaa. 
0 WHATS HAPRENINO 
NOW1I Shaiav Broaasts whan 
har rant goss up. Guaat: Aaoa 
Ghoanay. 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
SCOREBOARD 
7:10 
• m SMALL WONDER Tad 
and Jam* bo. t con man'a atoam 
goods. 
0 DON CHERRY'S GRAPE- 
VINE Faaturad: Ron Luciano 
tONE BIG FAMILY 
WHAT A COUNTRYI Hr 
■oka atnks atto dabt whan hs uaas 
has crsdM cards on a ahopptng 
apras 
SSPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
(Tsama to ba announoad. 6-n*») 
BOO 
0 SB   DOWNTOWN Cono- 
var's formar flams aj knkad to tha 
aktgsl aata of top-aaorat dsfsnsa 
piana 
O NHL HOCKEY Chtcago 
Black Hawka at Toronto Mapla 
laaft IL.va) 
9B WORLD SERIES Oama 
Ona Boston Rad Soa or Cskforras 
Angala at Houaton Aatroo or Haw 
York Matt   kLival 
m LIFE WITH LUCY Vmh 
Lucy's hstp. Curna bacomss Mr 
Fat-rt on a local TV snow, g 
49 GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES "Maaa Ahsatd: Tha MU- 
SK of Mass Daws" Thta prafaa of 
tha "*a and carssr of ran trumpat- 
ar Miss Dtvt faaturas daatvc 
uarKiinanoaa. a 1996 aprlng oon- 
oart, and wtarwawa wtth fnanda 
and akssman. ndixkng Otny OH- 
taap-a Osorga Banson and Marbai 
Hancock, aa wail as ■ rars aitsr- 
' vkrw with Dswa hanssff. In atar- 
. so. 
1 • MOVrE **Vi Zabra In 
' Ths KNchsn'- (1966) Jay North. 
. ivaaran Man*   A young bey ra- 
laaaaa ^i tha anansla m tha err. 
I tha caging of Na 
. SlWONDBR WOMAN 
S:SO 
9 ELLEN SURSTYN SHOW 
A har d- dr .nkmg vwitar adds to tha 
chaos vi E »an t houaa. g 
SiOO 
• S NEW MIKE HAMMER 
Hammar an.sslajatss tha osss of 
a woman who sBigsoTy (Pad as a 
raauft of a orug owjrdoss 
S HEART OF THE CITY Ro- 
bai aaka har fathar for parmatalon 
to gat t praaenpuon for btrth-oorv 
aotpski g 
BJJ CHAMPrONSHIP BALL- 
ROOM DANCING Latin, mod- 
am and cabarat or thaatncal danc- 
ing w parlor mad by tha nation's 
top profaaatonal oanoars at thai 
compatition faatunng Ronald 
Momai and EUabath Curtis n a 
fsrswsk aaiabraon. Jubst Prowss   . 
0 MOVIE *** "Wrtnsss For 
Tha Prosscubon" 11967) Tyrona . 
Powar. Mariana Diatnch Baasd • 
on tha story by Agatha Chnaba. f 
Tha dsfandsnt's arm) aarvausly 1 
harmt han with har taattmony In I 
ha murdat Dial 
(TMC) MOVIE ** VI 'Orsam- 
tatpa" (1BS4) Danras Ctuatd, 
Maa Von Sydow. VVhaa workatg 
wtth a acamkrt who has dkicov- 
arad a way to profsct ona a oon- 
soous thoughts trrto anothar a 
oYoarna. a ptycr-c stwmbkM upon 
a plot to uas tha mathod for pofttt- 
cal purpasss. In atarao. PC- I 3 
aTtOO 
CD MOVIE ** V. % Oaaparsts 
Journay" 11942) Errol Fly™.. 
HonaW Paaagan. Dunrtg World War 
It. a Garrnan grl axis tha ascapa 
of Amancan paots from ths Os- 
10:00 
0) 0 TWILIGHT ZONE 
Thras atoms: a young woman a 
tpandad si an aans ahopotng 
ma", a coaaga atuosni Hnda out 
why har poaassaioni oonbnus to 
ekaappaar. an unusual awantor 
gats caught up in a strangs oYaam 
world. In atarao 
sfj SPENSER:   FOR   HIRE A 
mobstsr tnas to taka custody of 
his  unborn  ohad from  ita  prosti- 
tuta mot har   g 
• TWILIGHT ZONE 
10 BO 
0 COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Ohio Stata st Purdua (Tapadl 
11*00 
S00 NEWS 
NATIONAL p 
MTV   TOP    20   VIDEO 
COUNTDOWN 
68   AUSTIN    CITY   LIMITS 
Faaturad   Earl   Thomaa   Contsy 
1 Fra and Smo»a rtaavanr. 
BodkN. - Chanoa of Levin' 
Yoa"); Vinos OS (Turn Ma 
Looaa") In akaraa, <R) 
(ROOKY AND FRIENDS 
STOS 
SSPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
REPORT 
(TMC) MOVIE ** Ths Doctor 
AaaJ Tha Oavas" (1BS6) Tkrnothy 
DaRon, Jonathan Pryos. A IBsV 
oantury Engaah anatomy profse 
ser's BSBBSBBl war. tha ajuaSty 
Bl aarpaaa ha is raaaharaj for aa- 
L In atar- 
ao   R  Q 
11.IB 
MPN1 Si»ORTSOENTlR 
11:20 ( 
• NEWS 
11:S0 
• MOVK *** Tha KS« 
EbM" (1S76) Jamas Caan Rpbart 
IVral. An aaaaaatn fnr ha-i m 
BBaBB ctoaaad by ht> formar 
parinar and tha anora IntaBtganca 
©MOVIE **V» "Ona Of My 
VBvas it Mlsiing" (1976) Jaok 
fUbssnan, Clsabsth Aahkyy A 
nswfywad aooaata'a daappaar- 
arcs putt a BBSs' town dataebva 
onthseaaa 
0 SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
!n ttarao 
X WRESTLING 
MOVIE ** Night 01 Tha 
Juoakt. (19801 Jamsa Brokn. 
Ckff Gorman. A formar pokes ofh- 
car kaawhaa s daaparsta aaarch 
through tha soaats of Naw York 
Oty for ha oaughtar. who was 
kiikisppsrl   by   a   paychopattac 
12:00 
(FAMOUS KNOCKOUTS 
SOUL TRAIN 
SSPN) WRESTLING 
SUNOAY 
OCTOBER It. 1ttt 
12:00 
m SPORTSCENTER   S TO- 
DAY 
O MEETING PLACE A aar- 
wca Of lhar*tojying for tha mava- 
oy of tha Most Ray. EoVrard 
Scott, rabnng Pnmaki of tha Art- 
gfcean Church, n uilatillitl by Rt. 
Rav. Wahar H. Jonas snd Rav 
Rudt Jaffarson tt tha St 8arwfsoa 
Roman Calhofcc Basics ai St. 
Bonifaca. Man IRI 
SEARLE BRUCE 
MEET THE PRESS 
NOVA (Saaaon Prarntsral 
BagjrwMng its 14th saaaon. thai 
award-wvirwig acanca dosuman- 
tary aanas saamtnaa how itw vic- 
tims of S formar Arganuman gov- 
smrnsnt's rstgn of tarror ars batng 
idanitTwd ihrough tha afforts of a 
loranstc antNopologiat and • gs- 
natkMt.g 
SS NEWTON'S APPLE (Saa- 
aon Pramaara) Hoat ba Flatow s»- 
aminsa tha work) of acaanoa av 
ckatng M traa sptsods, ths uas of 
Ikghl aamukHors to tram svkna p»- 
lots: poisonous snakas: a 
hadgahog. cold rarnsdMs. Q 
gfj MOVfE *** 'Smoky" 
(1946) Frad MacMurrsy. Anna 
Baaaar. 
tjf PAME ISaaaon Framara) 
Foaowa tha hvss of studsrtts at a 
school for tha parformaig arts. 
Today: Ewavons njturns for tha 
naw yaar. Chrn is dapraaaad 
whan ha draamt don't ooms Wa. 
IMO 
I NFL TODAY Hoatad by 
I PORTRAITS' 
ADAM SMITHS MONEY 
WORLD 
(ESPN) NFL GAME OF WEEK 
1:00 
m    MOV*    ***    "Ftiandry 
*W" I197t) Carol Bumatt. Nad 
taatty 
« COUNTRY CANADA 
NFL FOOTBALL Chicago 
Basra st Mamaaou VaiaigB (Lnra) 
m NFL FOOTBALL Fiagnnol 
covwagao' Mouaton Oaart alCm- 
sJbjsSl Bangats. ln<kar-»oks CoHs 
at BuHalo 6*t Loa Angakja RBKJ- 
ars si Miam. Doaprans or Naw 
England Patriots ai Pittsburgh 
Staalars. (LN*> 
COMMUNfTY CLOSE-UP 
m WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW eg 
_ MOVW ** AKSarinTha 
F«n6y" MBB3) Robart Mrtchum. 
JamaaSpadar. 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING World 
Sports   Car   ChamptonaNp.   Spa 
1CO0.rromBalgajn.tRI 
fTMC) MOVIE **H   "Joshua 
Than And Now" (16861 Jamas 
Woods. Alan Arkav 
1:S0 
HYMN SING BaaSBBSS av 
otuds:   Tha Tana for Slngng Haa 
Coma."    I Bakawa in You" and 
Amatt-gGraoa.'' 
_    MAGIC   LOLLIPOP   AD- 
VENTURE Ammatad. Baron Bad 
Blood kionapa baoy oYagona from 
tha madkwal land of Tumtum and 
aassfs tha macac wand that ghaa 
k-bpopa thaa plaaaaig ns-tor. 
• WALL STREET WEEK 
Wd Evwytr-ng Ba Mads m Ja- 
pan}" Gusst: Sony Corp. Chair- 
man Ak»Monts. 
tjOO 
EDINBURGH MILITARY 
TATTOO Tapad at tha Auguai 
'SB gatharmg. pipa-and-drum 
bands rapraaanbng tha oountnsa 
of tha Commonwaallh of Naftona 
and Waat Garmany. inckKtng tha 
Argyi snd Souehanand iH^jhlarv 
dart of Canada, parform on tha 
Eomburgh Caaba Eapkanada m Ed 
mburgh. Scotlarxl 
BPUTT1N* ON THE KIDS 
m GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES Maaa Ahaatt Ths Mw- 
•ac of Mass Daws ' Thai profsa of 
dta afa and caraar of am trumpat■ 
at Maaa Daws, faaturas claaaks 
pariormancas. a 1966 sprang con- 
can, and Mitarwswa wtth frisnds 
snd akksnan. mokxang Ottry G*t 
kMpai. daorgs Banson and Harbis 
Haricook, as wsN as s rars intsr- 
vtaw with Oama NmaaM. In atar- 
ao. 
• MOV* ** ' Murdar At 
Tha World Sanaa" (1978) Lynda 
Omr Gaorga. Ksran Vaainbns. 
aaSPN) PGA GOLF Dana. 
Warkj / Cadsmobas Ctaaaa;. final 
rouad. from Cvkmdo. Fla. IL rva) 
2:30 
m AAtsTRKA S TOP TIN 
MO 
O MUSIC OS MAN Yahudl 
fckaourwi conokidBO Baa aapkvs- 
dpn of man t muakeal rantaga 
tskSolOOk at tha postwar a*p*> 
aaw of mua-c. Ipostponad from an 
■ata .SBSII (Rl 
• YOU     WRITE     THE 
mi Muafxrgar 
I   NPL    SB 
rwouafy tram Naw York City. To- 
kyo and SacM. Covarsgs of tha 
19B6 Astsn Gamaa (SaouD: fiiualc 
by tha PhSp QaiM Eryaambfa 
(Naw York Cry) and RvulcN oa> 
kamoso (Totvol. as was aa aumo 
w^atbng. a ■■ahkjn danta cosab- 
oraoon and wdao aagmanta. 
m PAS6RON AND MEM- 
ORY A look SI tha portrayal Of 
blacks in Nma. mcfutSng pralaaa 
of Halt w McOankal, Stapin 
ratchrt, H Boangfcta Rob-v 
son. Dorothy Dantfridga and 8M- 
nayPorbar 01) Q 
m MOVW *** 'Ths Canty 
Trsstmanl" I1t72) Jamss 
Coburn. Jaonrrw O Na* 
(T»a MOVTE **M Ratum 
Of Tha Ts6 tkmd Man With Ons 
Stock Shoa" (1976) Parrs Rch 
ard. Mrtaka Dare. 
3:30 
0 PUTTIN- ON THE HITS 
4:00 
m NFL FOOTBALL Naw York 
Gaanti at Saattla Saahawka (Lrvsl 
m SPORTSWEEKEND 
Schaduktd: Hothman t Imarna- 
aanaf. for thras yaar -old thar- 
ousNPrada. on turf, from Wood- 
btna Raca Track in Toronto, (lrva! 
m NPL FOOTBALL Oatrott Li- 
ana at loa Angakw Rama (Liva) 
m NPL FOOTBALL San Dago 
Chargsrs at Kansas CMy ChWa 
IM 
« STAR SEARCH 
IKE Sat m 1967 actor E.O. 
Maahad porvays for mar praal 
dam snd World War I ASad oom- 
mandar Dartght D. Eatanhowar. 
who BSSSBBBS obout faa Bfs and 
caraar whaa tafclng to a young 
aaaajaaaj aaudant (Aaoa Harang). 
9 MOVIE *** H Gambit 
11966) thfrkry MacLsina. Mtchaal 
AUTO RACING * 
can Sanaa, from Pttoana.. (Tapad) 
4:30 
• MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
nMO    MOVIE   ***   'Nap- 
tunaa   Daughtsr''   (1949)   Had 
Station. Esthar Waasms- 
MO 
tS KKM3 OF OEORASSI 
STREET Connts Goat to 
Court - R 
9 tj> LIFESTYLES OF THE 
R6CH AND FAMOUS Actor 
Saasv Kaaoh on a tour of Naw 
Vark City: on aBBRBSB with ac- 
traaa CanaB Sstuv; • now Ha- 
pvts's BSJBBRS) on tha Franoh 
RMara: yaung antrapranaur J. 
PtMFoa. 
• PMsNO LINE From Tannaa- 
aas. Warn F. Buckfcjy Is |otnad 
by Osv. Larrtv Akwsnrlai and for- 
mar San. Howard Bakar 
COUSTEAU ODYSSEY 
AUTO RACING CART 
20O.«Jw<) 
MO 
tS EDISON TWINS Tom and 
Ana uaa thaa acantrhc knowl 
•dga   to   hasp   tha-   frkand  Mow-t 
tS SYS BYE KIPLINO Vtdao 
araM Mm Asia Pa* oraatss 
global TV at ffaa attaracth* saR> 
paaj in a go-**' n 
rJ.OO 
■     SMtRLOCK     HOLMES 
AND DR. WATSON 
1 COUSTEAU ODVSStV HUNCH     CMfF      iro- 
OPEN: 
rton. Thun 6"am-9pm 
Frl. 6»»m 10pm 
S«l Bam-IOpm 
Sun. 8«n 9pm 
IBI 9. Mala 
BawllM dm. Okla 
352-0123 
IneitloVansyLaMa) 
Saturday   Special 
Steak & Shrimp    S6.95 
B.BQ Chicken & Rib combo    S5.95 
Includes all you can eat 
soup, salad, and dessert Buffet 
plus choice of potato. 
Call us about our 
■ ■»*•» BaHy Soeeialt 352^0t23 
III MM II INI mm 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
LARGEST MOVIE SELECTION 
INBG! 
OVER 5000 MOVIES! 
w NOW SHOWING: •IKMONEYW • OtSNti-SSUfflNGItAUT* • MOTHHEU 
• MAXHtADBOOM 
• ONIHHDGE 
RENT A VCR 
OVBnTGMI(M0N,IHU« 
FOR $4.95 AND 
ONE MOVIE, GH A 
SECOND MOVIE FREE! 
112 [ WASHINGTON 352-4171 
llllllllllli 
■ no KMKIHT SHOW ntu- 
■ lTMTM< 
MS 
• VICTORY GARDEN An 
eeeeem pardon *>dete An w»- 
■on uaeta the Denver Boeorec Gar- 
AMMtmin Mncw'oi ■»- — mam. - —: - « 
NaMMOaiHKH ■■ "Nwi" fnyan *nii» 
eon. Damaan. Sow 
•» Mm M MM of AIM.'. 
****■    ■rktniiH hove MI 
fV"» here* Mm In 
eo g 
IMmjmtT fmm» on ■» 
■ CM€C«nOUIIII.nw» 
got of Cot* ■ Supermarkei. How- 
ard ■—I— Wen Adorn), at or- 
dered 10 lee l eeourny pM who 
I by 
8' 
mK) MOV*   **H     Dune" 
(19841 Kyi* Mac Lac hi an 
ftantmt* Am* taldonFfM 
hBbBt'l  bHMl*.   In   the   ya-er 
10 99 V • wMmar MWnpu to ret- 
ry  rhe  to**,  J—■■- Of ■  cteean 
P»W«   »   vKIQry   OMT   •   m«lMO- 
lent monarch   In Mann. 'I*0-I3' 
MO 
| SO MINUTES 
I nUQOLC ROCK Hod e> 
—ppW   ihe   iM>H—1   of 
ifM (peat itc-va Fragjohom. Q 
• OUR HOUSE OMfi ev 
•paaa* by Qua' tMee of Heteereen 
rrmctml  M eMreo. 
9 MOVIE **W 'Trwrteheei 
C« in Tha Wortd' (19861 Rahon 
BMri. Sieven Kerrtrxnanrv Jeeaaxai 
raUiivM plan a catnapping when 
Stay ifccowaf tnat tha* uncle haa 
lafi tha bull of ha veat aatata to 
hta unuauaf* inwHtant mm. A 
Otana* Sunday Mowta" praian- 
iawm m,y 
• WONDERWORKS 
"Worda By Haan" In tha early 
1900a. tha young paopta of ■ 
amal Midwaatam town attampi 
10 ovatcoma racial prajudka. (Pan 
2 of 2) m) Q 
• BFIADSMAW ON: THE I 
FAMLY SaH-halp programa for ' 
dyafunctional fem-eee 
■ NEW OtOOET EMpM ftghta 
to aava tha crty park from damob- , 
twn 
S9   FAME   N*o*a   and   Jaaao 
braak up. One mataa ptana for 
ha COuaat'a bachator party. 
(ESPN) SPOnTSCENTEft 
7:SO 
0 BEACHCOMBERS Ttunga 
begin to go wrong whan   No 
gata tha daughfar of a woman ha 
onoa hnaw a fob at tha Reach Q 
• «ST OF SATURDAY 
NK1HTUVI 
(ESPN) NFL S CWEATEST 
MOMENTS Mghaghta of tha 
'72 Miami Dotphana. 
•KM 
• •     MURDER.     SHE   i 
WROTE Jaaaica gats awahwd In I 
tha   aafocucn of   two Curopaan 
muaKHno   and   ln»aaiigiaa   #» I 
murdar   of a Bnttah   intaalganca 
rt.g 
MOVIE   "MSaT IFtamairal 
Kannath Watah. Helen Shavar. AJ- 
•owwg   ha   nagloua   baaafa   to 
owjrwhakn common aanaa. a mat-   , 
•■Jnary andangara tha hvaa of hai I 
two paaaangara whan tha boat 
thay ara aadlng from Vanoouvar to 
Central Amanca capeuaa. Q 
EB   WORLD    SCRIES   Gama 
Two Boaton Red Sea or Caaforma 
Angaaiat Houtton Aafroa or Naw 
Tor* Man   (I >v«) 
Si • NATURE mmoiI Pram- 
are) Hoat Gaorga Paga aaptoraa 
the batfJa of tha banda awludng 
Moota, Ebanaar. FWjun-Cafjn and 
Oaaa City AR-Stara. 
• YOU WRITS TH1 
SONGS Guaat: Naa Saaafca In 
•HMO. 
■SPNI WRESTLINO 
S:SO 
• RUTTIN- ON THE HITS 
Upayncad: Chaaeh and Chonga 
"Som at Eaai LA.," David Lao 
"oth • *MX a Ogoto,'- frana 
Cara'a    "SJ 
Ini 
—J ■■nalMiiid as. 
B«00 
Si • MOVKf ' Of Pura Blood 
o»ramiaro. Laa Ramaok. PoMefc 
McOoohan Ratumaig to har Oar- 
man bathplaoa to atwaaogata har 
aon'o vwaHit daath. a woman 
■aama that hM darMaa coutd ba 
connactad to avanta m both of 
tha. paan g 
W MOVIE Ordnary Haroaa 
0*rarrHaral Rchard Daan Andar- 
•on. Valana SartmaS A young 
man •• foroad to it awAana hai 
ratatwnalap with hai rjrMnand af- 
m baa>g bkndad durmg fm tour of . 
duty n Vattnam. Q 
■ Si MASTERMECE THE- 
ATRE Paradata Poatponad" 
ISaaaon Pramava, Baaad on John 
Mortanar ■ naval about Ha tn 
England n tha four dacadaa fol- 
towavg World War II Rav. Sanaon 
S-TXO. i quait daath n Rapatona 
Vlaga haa ahodkng raparcua- 
aama for hai ramay Star* Mchaaf 
Hordam. Armatta Croaba». Fotar 
Egan and Davtd Thrafrai (Fart 1 
of nig 
m MOVIE *vi Maataatar 
(1B7B) Arch Jabouaan. Oaana 
Davia A damantad Uar aaoka ra- 
wjnga whan ha'a foroad to vacata 
hai homa n an abandoned SfMB> 
houaa 
• WHATS HAPPENING 
NOW1I Shaiay protaata whan 
har ram goaa up. Quaat: Aloa 
GhoaOav 
fT»*C) MOVIE **H "Joahua 
Than And Mow ' (1MB) Avnaa 
Wooda. Alan ArlUn Aa anpaca- 
tiona of inv«vamam n a aaa 
acancW thraatan raa pubac prafla. 
a raapactad Canadtan author asoka 
badk upon raa Wa. " Q 
MO 
• SANFORD AND SON 
tO:00 
« CSC NEWS C? 
WASHINGTON REPORT 
(ESPN) BILLIARDS WorU Opan ' 
Profaaawnal ChampwnaNp Sarn>- 
hrwl   HKk Vamar «a   Jan Rampa. 
(Tapadl 
10:38 
0 VENTURE 
10:30 
BE) THE PRICE A tarronat Haa 
to »* iha only wtfnaM - ■ 10- 
yaar-ofd boy: Gaoffray w* hawi to 
aaB faa comparr, to raaM tha ran- 
aom; Franoaa m foroad to raoord 
har ptaaa tar hatp. Paaar Bart- 
worth and Hamat Wakar afar. 
• THE WEST OF THE MM 
A<M NATION A task at haw fha 
of Fradanc Romington and 
wortung  cowboy  -»o  a   haro  of 
AmortcanfofUora. 
Efi) KENNETH COPELAHO 
11*90 
(•••NEWS 
SaBKEL A EBEPIT b THE 
MOVaJB BcitlaafafJ nMawa: 
! Tha Color of Mcnay''(Paul Naw- 
, man. Tom Cnaaat: "Sid and Nan- 
cy" (Gary OUrnan. CMoa Wabbl 
I 'Down by Law" (Tom Warn. 
) JohnLunal 
• TALCS PROM THE 
DARKSBDC A aaP-aaoraVang 
woman dnrupta har famBy Pa 
*r*an aa aurta paraormng m*ra- 
CBBB. 
■SPW BPORTSCENTER 
(TMO MOVIE ** EffMl 
Daw" (IBB4) Joaapn Bonoma, 
K*atia ABay A nawly band ad m- 
•cutwa. onoa fha wanin to a 
bmaal murdar. may ba fha only 
man who can capfura tfw UBar 
uaa>g compot. -wctad walon. R' 
11 BO 
• StSKEL A BSERT A THE 
MOVIES Schadufad ravtawa 
"Tha Color of Mcnay'' (Paul Naw 
man. Tom Cnaaa). "Std and Nan- 
cy" (Gary Oloman. Chtaa Wabbl: 
'Down by Law'' (Tom Warta. 
JohnLunal 
• MOVit ** ChargaOfTha 
Modal IV ii979) Louai Nya, 
Harb Edaanan During World War 
I. a Garman apy plana to waafcan 
■ha Amarican war afTon by arv 
couragng Maucan guanaaa to 
mafca rordo on tha Taaaa bordar 
(MICHIGAN REPLAY 
AMERICAN MASTERS 
" Thomaa Eakatt A Motion For- 
tran Thai look at pantar Thomaa 
Eakma caraar indudaa mtarviawa 
with formar modaia. aaamplaa of 
hai art and ra-anactmanta from 
hai Ma faatumg Kavm Conway aa 
tha amat Sam Wataraton nar- 
rMaQ 
■ COMEDY TONIGHT 
• ABBOTT AND COSTEL- 
LO 
El FOR MV PEOPLE 
11:3B 
O NIGHT AT THE RACES 
11:BO 
0 ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK   Intarwtw   wHh   aatfar- 
aongwritar Gaorga Madiaal. 
MOHOAV 
OCTOBER 20. 1SSS 
i COUNTRY CANADA WHEEL OF FORTUNE ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
nltofrywood. 
«NEWLVWEOOAME 
MACNBR.    /    LEHRER 
«1 MOVE **H Tha Boy 
Who Tabad To Badgara" I1S7B) 
ran   1   of 2] Chrartan Juttnar. 
Carl Bau   A Irraa boy Wat w. iha 
I fBaMME A BREAK) 
M*A«S*H 
ORTSCSNTER 
(TMO    MOVB1   ***     Tmar 
Lap" I1BB3) TomBuranaon   Mar- 
i ■> Vaughan   Tha atory of Phar 
Lap.   a ah^andary Auavaaan ra- 
EVEWNG 
MO 
tElStlNEWS 
PM MAGAZINE Carol Bur- 
natt: a comrantton for rwMa. 
BE) ADAM SMITHS MONEY 
WORLD 
• MACNEE.    /    LEHRER 
NEW8HOUR J 
• • Dlf F RENT STROKES 
(IBPN) BPOPnELOOK 
MO 
ff OM NEWS 
■ NBC NEWS 
m ARC NEWS Q 
■ BUSINESS REPORT 
■ GET SMART 
SB FACTS OF LIFE 
■SPNI ACTION OUTDOORS 
WITH JULIUS 
andad abruptfy wre» hai myaaari- 
ot«daothn(^aforniainlB32 m 
atarao. PG* 
7:90 
■ PM MAGAZINE Carol Bur- 
ram: froaaura huntar Mai Fahar: 
Amancaa Brat aramafad aiftatabH 
outdoor basoard; tha Swaio HB 
compauton n Omak. Waafang- 
ton 
O RACCOONS Ralph. Cache 
ond Bart faca ohoata and akan- 
tona aa thay oavai to a aacrat 
hidaaway n tha Enargraan Foraat. 
HQ 
ffi JEOPARDY 
■ TAXI 
■ DATING GAME 
■ TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT Murari and Henry muat da- 
oda if thay want to know thav 
baby • aaa bafora rt'o bom 
■ THREES COMPANY 
(ESPNi    NFL    FILMS    PRE- 
SENTS 
B:0O 
■ ■ KATE k ALLIE Kata ■ 
fbtaMua ralationaprj with har 
doctor bacomaa mora aanoua Q 
O FRONT PAGE CHAL- 
LENGE 
■ ALF ALF rune away whan 
Waaa loaaa laa temper with tain 
dunrtg a famey campvig tnp In 
atarao. 
■ MACGYVER MacGyw at- 
Mrnpta to reacue a myaaanoua 
youth who'e bakovad to be e can- 
tunae-oid ramcarnaMn. Q 
■ DAY THE UNIVERSE 
CHANGED: A PERSONAL 
VIEW SY JAMBS BURKE 
Jamee Burke v«ma aarty European 
unraerortNM and Gothic carhadrala 
to aaamaia how tha rarkacowjry 
of long-kMt Gr aa* marwacripta led 
to e contact between raaaon and 
farth.g 
■ WONDERWORKS 
"Worda By Heart" In tha aarty 
IBOOa. tha young paopta of a 
to overcome racial praajckce (Part 
2 of 21 (Rig 
(GUNSMOKE 
MOVIE *** -&MW 
Sraafc" (1978) Gone WBdar. M 
Oayburgh A mao^manravwS book 
adrtor accidantaly baoomea w 
wBhaid at a aaaaar art naafa t> 
am pM dunng a croaa oounby 
•ramrlda. 
ESPN) MAOfC YEARS IN 
■PORTS Profiled: Tom Seavw In 
1989 
8:90 
• ■ MY BISTER SAM Pen. 
■ HANOfN' IN Kaaa hat* a 
young hockey ptayar w*th a najaj- 
bJbon for brawang aooapt famaeff 
Whan ha corrwa to the Canw to 
work wan a e/oup of kaaV g 
■ AMAZING BIORatB Carl 
Sweat (Chortee Ourrang) draeme 
Ban a aMBnar oraahaa nto tea 
hauaa. In aaarao. g 
BHPHI MONDAY NIGHT 
MATCHUP A praakaw Of to 
raght'a gome batwaan tha Oenver 
Broncoa and Naw York Jake. 
OEM 
•   ■    NRWNART   Joanna 
■ana a w«ne   taaang OBBH and 
(RACING GAME 
MOVIE *** "AnCfnoar 
And A Genoamen 11982) Rjch- 
vd Gara. Dabra Winger. An un- 
dawpanad IMval awaPon ofHoar 
can duff maata hai match n a 
tough drd aiovuctor whaa. off 
baaa. ha romance* one o* tha lo- 
cal town carte (Rl g 
■ NFL FOOTBALL Denver 
Broncoa at Naw York Jata (Ltve) 
■ THE WEST OF THE IM- 
AGINATION The Waat aa pop- 
ular culture and aa ahow buaaiaaa 
laaaenm ttae look at tha cowboy 
etara. aarfy fammakara. ■mpraaar- 
■oa and aongamrtha of the peat, 
and the rodaoa and Frontier Oay 
ceiebfitiona ot contemporary 
Amanca 
SOOUSTEAU ODYSSEY 
MOVIE *** Betrayal 
(1983) Ben Kinoatey. Jeremy 
bone A man kooke back through 
tha n»oa yaere of faa wda'a aftaa 
with hai beat fnend. cukrunataig 
•n hai racoaactama of the reietion- 
arap'aongaia 
(ESPN) TO BE ANNOUNCED 
(TMC) MOVII **** 
"Saanoa On A Wat Afternoon' 
11984) K*m Stanley Richard At- 
tenborough A profaaeional medi- 
um plane to kidnap a wealthy 
chad   to   prove har   eupemeturel 
9  30 
■ ■ DESIGNING WOMEN 
Sueanne   meachee   up   Charter* 
| wan   a   more-fhen-hafty ganfJa- 
' IOOO 
■ • CAONf V a LACtr 
Coonov boh. it gang owoy on ■ 
Buoodit voonon n tft. oounvy 
wnh hv boylnana Q 
■ NAVtlONM. / JOURNAL 
■ ■ rranv or ENCHISH 
. Fram *<m ftowokioonarv War to 
(ho noanno. 20«. tht omlUBOn of 
Amoncan    Cngboli    n    tracod 
■ BVough Via inilmad ajj—jaH 
i by pioiiaafa. n.vfiuai man. BOM 
nwiara and   Ithh-oanltay anna. 
■ NE1 WS 
10:3O 
■ MONEVMOONERS 
earni    AMERICA'S   CUP: 
CHALLENOl DOWN UN- 
OCR faal round l-gNtofiii 
(Tagadl 
ItlOO 
(•■NEWS 
OHIO   SUSINESS   OUT- 
LOOK 
■ OARK SHADOWS 
■ LATE SHOW Heat: Jaan 
■an. SdwrJutad: Jotai Howaa- 
man. (Ra rap ajoup I*VOH[ 
• WKRP m CINCINNATI 
(TMC1 MOVII *** P.. 
TaoM" 119841 Haw, Daan Stan 
Unaai ARar four 
a aooHl dropoul 
L.A.   to otam   laa 
for Taaaa to raunila Aa boy a#lh 
I llM 
tTAXI 
THE SANDRAOOERS 
J*a LanoV (Oawd Offdarl la MM 
by laa woad-ba caoMra aa ha 
atumbaja toward tha Ruaaawkra- 
raan border. 
■ SIMON m SIMON A wom- 
an haaa ota Sanona to find out 
who IM har brodiar at a fOa 
raa, IRI 
I NEWS 
LOOKINO SACK TO TH» 
FUTURE: RAYMOND 
LOCWV Thw rararwaw of Ray- 
mond Loawy'a oonvaMtuna to 
dta look of tha 2001 oerawv. aa- 
arranoa har product and logo da 
*gm. axfeaang tha Coloapot ra 
fngarator. tha Shea end Enum 
logoa. and tha ananor of Saylab 
S BUSINESS REPORT 
t ATE   SHOW Hoat   Joan 
Riaera   Scheduled   John Houaa 
men. the rap group Run D M c . 
comeraan fiallighe   In atereo. 
CESRNI SPORT8CENTER 
IJiOO 
SKOJAK 
BEST OF CARSON from 
June 19S6 opera arnger Luraano 
Paverotti comadlan-clerineliat 
Fata Barbutti and ectrew fkigma 
NaMaan fran hoat Johnny Ceraon 
In atarao IRI 
• NEWS 
a> TWILIGHT ZONE 
(ESPN) SOCCER FIFA World AJ 
Star   Gama    horn   Loa 
(Tapadl 
TUESDAY 
OCTOBER II. IBS! 
6:00 
(■••NEWS 
RM   MAGAZINE   Treeaura 
huntar Mai fanar. 
for eaaaaaej oomeraana 
• OEO 
• MACNEIL / LEHRER 
NEWSMOUFI 
■ ■OeFF AC NT STROKES 
ESFNI SPORTSLOOK 
aaa 
■ CBS NEWS 
• NBC NEWS 
, ■ ABC NEWS Q 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
i • GET SMART 
■ PACTS OF LIFE 
■SPNI     NFL     YEARBOOK: 
IBBB NEW YORK GIANTS 
7:00 
• CBS NEWS 
O COU N TRY REPORT 
■ WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
■ ENTERTAINMENT T0- 
NKJHT Intemew wnh actor Rob- 
ert Ouwai. 
• NEWLYWED GAME 
feeWBHOUR 
•   MOVB1   **H    "The Boy 
Who Ia»ad To ladgar.   I1B7SI 
Can ! of   21 Chrlelajn Juttnar 
Carl Ben. A Ma boy ha at •» 
fOfMME A BWAKI 
M-A-S-H 
saPRI SPORTSLBNTTR 
maCI   MOVa  **H      Oaarn 
acape''   IIBB4I   Oenmi   OuM. 
Ma. Von Bydow   Whaa wonung 
wah a aoaMiat who haa oaow 
ered a way to protect one ■ cor. 
eooua   daaughta   alto   another'a 
oreama. a peyofec etumblaa upin 
a phM to uee fha method for pore- 
celpurpoeea In aaareo 'FGVI3' 
7:JK> 
■ PM MAGAZINE A loot el 
orymprea; meet nve-yeer-old 
faamech hero. Brent taaWum; 
htda'UBi. 
S SHELLEY 
JEOPARDY 
I TAXI 
DATING GAME 
■ TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
PORT Jack* fee* at kne with a 
ookoaman. much to Henry'e rae- 
appontment 
• THREE'S COMPANY 
(ESPN) INSIDE BASEBALL 
B:CO 
a a   WIZARD   McfCey and 
Jagger   haa,   an American earo 
nautical araaneer free faa deughiai 
from her Soviet teuton 
a     FIFTH     ESTATE    Sob 
McKeown profaee ■ P E.I   man 
who Man 10 yeera of faa memory 
fobowingan eocideni 
8   WORLD    SERIES   Game 
Three   Houaton   Aaeca or   Naw 
York Mate at Soeton Red So* or 
Cekfornra Angara (Live) 
a    WHO'S    THE    BOSS? 
Semantha entertaria thoughtt of 
anandatg m   aacfuaiva boerovtg 
achool g 
8 a NOVA An eaammeBon of 
knowledge gamed In January 
1MB by the unmanned Voyage 
2 apecaoaft a peaaaga peal the 
ptanat Uranua. g 
«OUNSMOKE 
MOVIE •* ria Krd Wtth 
The Broken Hako ' I19B2) Gary 
Coteman. Robert Gneleiaiia To 
prove he • worthy of Heaven, e 
12 yaw old weyward angel m 
eent to Earth to petch broken evaa 
■ SPNI   SUPERBOUTS 
Argueao    ve     Alfredo 
liajhhavaghta).    taped   Fetruary 
1921. •> Ranaa, Rely. 
S:SO 
a    GROWINO    PAMS   Tha 
Saever   crBdren   face   taeaareaa 
r fPletiaee) Howard 
JJ.,   Lytw   vw-rraao 
poverty- 
aarlcken crddhood end the nmrya 
of liekeiieaj a mernege and a ce- 
■claeve her erhbaaoii of be 
corrvng an FBI agent Q 
a HI SHOOTS. HE 
SCORES Pear. . daaauaoned 
end ileu ""J about faa eareat 
end hai graoand'■ apparent aaar 
eetmairarieleyar. 
a MOONLKJHTlNa Me. D. 
liiuirrluutBr @ 
Sweetest Day 
Specials At 
The Flowerhouse 
428 East Wooster Street 
Stae Front On Woostef 353"1045 
-a 
Bike shop^:1t$ 
Winter Bike Storage 
Purcell's 
131E. Wooster       352-6264 
..nri.-.F.A..'. . ............ ^,,  .... 
The Arrangement 
181 (B)S. Main 352-4101 
Bowling Green 3524143 
20% OFF 
one of the following 
with this ad 
haircuts, perms, 
manicures, 
cellophanes, 
highlighting 
up/ra 10-31-86 
Darcy 
^--mry,^'---***!—---*, 
fejenos rsasaon M Atnc*. focuMng 
> of 
Uncan   ilpi   I. «n and Chr» 
• MOVW **• "Mmw. 
«" 1197') Georgs Segal, Tmo- 
dty Balaam* A MIMV riepector 
dsspsritsr, —PM to And »>• 
em© w ptamng 
MCMOMVM n Amwt- 
c* o iMctno w—— p*r* ■ 
«wi ROLLER OERSY 
(IMC) MOVIE **H "Oune" 
(1914) Kyi* Msclschlsn. 
N*nc*ece Anree. Baaed on Frank 
r**rbert'e bee****ar. In die year 
10.991. iwiMrwwpmor» 
■V tha Wry SsRllsRi of * daeert 
earn*, to victor, aw ■ rrujteuo- 
■snt morwctv in stereo. PG-13 
9 
10-00 
• NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
• JACK AND MIKE JK*MJ 
wetehae ■ man nsft has Ma to save 
a emat boy from danger. Q 
• ■) MANAGING OUR 
MIRACLES: HEALTH CAM 
IN AMERICA Ptnoeets irwtud- 
"g AMA Vice Prastdsnt Or 
Jamaa Todd. Surgaon Ganarsf C. 
Everett Koop. Sicrama Court Jus- 
neaHarryA Blaokmun and nevre- 
mart Tad Koppei dabaM tha prob- 
lam of madtcal malpractice 
• NEWS 
MPW KICK BOXING From 
Atlanta (Tapadl 
10:30 
© HONE YMOONER8 
11:00 
■ OOIlNfWS 
9   BOWLING   GREEN   FO- 
RUM 
! DARK SHADOWS 
LATt SHOW Hoat: Joan 
Rmaia SchacUad Efsott Gould. 
acvaaa Conn« Salacca ( "HoM"). 
recordtng artist Wendy 0 W* 
Wni. In Stereo 
09 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
ttSPNI OUTDOOR LIFE 
11:90 
O TAXI 
O WIDOWS 
O HOT SHOTS An author « 
spperentry »*■*. by a awarm of 
bee*. 
m      TONIGHT     hoat     Johnny 
Caraon.    SchaaUatf    antartamar 
Lua MawtssY In stereo 
8S NtOHTLINE 
60 FRAOILE ART: THE MID- 
WESTERN    HERITAGE    OF 
QLASSM AXING 
O BUSINESS REPORT 
9 LATE   SHOW Host   Joan 
n-vaai. Scheduled   Efcoti Gould. 
octrees Cormat Salacca ( Howl"). 
lacorikng   artist   Wandy   0    W9- 
same Intlarao. 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
fTMC, MOVIF   # M     Creature ' 
11985!   Kleue Kmahi.   Stan Ivsr 
After lantkng  on ona of Saturn's 
moona. mambara of an Amancan 
raaaarch warn ara stated by a 
mystenoue Ma form In atarao. FT 
12:00 
9KOJAK 
9 DICK CAVETT SHOW 
CD TWILIGHT ZONE 
(ESPN, NFL SUPERSTARS A 
(xoNa of Daacon Jonaa 
■tfjpaf 
• 00 
I 9 9 9 NEWS 
PM MAOAaMS A look « 
Phesps.   former mambar of Tha 
Mamaa and tha Fepee 
*90 
MACNER.    /    LEHRCR 
NIWSHOUR 
9 9 09PP-RCNT STROKES 
*SPH) SPORTSLOO* 
MO 
9 CIS NEWS 
9 NSC NEWS 
9 ABC NEWS g 
9 BUSINESS REPORT 
9GCT SMART 
9 FACTS OF LIFE 
ttSPM) ACTION OUTDOORS 
WITH JULIUS BOROS 
7:00 
9 CBS NEWS 
9 DATELINE: ONTARIO 
9 WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
9   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
PHQHT   -ntarwew   «rith   smear- 
N-spera Fate through M osnssf, 
MBSM prawwa of Ontario. C3 
,9 WORLD SERIES Oama 
Few. HoHMon A*»o* or Now 
York Man « Beaton Had Son or 
Cahforraa Angafcv (true. 
9 PERFECT STTLANOER8 
Larry puahaa Balu out of ma path 
ofsn oncomsng lancab. g 
| become* swoNad n a potamaaffy 
lifiiMwai affatr: Chartaa Cabot , 
(NEWLYWED GAME 
MAC NEIL    /    LIHRER 
NEW8HOUR 
9 WONDERFUL WORLD 
Of DISNEY The Bejogrsee 
SpeaeT 
I GIMME A BREAK I 
M*A*8aH 
«PN) SPORT8CENTER 
7:30 
9 PM MAGAZINE Actreoe 
HayWy Mi>a a man who eve* on 
•n laland off the coeat of England: 
batik to the futu/e. Srnwt Ghanb 
pnx*awa the 11th annual Weat- 
arn Raaerva Antigua ShOMr. 
9 DANGER BAY Gamy daval- 
OM a ouah on Grant whan ha and 
J L   accompany Ncota'e daaa on 
9 JEOPARDY 
9 TAXI 
9 DATING GAME 
9 TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT Apr* aehemea to afreet a 
faconoAatnn between Henry and 
tha brother he heen't apokan to 
for40yaara. 
9 THREE'S COMPANY 
(ESPN) BASEBALL'S GREAT- 
EST HITS World Senee Uneung 
Haroaa 
fTMCI MOVIE **Vi Return 
Of The Tal Bkmd Man Whh Ona 
Black Shoe' CiSTSi Parre Bch- 
ard. Mnafkt Oarc Tha mdd- 
mannerad vtokmet who wee ma>- 
taken for an eepionege agent 
becornea a hero of the French m- 
lafkgance cornmunrry IDubbad) 
•*oo 
9 9 CBS NEWS SPECIAL 
ACS Hue Home" Reporta on 
Americana attnudee toward 
AIB8. women and cheaten wrth 
the dneeee. and a look at how 
AIDS is apreecWtg among hataro- 
eeauaki Dan Rather anchor* 
9 NATURE OF THINGS A 
took at tha dangaroua and beuOrUI 
Niagara Eecarpment. a kmeetono 
aptne   that   rune  northward  from 
' Dom the RayklMk Ra*)." 'Va». 
cm Artnaa" and "Farawel to 
Tip" are among the eonge poeti- 
cal eeonet Mark Ruaaal perfonrte 
aa he pokaa fun at people and 
peace* « ma new*. 
fOUNSMOKI 
MOVIE  **     The incrachble 
|    -Shnnkng Woman'    UBBOI   La> 
1
    Tornan. Chartaa Qrodn. A houaa- 
wda auddemy bagne to ahnnk tn 
eoa   due   to   rhem^efa   at   her 
J    houaehold product* 
I    1SPH)    WOMEN'S    BODY- 
BUILDING Naajonef Champnn- 
ahip. from Miami. (Taped) 
MO 
9   HEAD   OF   THE   CLASS 
Charka'a ntroduced to the world 
of paraonel computer*. Q 
9   WINGS   OVER   WATER 
An overworn of naval evumon. Ra 
rola m Amance'a foreign poecy 
and it* affecta on the ehapatg of 
u S hfeory. from AaaaNant Navy 
Secretary Theodore Boooo.eft ■ 
effort* to creete a naval auper- 
phMitKat«n of todey'a aaoraft car- 
9 BLACK PATHS TO 
LEADERSHIP A profe* of pranv 
«ient bleck* of tha early 20th oan- 
tury incluchng Marcue Qarvey. 
Booker T Waehmgton and 
WE B  DuBw 
MO 
9 9 MAGNUM. P.I. An aa- 
I aortmant of rJetectrvae gethara for 
the annual prrvata aYwwbgBtora 
conventional Hewaa 
9 MARKET PLACE Oeepne 
the comphcaanM that may raaurt 
from dnnking raw m*. K4it.ll 
■egely eoM -. aome provmcee; 
lemalaa teet new meaowava 
ovena. 
9 DYNASTY Akue offara a 
$ 100 000 reward to anyone who 
can produce evidence tanking 
Blake to the La M«aga hre Q 
IE TV VIETNAM THE IM- 
1
 PACT OF THE MEDLA 
9 MOVIE **H The Oft 01 
Loue" M97BI Mane Oamond. 
Tanothy Bottom*. A pretty New 
York City aooaMe fefs m love 
wrth a pannaaai young man dur- 
*>g tha Chnabnea aaeeon. 
(TMC) MOVK **** Back- 
et 11944) Richard Burton. Pater 
0 Took) King Henry II of England 
daehea with me Archbiahop of 
Canterbury durng the 12th centu- 
»V 
8:30 
9 MAN ALIVE A took at a 
Beff-heto movamant m wtuch for- 
mer peyohietnc petienta heto each 
other recover from the aMknan 
end kwaknaaa of thee mental » 
neaa g 
1CW30 
9   9   EQUALIZER   McCafl 
ttart* a raktbonaho with e feahron 
deergner    who'a   beatg    abong- 
armed by a eweetehop owner 
9 NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
9 HOTEL Ektabath Bredahew 
• ewnoM g 
HUNGARY: PUSHING 
TMC LIMITS Interikiwa with 
atudanta. newemen and Commu- 
MM omewjr* aa wal aa Hunganan 
. aaaatdant Oeaao Bkao'a fkrat vtaft 
w Mi bewialawd at M yeera. ■ue- 
vete •*• aaawahebon of die ee- 
,cka), poetical and economic 
change* wrthat Hungary BBS! the 
' October IBM etudant upraang 
.who* proeaeted Soviet control of 
me* government 
9 WITNESS TO APAR- 
THErO Secretly famed during the 
IBB6 South African atata of 
emergency, apertheafa affecta on 
the chddren are eaemaied through 
■werwawa wrth doctor*, wctjm* 
end eyewrtneeeea ol pokoa brutal- 
ity toward bfacka 
9 NEWS 
•1SPN) TRIATHLON 
10:30 
9 H0NEYMOONER8 
IfjOO 
99999NEW8 
9 ART MAT 
9 DARK SHADOWS 
9 LATE   SHOW Hoat: Joan 
Rhw*. SchwfeJad. author Jackie 
Cofana.   Donna   Mala,   raoorolng 
•met George Mcheol In atarao. 
9 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
■SPN) BASE BALL'S GREAT - 
, EST HITS rkghkghta of the   78 
I World     Seriee.      (Venkeea     va 
, Oodgar*) 
II tOO 
XTAXI 
ADOERLY Addarry atveen- 
getee a mob chjeftavi'a awolva- 
mem at a aanea of attempt* on 
the SB of e federal aidga. 
9    TONIGHT   Hoat    Johrtny 
Carson Scheduled country emgar 
Jerae Fnokat.   actraaa   Sigourney 
Weever.    immii    aapert    Jim 
Fowler. In atereo. 
9NK1HTLINE 
9 GUITAR PLAYERS 
9 BUSINESS REPORT 
9   LATE   SHOW Hoat   Joan 
Rivers   Scheduled: author Jackie ' 
Cofkna.   Donna   Mo*    reoorckng 
artat George Mkcheel in atareo 
(ESPN) 8PORT8CENTER 
rrwa MOVIE **   "1M-.g m 
Acbon 3. The Beg   ..ng" (1MB) 
Chuck Nome. Soon-Tock Oh. An 
Amoncan colonel,   held pnaoner 
by aadbtw Vannameea captora. . 
mekee a bad for freedom for hen-   . 
•elf and lua haw POWa. Ft j 
11:36 
9 MOVIE ***   The Bingo 
Long Travaang Ait Star* And Mo- 
tor King* ' I197AI B#y Dee W* j 
, item*   Rcherd Pryor   Two be**- I 
bed pleyara encounter oppoerbon 
when they awva the Negro Na- 
tional League at   1939 lo form • 
thee own teem 
12:00 
iKOJAK 
DECK CAVE TT SHOW 
YADDO:   AN   ARTISTS' 
RETREAT    Famed    during    m* 
•ummar of   86. Robert MacNell 
conduct* a tour of Vaddo, the 
•echrded former Saratoga Springe 
(N.Y I eeteta of Katrtne and Spen- 
cer   Traak. who aaubbahed thai 
retreat n 1926 for artjeta to work 
wrrhout aitarrupoon. In etareo. 
9TWaUOHTZONi 
IK8PNI   AUTO   RACING  Fror>- 
l**r 9O0 Off Read Race, from Las 
Vafae   fTaped) 
T>fUR8DAV 
13. IB 
the Nat kaaue of Sparta ftuettoted 
OfOO 
*999N<WS 
PM   MAGAZINE   Acvaaa 
Heytay Maai a man who fheje on 
an I eland off tha coeet of Erigkind. 
|90CD 
9    MACNEk.    /    LEHRER 
1
 NEWSHOUR 
9 9 DrFF'RENT STROKES 
j ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
MO 
9 CM NEWS 
9 NBC NEWS 
9ABCNSW8E? 
19 BUSINESS REPORT 
9 GET SMART 
9 FACTS OF LIFE 
|«SPN)   FISHING:   BEST   OF 
BALL DANCE 
7100 
9 CBS NEWS 
I0TMO WEEK IN ONTARIO 
9 WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
9   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NKJHT Inierwaw wMh Whoop. 
Goldberg. 
« NEWLYWED GAME 
MACNEB.    /    LEHRER 
.NsTWSHOUR 
9 WONDERFUL WORLD 
OF DISNEY Hatoween Had Of 
Fame'' 
(9 GIMME A BREAK! 
'9M*A*S*H 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
9 PM MAGAZINE Sherman 
iHernekw   ("Amen"):    a-anaplant   | 
paoent Gary Clerk of Tucson. An- 
Irona:   muncfun'   meiocsaa.   Chef 
|Bernard makes lemon p» 
WILD KINGDOM Whae at 
(Africa. Martin Pertune and a CMce- 
EagM    Scout    observe    the 
|treeeheroue rn.graeon of wdda- 
ata. 
JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
DATING GAME 
19 TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT When a reneocel fen ataekt 
a Coamw Cow puppet. Henry eau 
out to recover rt 
9 THREE S COMPANY 
(ESPN) SPEEOWEEK 
(TMC)   MOVIE    **      Forever 
Dathng    (19581 Lucsts Bad. Desi   . 
, Arruu. A young couple * rruarajg* 
1 is eeved by a guaroVan angel who 
I reeambkM    the    wife's    favorite 
[ movie star. 
BOO 
9 9 SIMON Bt SIMON The 
Settone are tared by a woman 
who cleans that aha wenta to pro- 
tact her elderly father - whoa off 
prospering for gold ■» MebCO. 
9   AMERICAN    CENTURY 
9   COSSY   SHOW   Vsnaata 
I aoka her peranta for permsaboii to 
j wear mekeup. In ettreo. CJ 
9   OUR   WORLD   Highkght* 
from tha Sc-mo of 64 rwsuda tha 
Armv-McCarthy haeonga.   Roger 
j Bannathw braekaig the 4-mViuta 
j me* bamar, the bndmerk Brown I 
| va. Board of Education oaae, and.' 
Haye*. Jonaa St* end M C*s> 
sjr.p 
9 LIVING PLANET: A POR 
TRAIT OF THE EARTH Hoat 
Oewtd Artencorough eapUree the 
riohnaaa of afe In the f cueoonen 
Nnpk» •• Na earner* slowty da- 
acond* from the crown of a 200- 
foo. kapok ves (R)C.i 
9 THIS OLD HOUSE Maeon- 
ry work: a vaW to a con or eta 
btock factory; frarrsng the ferrwy 
room sddriion: patrswig tha naw 
room's athtrtor Q 
SOUNSMOKE 
MOV* *** Betrayal 
(1BS3) Ben Katgakw, Jaramy 
irons A man tooka back through 
tfM Mne yaora of hkl wtN'a effa» 
with la* best friend, cukiwasdng 
a» Is* racoasctions of die rskvoon- 
iNp'tongM. 
If »W AUTO HACINO CAST 
Upm tM 300. Irom Sana. 
Cm. mi 
tea 
• HMD MRCS Gama 
Fma <* lacaaaa-y HouaMm Aa^oa 
or Naw Vort Man M ioalon Rad 
So. o Calawa Angaaj iLival 
*t wooowTMOHra BHOT 
Two avail (O-t Hoy Undartal to 
a oarnonafeabon of baakatmaavio. 
S:O0 
9 9 KNOTS LANDING Vs. 
•nvrte* Jean Hackney to dme wsth 
her and Ben; Greg trata to force 
Phd to kaave town. Q 
9 GZOWSKI 4 CO. Guest 
24 year-ow vwarett Angakt Ou- 
beau.g 
9 THE COLBY8 Monaco in- 
forms Jaaon of a peat love affav. 
wttBa ladkrig a darker ■ecret from 
han.Q 
9 MYSTERY)    Shroud for a 
Nrght^gei*    Nervaa ar* ao-aaned 
aa Adam OMgfceah'a siv«<*tig*t>on 
aiipoaet the prtvat* h*t of the   ' 
Nrghtvtgaki Houee staff (Part 3 of | 
wg 
9 LIVING PLANET: A POR- 
TRAIT OF THE EARTH David 
Attanborough observe* the tree* 
and wddkf* in th* world's bvgeet 
woodamda. a band of foreet* en- 
cachog the Northern Hemisphere 
trng 
9 MOVIE **VI lorn To Be 
Sow HMD Lynda Carter. Har- 
old Gould A deter maied aockd 
worker **u out to prove that an 
•saga, baby-aefkng oparebOn a*- 
ant used by •» FBI end the Jue- 
. Vort 
THE- 
ofp 
and Chkcego. g 
*     MASTERPIECE 
ATM 
ISeeeon Prwr-ena) Based on Jor-i 
itovel about Bh> si 
Crajfand at the fast daces*** roi- 
lowmg World War H. Rev. Sbneon 
•tU-nher crty 
fTMC) MOVIE ** rh* Doctor 
And The Devi*'' 11986) Timothy 
Oefton. Jonathan Pryoe. A IBbV 
century Eriefcah anatomy profee- 
eor's fruatrat-on with the quekty 
m recervwvg for e>- 
• tarn to deal with 
two unsavory characters In atar- 
eo. n g 
8:10 
9 WAY WE ARE Set agatnat 
the emuel ritual of win* making, 
th** drama porveye the paraonel 
e*p*ner*ce* of an rtakan-Cenedwn 
famdy Maj in VVkvapag. g 
lOfOO 
9 9 KAY O'lRkEN Keyo 
(nee to cakm e aejbem who* nar- 
voue about taa scheduled aNcthsi 
V*ege he* ahocfUng ispscu* 
for Na fsmay Star* Mtehaai 
Hordarn Annan* Craabet. FMar 
Egan and David TrvsataB   (Part 1 ding 
MYSTERY1    Shroud for a 
Nervaa am aeraavjd 
as Adam Ddgkeeh'e inveettgatjon 
the prtvat* livea of the 
Nirdningaai Hou** staff. (Pert 3 of 
sig 
—
 NEWS 
ESPN) AUTO RACING Formu- 
la One Grand Fn* of MeaJoo. from 
Menco City. .HI 
10:30 
HONEYMOOPMRS 
(TMC) MOVIE   **H     Joehu* 
Than And Now" (IMS) James 
Asm Arfeln. Aa s-npaoa- 
t-one   of sywjhr*yn*nt   at   *   aaa 
scandal thr*et*n hat pubkc profs*, 
rsapected Cenadksn author tooka 
back upon hat Bf*. H' g 
11:00 
S999NEWS 
DARK SHADOWS 
LATE   SHOW Hoot:   Joan 
FaWara.   StAecUed:   Mai   Brooke. 
Saty lUBsvman. In atarao. 
WKRP FN CINCINNATI 
11:90 
9 TAXI 
9 MOVIE *** Ossaan Of 
Tha Stardust Bewoom 0076) 
Maureen Staptston. Chartaa Dum- 
•ng A recent widow becomes av 
volvad with • irvtrned fiujsnvjn 
she meets at * local Brona danoe 
he* 
9 NIGHT MCATAI*. .,»*. 
rnembers of tha city ■ gay com- 
rnunrty 
NEWS 
NK3MTLINE 
HBVTORY RECOVERED: 
THE CUSTER BATTLEPsfLO 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SUR- 
VEY OP 1884 A took at thai 
1876 Settle of (he Lrrtte Bighorn 
tn wfach CM George Cuoter and 
moat of Ns fore* were hated by 
Cheyenne and Sioua Indkane. 
Neat: Dick Cavetl. 
I BUSINESS REPORT 
LATE   SHOW Hoot:   Joan 
Shave.   Sotteckaed:   Mal   Brooks. 
Saty Kebsrrnan. In atarao. 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
k 12:00 
KOJAK 
TONIGHT   Host:    Johrmy 
person. Scheduled, act/—a corn* 
B Toman In atareo. 
JIMMY BRESLIN'S PEO- 
m . 
: 
I MMIOMM. / JOURNAL. 
I 20 / 20 Sdwouajd: rason 
< Mchaai Raymond, an attorn- . 
iTWLKJMTZONC 
BPMI     NPL FH.M1     Pflt- ■ NT* 
Moala %•»» 
MaomXng 1*** 
aa—t.. ...***H 
toyOaM. . • •• 
m* . .. . **» 
ma*. . . .    ** 
r*  .   *H 
••v .... . .   * 
906 Napoleon Rd. 
(at S. College) 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
43402 
tflou re 
iometnina 
. r Special 
Hkflma 
Hours.       Mon. — Fri. 
Saturday 
m JB.Q* only full 
Complete line pots 
8 - 5:30 p.m. 
8 - 4:00 p.m. 
I[ne Florist 
soil - insecticides 
It's Not Too Late 
to Start Planning Holiday Parties 
Banquet   Catering   Available   For   Office 
Parties, Reunions, Awards Banquets, Etc. 
Call 352-2149 
ELK'S CLUB 
Churchill's 
Video 
89* Overnight Rental 
Monday - Thursday 
$1.89 Overnight Rental 
VCR Rentals $4.95 
114* S. Main St 354-2526 
